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of "bread and butter liberalism;" more likely to be non- 
interventionist when it comes to world politics, but more 
likely than others to hold the military in high regard.
Regarding class self-identification, a good deal more 
variance can be explained for those at the middle of the 
stratification hierarchy and above than for those at the 
lower levels. Income, education, and consumption have 
positive effects on class identification for white-collar 
workers but less so for blue-collar workers.
In comparisons of various classification schemes for 
identifying who is working-class, only in the orientation 
to work do I find significant differences. Work complexity 
has an effect on work attitudes which is separate from the 
effect of doing manual work. However, the complexity 
classification scheme performs similarly to the others 
(S E S , Census Categories, Wright's Class Model, Blue/White- 
Collar) in analyses of away-fram-work phenomena.
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Introduction
My primary objective in this dissertation is refining 
class culture as a concept, synthesizing a body of 
existing related work, and conducting an empirical 
analysis which illustrates the extent to which working- 
class workers differ from others in addressing issues of 
work, home and citizenship.
The idea of class culture is not a new one. The 
following statement was made by Frederick Engels in 1844: 
"Workers speak other dialects, have other thoughts and 
ideals, other customs and moral principles, a different 
religion and other politics than those of the bourgeoisie. 
Thus they are radically dissimilar nations, as unlike as 
difference of race could make them..." (from Parkin 1971, 
p. 79). As Engels' quote makes clear, social scientists 
were already making the case for a working class culture 
over a hundred years ago. Others since Engels have 
focused on differences attributed to class cultures or 
subcultures, usually through theoretical analysis (e.g. 
Goffman 1951; Collins 1975; Matras 1983). A number of 
observations have been done which offer rich ethnographic 
accounts (e.g., LeMasters 1981; Applebaum 1981; Halle 
1984; Reinarman 1987), but there is little in the way of
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quantitative empirical analysis of class culture. With a 
few exceptions, there is a dearth of empirical evidence to 
shore up the theoretical claims. Thus a need exists for 
operationa1izing theoretical assumptions and building on 
o bservationa1 conclusions.
The present study begins to address this need in an 
analysis of working class culture which is guided by two 
major questions: (1) Who should be included in the
working-c1 ass? (2) What is working-class culture and what 
are i ts me a s u r a b 1e effects on individuals in the work ing- 
c 1 ass?
The model of working-class culture I use is similar 
to David Halle's conception of A m e r i c a ’s Working Man 
(1984). Halle's model defines three identities which 
workers have: worker; community member; and citizen. 
According to this argument, members of the working-class 
are distinct on certain dimensions due to their enactment 
of the various roles associated with these three 
iden ti t i e s .
My primary concern is to present an analysis which 
allows the coherence of working-class culture which has 
been found in earlier observationa1 studies to be 
operationalized for a more quantitative analysis. The 
major components of the analysis, following from the 
questions above, are (1) a definition of a classification
i x
operationalized for a more quantitative analysis. The 
major components of the analysis, following from the 
questions above, are (1) a definition of a classification 
scheme by which working-class workers can be 
differentiated from others and (2) a series of empirical 
tests, using data from several existing surveys, which 
investigate the differences between the working-c1 ass and 
other workers in various dimensions of social life. These 
tests focus on class self-identification, and work, family 
and citizenship values. These are issues of major 
importance in investigating the mechanisms of working- 
class culture, and have been the object of much prior 
debate among students of social stratification.
Chapter One gives the theoretical background of the 
project. It explains where the project is situated in 
terms of prior research on class and class consciousness 
as well as the background of class culture as an analytic 
concept. Since subsequent chapters are separate analyses 
(using different datasets and methodologies), the first 
chapter also includes a description of each analysis and 
the datasets to be used.
Chapter Two addresses the classification issue. It is 
the purpose of this chapter to construct a scheme to group 
occupations according to the substantive complexity of 
work tasks and the level of routinization involved. This
x
classification scheme is then used to categorize 
individuals for the analyses in subsequent chapters.
Chapter Three addresses the class self-identification 
issue. In this analysis, I focus on the relationship 
between certain indicators of consumption level and the 
social class workers say they are in.
The work dimension, the focus of Chapter Four, is 
addressed through a comparison of the predictors of job 
satisfaction for working-class workers and others. In 
this chapter, I investigate the effectiveness of the 
manual/nonmanual distinction as compared to the level of 
work complexity as an explanatory factor in regard to work 
a tt i t u d e s .
The community, or 1ife-away-from-work dimension is 
addressed in Chapter Five. This includes an analysis of 
family values. I focus on marital power, i.e., who makes 
family decisions, as a dimension along which class 
cultural differences should exist.
The final analysis is presented in Chapter Six. It 
concerns the citizenship dimension of the three-identity 
model of the working-class. This is addressed in an 
analysis of the tendency of w o r king-c1 ass workers to 
express attitudes which are populistic or n a t i o n a 1 ist ic in 
n a t u r e .
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Chapter One 
Class and Cul t u r e  in Perspective
This chapter has three parts. The first two address 
the theoretical background of the project: Part 1 places 
the c 1a s s - c u 1ture concept within the larger context of 
class analysis and discusses the theoretical basis of the 
materialist conception of social class and Part 2 gives 
the background of the c u 1ture-analytic approach and 
defines the parameters of American working-class culture. 
Part 3 outlines the set of analyses presented in Chapters 
Two - Six which address particular parts of the problem.
1. Class and Working-Class
Class analysis has a long and respected history traced 
by many back to the Greeks. Yet, c o n c e p t u a 1izing class 
and providing operational definitions has historically 
presented a recurring problem for social theorists. The 
writings of Aristotle and Plato provide the first examples 
of work on social stratification, but Marx is usually 
credited with being the first to undertake the systematic 
analysis of social class (Lipset 1985).
The discussion which follows includes: (1) a brief
review of the history of class analysis, giving special 
attention to Marxian theories of class and class 
consciousness (because class consciousness can reasonably
be seen as closely related to class culture); and (2) an 
explanation of the theoretical basis for operationalizing 
class according to a materialistic view of class.
Conceptions of Class
For Marx, class was necessarily associated with 
exploitation. Since the capitalism of his day was based 
on o w n e r s ' exploitation of l a b o r , Marx defined classes in 
terms of their relationship to the means of production—  
owners or non o w n e r s — a definition since labeled by some as 
too narrow to encompass the complexities of modern 
capitalism (Ossowski 1966).
In contrast, a more recent conception holds that 
"class" is not a meaningful distinction, but rather an 
artificial construct, originated by social scientists 
(e.g., Blau and Duncan 1967, Duncan 1968). This position, 
often posed in contrast to the Marxist definition of 
class, takes a very different approach from the 
determinism reflected in Marx's "all history is the 
history of class s t r u g g l e . " 1 Rather than class 
determining everything, from this perspective "class" is 
not a necessary distinction. Social stratification is 
conceived in terms of "a continuum, or perhaps a series of 
continua, of positions of differential 'socio-economic'
status on which individuals can be ranged" according to 
their levels of attainment (Goldthorpe 1987, p. 16).
Discussions of the social or cultural distinctions 
which social class members share has often been melded 
with class consciousness issues. This is a central 
concept and focus of debate in Marxian analysis and an 
issue very closely related to discussions of class 
c u 1t u r e . Definitions and redefinitions of class 
consciousness vary but the main component is the recog­
nition by workers that they share a status which is based 
on an exploitative relationship with those who own or 
control the means of production. False consciousness is 
said to exist to the extent that (a) workers fail to see 
themselves as a separate group, to realize that they are 
indeed exploited, and (b) they accept the dominant 
ideology which serves the interests of the capitalist 
owners. American workers, found lacking in class c o n ­
sciousness thus defined, have been the object of much 
intellectual debate and a number of explanations, both 
historical and economic have been proposed (e.g.,
Lockwood, 1966; Mackenzie, 1973; Parkin, 1979; Marshall, 
1983; Wilentz, 1984; Wright, 1985) =2.
Looking for and not finding —  the Marxian version of
class consciousness has led some analysts to conclude that 
class consciousness of any kind does not exist and, in
fact, a good deal of work has been devoted to the question 
of American exceptional ism regarding working class 
consciousness. The consensus has been that American 
workers, in contrast to workers in other countries, are 
and have been consistently lacking in working class 
consciousness and that they are, in fact, overwhelmingly 
similar to the rest of the American population. The 
c o r o l 1ary of this is that workers are not distinct from 
the larger society in any important way. Though from a 
very different perspective, this is similar to the "status 
attainment" view referred to above, i.e., if social class 
as a concept is abandoned in favor of incremental 
continua, then the question of the unique characteristics 
of social class groups becomes a moot point. Thus social 
analysts who disagree on other points are similar in their 
lack of attention to the peculiarities of particular 
socio-economic strata, the status attainment people 
because "groupings" are defined as artificial and the 
Marxists because revolutionary or antagonistic class 
consciousness is the only pertinent type within their 
model. The e x c e p t i o n a 1 ism question, however, has never 
reached closure. There remain those who are unconvinced 
either that Marxist class consciousness defines the only 
interesting questions (Davis 1982; Kluegel and Smith 1986; 
Reinarman 1987) or that Americans are actually exceptional
in their lack of developing it (Wilentz 1984).
Some Marxists have modified the original assumptions 
in an attempt to adapt "to the changing realities of 
contemporary capitalist society" (Grimes 1987). Wright, 
for example, speaks of class consciousness in terms of the 
"class content of consciousness," which refers to "the 
subjective processes that shape intentional choices with 
respect to (c 1 a s s ) interests and struggles" (Wright 1985, 
p.246). Others describe class consciousness in less 
subjective terms, attributing consciousness to class 
position rather than to individual class members (Lukacs 
1971). In fact, Wright criticizes Lukacs' view as not 
subjective enough. By treating class consciousness as 
something which belongs more to the group than to the 
individual, Lukacs view makes it impassible to talk about 
someone not having class consciousness. Wright disagrees 
with that version. Instead, he sees class consciousness 
as a "particular aspect of the concrete subjectivity of 
human individuals" (1985, p. 244); a study of class 
consciousness is thus a study of a particular aspect of 
the mental life of i n d i v i d u a l s . 3
Wright's conception of class consciousness differs 
from Marx's original formulation in that it does not 
assume revolutionary consciousness. Wright seeks to avoid 
some of the problems of previous Marxist approaches by
carefully defining what he means by concepts like "true 
interests" and an individual's "preferences" (1985, p. 
248-9). He asserts that people in general hold a certain 
kind of preference: "...even if they are not consciously
aware of it, namely an interest in expanding their 
capacity to make choices and act upon them. This 
preference may be blocked, but 'deep down inside' people 
in general have a desire for freedom and autonomy.
Insofar as the actual capacity that individuals have to 
make choices and act upon them— their real freedom— is 
shaped systematically by their position within the class 
structure, they have objective class interests based on 
this real interest in freedom" (Wright 1985, p.249).
While Wright has been careful to avoid many of the 
arguable assumptions in the original formulation, his 
construction of a class consciousness scale makes clear 
that he associates working class interests with a pro­
union stance (1985). Of his original eight items used in 
the American survey, three pertained to strikes (clearly 
associated with labor u n i o n s ) . 4 Such a formulation 
implies that workers' desires for freedom and autonomy are 
necessarily reflected in their sentiment toward labor 
unions. While, ideally, labor unions should be seen as 
representing the interests of workers, this is obviously 
not the case for American workers as a whole. Labor union
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participation by U.S. workers is among the lowest of 
industrialized nations (only about 187. in 1985— Sweden, 
the most unionized country, has about 907. union 
participation (Vanneman and Cannon, 1987)). The 
situation, complicated by the checkered history of 
American labor unions, may have more to do with the 
reputations of unions than with workers themselves.
Wright (1985) has developed a three dimensional 
typology of social class based on an exploitation model 
which encompasses ownership, organizational position and 
ski 11s / c r e d e n t i a l s . When he employs the typology (12 
cells or classes) and examines the relationship between 
class and class consciousness using his "Class Co n ­
sciousness Scale," he finds that there is indeed 
polarization between the capitalist class and the working 
class but the degree of polarization is "muted," not 
substantive (1985, p.264). Wright's overall conclusion is 
that working class consciousness in the U.S., due to 
political and labor union influences, has been undermined, 
that workers have come to see the labor movement as a 
"special interest group" (1985, p.279-80).
Giddens (1981, p. 112-3) suggests that class 
consciousness can actually be seen as three separate types 
of consciousness: class identification (recognition of 
various class positions and identification of oneself
within one of them); conflict consciousness (a perception 
of class unity, the interests of which are in opposition 
with the interests of other classes); and revolutionary 
consciousness (a belief that an overall reorganization of 
the power structure can be brought about by class action). 
It is a basic misconception in traditional Marxist theory 
that the maturation of capitalism would entail the 
development of a work force characterized by a c 1 ass 
consciousness which includes all three of these 
c o m p o n e n t s .
There are strands of conflict consciousness which 
necessitate neither class identity nor revolutionary 
consciousness. The overt conflict which Marx predicted 
and which for him, reflected a set of fatal flaws which 
would eventually bring about the demise of capitalism, 
were based on a blending of economic and political 
conflict and on a working class which was not incorporated 
into capitalist society.
The key to the incorporation of American workers was 
the sequence of events surrounding development of the 
American capitalist system. The combination of (1) the 
lack of a feudal past which would have served to more 
clearly define class lines and (2) political suffrage 
which preceded labor movements thus separating political 
and labor ideologies (Lipset 1985), is seen as an
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explanation for the "failure" of American workers to 
develop the kind of revolutionary consciousness Marx 
predicted for mature capitalism.
What has developed instead is the relocation of class 
struggle in which workers fight to make property out of 
their job positions. Capitalism is conceived as a set of 
markets within which currencies (both monetary and 
c u l t u r a l ) are passed a r o u n d , its political dynamics based 
on positions in markets rather than relationships to the 
means of production (Collins 1986, p. 256). According to 
Weber, class interests are synonymous with market 
interests and are thus not dependent on any sort of 
consciousness for their existence (Giddens 1981, p. 43).
The 20th century development of capitalistic 
enterprise has resulted in an increase in productive 
capacity which, while extending the power of the market, 
has made workers more willing partners to the bargain in 
which labor is traded for consistently increasing levels 
of consumption. In the maturation of capitalism we have 
seen a separation of industrial and political class 
conflict. The "patterns of struggle and competition have 
been transformed" (Burawoy 1979, p. 195). Rather than a 
special case in which the normal development of capitalism 
was thwarted, such changes represent "the normal mode of 
structuration of class conflict in capitalist society"
10
(Giddens 1981, p. 202). Conflict consciousness, a certain 
level of hostility in the relationship between workers and 
bosses or owners, can easily be seen as intrinsic to that 
relationship. A revolutionary desire to transcend the 
status quo by total reorganization of the political, 
social, and economic structure is not.
The present argument, however, is not about the extent 
to which American workers are class conscious as defined 
by the Marxian model. Considering its definitional 
constraints, that argument can only take place from within 
a Marxist paradigm. Class consciousness, by way of its 
Marxian definition, cannot be approached from other angles 
or compared to other conceptual schemes; it is not 
possible to claim that workers have any sort of "class 
consciousness" which excludes recognition of exploitation 
by capitalists or their proxies. Further, any empirical 
evidence of a weak class consciousness is explained within 
the conceptual definition as false consciousness.
In contrast, a class culture approach focuses on how 
the "patterns and relations" of everyday life provide a 
context within which meaning is attributed. Rather than 
deducing that a particular form of consciousness should be 
present and explaining its presence or absence, a culture- 
analytic approach examines the similarities which actually 
exist among workers. Class culture is more than an
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alternative concept meant to substitute for class 
consciousness. It is instead, an analytically distinct 
dimension. While it may be similar to the Marxist 
conception in some ways, it is quite different in others.
The interest is in the "peculiar and distinctive way of 
life of the group or class, the meanings, values and ideas 
embodied in institutions, in social relations, in systems 
of beliefs, in mores and c u s t o m s , in the uses of objects 
and material life" (Fantasia 1988, p. 14). Undertaking a 
cultural analysis includes an investigation "of verbal 
utterances but also of rituals, codified bodies of 
knowledge, and cultural a r t i f a c t s ...the arrangements among 
symbols themselves are examined" (Wuthnow 1987, p. 56). 
Moving beyond vague notions of American culture or 
working-class, there is a need to specify the components 
of a working-class culture, and to investigate whether and 
to what degree specific differences can be found between 
working-class and others.
Thus the analytical distinction between class 
consciousness and class culture; the questions of the 
latter fall into a broader category than those of the 
former. Matza and Wellman (1980) suggest that one of the 
problems with understanding working-class consciousness is 
the distinction made between a class which is an sich (of 
itself) and a class which is fur sich (for itself),
"insisting on the primacy of that which is not over the 
vulgarity of what is. Naturally, everything interesting 
(which is to say, history) occurs between the two types" 
(1980, p. 1). It might be suggested, however, that rather 
than conceptualizing class culture as falling in the 
middle range of this Marxist continuum, we look at working 
class culture as a separate dimension, not necessarily 
r e 1ated to the radicalization of w o r k e r s . Insistence on 
associating class consciousness with revolutionary 
consciousness leads to the assumption that class 
consciousness of any other kind either does not exist or 
is not important. This ignores an important part of the 
sociological landscape, i.e., that classes (social 
groupings o c c u p a t i o n a 11y or economically defined) are 
important and that people are conscious of them. An 
essential distinction to be made between the class culture 
and the class consciousness concepts is that the problem 
is an analytical rather than a strictly ideological one.
Operationalizing the Class Concept
In the present analysis "class" will be used in the 
way Ossowski refers to as "the wide use of the term 
'class' in the sense of 'social c 1a s s ' . . . (w h i c h ) can 
undoubtedly be traced to a ... pre-Marxian origin" (1966, 
p. 88). Class, as referred to here, is a basic component
of social structure composed of groups (with occupational 
and economic similarities) who share comparable career and 
inter— generational mobility patterns (Weber 1922). This 
usage is similar to the Marxist conception insofar as it 
is based on economic and occupational criteria. It is 
thus a materialist view of class which originates from 
views such as the following: "Morality, religion,
m e t a p h y s i c s , all the rest of ideology and their 
corresponding forms of c o n s c i o u s n e s s ... have no history, no 
development; but men, (by) developing their material 
production and their material intercourse, alter, along 
with this their real existence, their thinking and the 
products of their thinking. Life is not determined by 
consciousness but consciousness by life" (Marx and Engels 
1970, p. 47)"
Though strongly stated, this should not be taken to 
mean that consciousness is inevitably determined by 
material existence. That was not the position of Marx nor 
the one taken here, rather that material existence shapes 
and limits perceptions of the social world. Class culture 
provides a set of "rules" by which individuals negotiate 
reality. The approach taken here is similar to a Marxist 
orientation in that it has a materialist basis, but it 
differs radically regarding the outcomes to which these 
assumptions necessarily lead. This is a form of
materialism which may be contrasted with Marxism in terms 
of both analytical focus and predicted o u t c o m e s . ®  The 
major difference is that it is not based on class 
antagonism (workers' experience as participants in the 
market has diffused much of the antagonism Marx 
predicted). Another distinction to be drawn between this 
approach and a Marxian one is that it includes the 
possibility of considering separately experiences in the 
occupational hierarchy and experiences at home and in the 
community which are only indirectly related to one's 
actual relationship (ownership or nonownership) to the 
means of production. This formulation is grounded on the 
materialist assumption that experience is primary, i.e., 
what people do is imp o r t a n t . 6
For the approach taken here, the nature of the actual 
work tasks one does is primary. Cultural conventions 
(rituals, etc.) are based on these experiences.
Subcultures which develop among occupational groups are 
centered on the nature of the tasks the job i n c l u d e s . 7
Considering experience fundamental is a strictly 
materialist stance and a thoroughgoing version of this is 
a stronger version of materialism than even a Marxist 
position. By focusing exclusively on work position, the 
"Marxists may have abandoned materialism too easily, or at 
least not applied it in as thorough a manner as they
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should have" (Halle 1984, p. 297). Work, even if primary, 
is nevertheless only one realm of material existence which 
can influence ideology. An equally important 
consideration is the impact of participation in the market 
s y s t e m . 0 While jobs provide the means for participation 
in the market system (through income), the nature of the 
work one does and the level of consumption one enjoys are 
analytically distinct dimensions.
2. The Parameters of Working-Class Culture
In defining the parameters of working-class culture, 
will begin with a definition of culture itself, then 
discuss recent approaches taken in c u 1tur e - a n a 1ytic 
studies. In attention to class culture specifically, I 
will review prior research, including the two approaches 
to be synthesized here: Halle's conception of "America's 
workingman" (1984) and Bourdieu's "cultural capital"
(1977; 1984; 1987; 1989).
The Culture-Analvtic Approach
Culture can be defined as "a communicative or 
symbolic-expressive aspect of social behavior. As such it 
becomes constitutive of social life itself" (Wuthnow 1987, 
p. 57). The study of culture has been undertaken from 
several perspectives or levels of analysis. These include
the "subjective" (e.g., Berger and Luckmann or Geertz), 
the "structural" (commonly associated with Levi-Strauss 
but also includes Barthes and the s e m i o l o g i s t s ), the 
"dramaturgical" (most notably Goffman), and the 
"institutional" (a good example of which is Mary Douglas' 
How Institutions T h i n k . 1987). Both the dramaturgic and 
the institutional approaches will concern us here as they 
define culture as a means for reinforeing and interacting 
with social structure, as "the symbolic-expressive 
dimension of social structure" (Wuthnow 1987, p. 13).
Social life necessarily includes a dimension of moral 
o r d e r , i.e., individual actions are informed by 
expectations of what is right or what is reasonable to 
expect, and cultural mythology is an important part of 
this. Ritual— defined in terms broad enough to include 
the ceremonies of day-to-day interaction— is an important 
means of communication in social a r r a n g e m e n t s .
Ritualistic behavior defines how situations should be 
enacted and interpreted, serving to dramatize the 
constitution of social relations. The component of 
American culture which emphasizes individualism, 
competition and superiority is ritualistic in nature. 
These rituals are reenacted in the mass media, in 
children's storybooks, in papular music and any number of 
other contexts. Within the broader American culture,
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social class cultures exist (with their own cultural 
mythologies and rituals) which define a moral order for 
class members.
The social survey, though criticized by some 
culturalists (e.g., Fantasia 1988), may be seen as the 
reenactment of a particular kind of social ritual. The 
quasi-formal circumstances of a survey situation is a 
micro-level dramatization of the social order in which 
some statements, based on taken-for— granted assumptions, 
are more appropriate than others. The important thing is 
not "getting at" people's beliefs, but what people say 
they believe— what people say about their beliefs is a 
dramatization of the symbolic dimension of c u l t u r e . 9 
Similarity in responses and consistency of relationships 
over time, rather than tapping some sort of aggregate 
inter— subjectivity, indicates the extent to which 
appropriate responses are e n c u l t u r a t e d , i.e., the 
endurance and reenactment of social ritual. Taking a 
culture-analytic perspective to survey research avoids 
some of the concern over what the trends "really" reflect. 
The focus is shifted so that shared knowledge of ritual is 
what is interesting about survey responses. A good 
example of this relates to the issue of nationalism. The 
ritualistic dimension of the concept would prescribe 
responses which might be labeled "patriotic" or "pro-
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American," and we could expect to find variation of 
response depending on certain individual and contextual 
characteristics and systematic variation by social class.
The present project is based on the assumption that 
class culture serves as the repository for a thoroughgoing 
cultural mythology and a set of rituals which serve to 
shape behavior in empirically analyzable ways.
Recognizing that longstanding and widely held assumptions 
draw a link between certain cultural patterns and 
particular social classes, my objective is 
operationalizing these assumptions for a quantitative 
analysis using survey data in a culture-analytic approach.
The present application of the concept is based on 
identifying what it is that people share which unifies 
them in a c 1 ass-based way. Most research related to this 
topic has focused on attitudes toward stratification, "the 
study of what people believe about who gets what and why" 
(Kluegel and Smith 1981, p. 30).
Early community studies (Lynd and Lynd 1929, 1937; 
Warner and Lunt 1941, 1947) found that "counter to popular 
myth, class plays an important part both as a structural 
reality and as a factor in Americans' thinking about 
society" (in Kluegel and Smith 1981, p. 32). In another 
early study, Centers interpreted his results as leaving 
"little doubt that people's politico-economic orientations
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are closely associated with their statuses and roles in 
the economic order" (Centers 1949, p. 300). As with many 
early studies, Centers' methods and evidence have been 
questioned and while some of his measures have been used 
repeatedly, a good deal of improvement has been made.
A 1968 study by Glenn and Alston insists on a 
distinction between "culturally conditioned" and 
"culturally determined" attitudes (p.367). Looking at 
"cultural distance" between pairs of occupational 
categories (the Census Bureau's eleven occupational 
categories were collapsed into eight) that study found the 
manual-nonmanual distinction important (i.e., that killed 
workers are more like unskilled workers than nonmanual 
workers as some had claimed). However, based on wide 
variation within and only moderate diversity between 
categories, the overall finding was that manual and 
nonmanual workers do not differ much on "culture related" 
attitudinal items.
Davis, (1982) in a paper including "class culture" in 
the title, defines neither class nor class culture but 
looks for an association between ranked
occupational/education status, changes between father's 
and respondent's status, and responses on 49 attitudinal 
variables from the General Social Survey. He uses the 
census five-category occupational classification as a
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class measure and finds "nontrivial" associations on about 
a third of the items. These cluster around job-related 
topics and "cynicism." Though he leaves out ethnicity, 
region, sex, etc., he concludes that the notion of a 
strong class culture is not supported by his (72-80 G S S ) 
d a t a .
Kluegel and Smith (1986) offer a comprehensive 
treatment of the issue of attitudes toward stratification. 
They employ status, region of the country, religious 
affiliation, race, sex, and age as independent variables. 
The measure of status used is, in their words, meant to: 
"reflect qualitatively significant points along the income 
and education continua" (p. 68). The income-education 
continuum is divided into three categories, representing 
Low, Middle, and High Status groups. Using this rather 
broad index for social status, they conclude that 
"Adherence to the dominant ideology is, as we proposed, 
widespread" and further, that the only gap between groups 
which is consistently wide is between blacks and whites 
(Kluegel and Smith 1986, p. 289).
American Working-Class Culture
In a recent study of the blue-collar labor force of a 
chemical plant in northern New Jersey, Halle (1984) 
investigated issues surrounding class consciousness by
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conducting in-depth interviews with more than 100 workers 
over a 4-year period. He offers the concept of "the 
working man" as an alternative to "working class," 
claiming that workers refer to themselves as "working men" 
and "working women" and express a definite awareness as to 
what the term implies (see Halle 1984, chapter 10). This 
suggests the possibility that problems exist in the manner 
in which the class identification issue has been ad­
dressed. Perhaps the "right" questions have not been 
asked. Halle asserts: "A close reading of formal and 
informal interviews reported by a variety of researchers 
suggests that blue-collar workers in America commonly 
refer to themselves as 'working men,' but rarely as 
'working class'" (1984, p. 204).
Since, in earlier research, class self-identification 
has been so often taken to be synonymous with class 
awareness or class consciousness, the issue of what labels 
are used is an important one. If "working man" and 
"working class" are not considered interchangeable terms 
by their constituents, this suggests a serious fault with 
the conclusions drawn from this research.
The conception of the working man Halle uses is based 
on a view of work as manual work, i.e., physical, 
dangerous or dirty, boring or routine, or closely 
supervised (Halle 1984, p. 205). There is a clear
distinction made between workers who do those kinds of 
work and those who have office jobs. Those who do not 
perform manual work are often described as not "really" 
working or not doing valuable or tiring work. Performing 
"real" work is discussed with a particular kind of pride; 
"working men" (Halle's study focuses on men) are depicted 
as the real strength of this country. Similarly, the 
importance of the m a n u a 1- n o n m a n u a 1 distinction is 
maintained by a number of researchers (e.g., Gagliani 
1981; Form 1982; and is often found to have an effect 
which is independent of other factors.
Another recent study of American workers offers 
further affirmation of the existence of a self-conscious 
American working class. Reinarman (1987) describes how a 
group of well paid blue-collar workers make sense of their 
economic position. Though like many, they are ambivalent 
toward the American social order, they see themselves as 
part of the market system within which they participate in 
order to maximize their consumption powers (this is what 
Collins (1986, p. 257) refers to when he says the market 
is the location of class struggle under capitalism). They 
therefore believe in the autonomy of the individual and 
the fairness of the marketplace. They see themselves as 
brokers who sell their skills and their labor (as 
property) and achieve greater or lesser success based on
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market mechanisms. Their expectations center on "...the 
opportunity to exchange their labor for the highest price 
so as to finance maximally their private life" (Reinarman 
1987, p. 183).
Burawoy (1979) addresses this issue in his study of 
machine shop production workers. He identifies the 
"piece-rate system" as a competitive "game" workers "play" 
which, though posed in the language of a monetary 
proposition, actually (and more importantly) provides a 
source of personal challenge and the basis for gaining 
status among the work group. Burawoy's claim is that the 
dynamics of participation in the labor process serve to 
e stablish workers as individuals, (i.e., brokers selling 
their labor in the market) rather than members of a class. 
Competition among workers directs struggle horizontally 
rather than vertically. Workers do not address the larger 
questions (of the type Marx envisioned); struggles are not 
ideological in that sense. Questions are never over 
whether or not to play the game, but over how the game is 
played. Though workers may harbor animosity toward their 
bosses (the general attitude is that "bosses screw 
w o r k e r s " ),10 they consider that part of the bargain. 
Burawoy's conclusions, however, support the contention 
that the organization of work, while dramatizing the 
fundamental importance of individual effort and
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competition, has the effect of separating workers from 
other non-work social roles. Workers experience the labor 
process as an activity which is separate from outside 
consciousness and is "determined by the workers' position 
in the production process" (Burawoy 1979, p. 200).
This is actually only a slight modification of Marx's 
position that one's relationship to the means of 
production defines all other relations. Burawoy, in 
attempting to initiate a corrective to "move Marxism 
beyond Marx," (1979, p. 196) stays close to Marx's tenet 
that the labor process is central to workers' definition 
of themselves. In fact, by downplaying the impact of 
outside influences on the activities of the shop floor, he 
moves further in the direction of defining the worker in 
terms of his or her work situation. He contends that the 
rationality of capitalism, rather than leading to the 
demise of competitive capitalism, led to its evolution 
into monopoly capitalism and assured its survival. He 
states, "class struggle has not been the gravedigger of 
capitalism but its savior" (1979, p. 195).
Based on his ethnographic study, Halle states that 
workers' image of the class structure and of their 
position in it is based on three distinct identities: 
their lives at work, their lives outside of work in their 
communities, and their conceptions of themselves as
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Americans (1984, p. 202).
The Work Identity
The work identity of the "working man" or the "working 
woman" is based on the distinct experiences working-class 
workers have which set them apart from the rest of 
society. The central idea is that blue-collar work is 
productive in a way that other work is not. Halle refers 
to this as the "productive labor" aspect in the
orientation of the working man. (1984, p. 206). Though
this kind of work often has unpleasant characteristics (it 
is physical, dirty, closely supervised, etc.) workers 
value it more than the "unproductive" work of those who 
are not working men. White-collar workers and 
professionals, seen as not really working, were, among
Halle's workers, often the object of hostility and
mistrust (1984, p. 208).
Since Halle's ethnography focused on production jobs, 
he does not address the extent to which some white-collar 
jobs may also be considered productive in the sense that 
these workers explained. The conception of "productive" 
as compared to "unproductive" requires closer scrutiny if 
monotonous clerical work is also to be considered for 
classification as working-class work. With the exception 
of the dirtiness or strenuousness of the work, lower
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white-collar workers share the characteristics pointed out 
by Halle's workers as characteristic of "real" work (as 
Halle acknowledges, p. 210). "Boring," "routine," and 
"closely supervised" describes jobs which are low in 
substantive complexity, regardless of collar color. Low 
complexity work includes concrete tasks, jobs from which 
some tangible result can be seen. It is thus 
understandable that workers who produce tangible products, 
whether by producing automobiles, typing letters, or 
giving a haircut, are likely to be suspicious of workers 
who often get paid more for jobs which result in less 
tangible outcomes.
The pride that Halle described as characteristic of 
the working men he interviewed is based on the ability to 
do a particular kind of work. Those workers were proud of 
their ability to perform tasks that were often dirty or 
dangerous and associated the necessary strength and 
stamina with rights to inclusion; a ritualistic in-group, 
out-group orientation. This is closely related to the 
production of concrete results. These are tasks workers 
can identify as things they can do which their bosses can 
not. This is a way of pointing out "weakness" in those 
who control their work, a way of identifying something 
superior in their own abilities. Part of this is their 
recognition of the necessity for their kind of work (i.e.,
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work that is boring, repetitive, dirty, even dangerous) 
before the more complex tasks are required or even 
possible. In the words of a process chemical worker: "The 
working man is the nub of the whole thing. We do all the 
work. We produce everything. If we stopped work
here...would (the company president) come down and work?
No! He'd send in some guys like us. The working man is the 
nub of the whole thing. We do all the labor" (Halle 1984, 
p. 207). Through this view of "productive labor," workers 
see their jobs as having primary importance; they develop 
a form of situs-centricity which focuses on their job 
r e q u i r e m e n t s .
It is this underlying structure of work attitudes that 
makes it necessary to include low complexity, non-manual 
jobs in the "working man" (or working woman) thus working- 
class, category. In fact, it is probably true that most 
low complexity, non-manual jobs are occupied by working 
women rather than working men.
Workers Away From Work
The second image with which workers identify is 
related to life away from work, to one's position in a 
hierarchical class structure which is based on income, 
standard of living and residential situation (Halle 1984, 
p. 220). This image is not limited to the type of work
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one does but is also based on the rewards one receives, 
the level of consumption one is able to sustain. Halle's 
workers described a class hierarchy, usually containing 
three levels, with themselves most often in the middle. 
Home ownership is an important aspect of this image as are 
other "standard of living" considerations. Overall, the 
basis for placing oneself on a status ladder relates to 
income level and the style of life that allows outside of 
work (Halle 1984, p. 229).
The third major component of workers' classification 
of themselves within the class structure relates to 
national identity. This image includes aspects of both 
populism and nationalism, e.g., an "us versus them" 
orientation at both a class and a national level. Strong 
versions of this political orientation can lay dormant, 
says Halle, for a long time then flare up in response to 
some event (1984, p. 231), but an element of populism 
usually exists any time working-class workers talk about 
themselves as Americans (1984, p. 235).
Contrasting the first two of these, (1) the "working 
man" orientation as a separate dimension from (2) class as 
related primarily to factors outside of the work 
situation, sheds some light on disparate findings of 
earlier studies. Kluegel and Smith (1986) conclude that 
adherence to the dominant ideology is widespread while
Tanner and Cockerill (1986) emphasize the fragmented 
character of ideology. Some researchers (Lipsitz 1964; 
Burawoy 1979; Edwards 1979; Kahn 1979) insist on the 
primacy of the workplace in shaping workers' attitudes 
while others (Hill 1974; Bowles and Gintis 1976; Jackman 
and Muha 1984; Robinson 1984) claim that background 
factors are determinate. The importance of the manual- 
nonmanual distinction is maintained by a number of
researchers (Gagliani 1981; Form 1982) and is often found
to have an effect which is independent of other factors. 
Bell and Robinson (1980), for example, found that in spite 
of claims of American e x c e p t i o n a 1 ism on class 
consciousness, their sample of Americans perceived more 
inequality than their English sample.
The issue, at the base of all such research, is
ultimately one of definition, i.e., the designation of one
locus of influence (be it background factors, work 
position, or the capitalist system) as fundamental to any 
other. The analytical problem is complicated by the 
unresolved issue of what is to count as class and whether 
its effect is d e t e r m i n i s t i c . Taking a unidimensional 
approach forces the question since each perspective offers 
a partial solution.
From a Marxist perspective, we would look to the work 
environment for definition. Modifying the Marxian
definition of class in the way that many neo-Marxists have 
(to consider exploitation by managers as well as owners), 
it is possible to recognize some of the characteristics of 
class struggle predicted by that model. Workers do tend 
to see themselves in contradictory locations to bosses and 
owners (Reinarman 1987)„ Labor groups do, on occasion, 
organize into a united front in opposition to employers 
(Fantasia 1988). What the Marxist model downplays, 
however, is the validity of considering the various 
aspects of workers' life situations as analytically 
separate determinants of social existence. The above 
evidence suggests that such a separation is reasonable and 
that the work situation itself is but one component of the 
image individuals have of themselves in the stratification 
system. Not only are these components not synonymous for 
workers, but life away from work is valued more highly.
As Reinarman's workers told us, the objective is to make 
the most money possible in order to finance the best 
possible personal life. It is necessary then, to consider 
that part of workers' experience which includes 
participation in the economic sphere away from work.
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Cultural Capital
Pierre Bourdieu offers perhaps the most comprehensive 
analysis to date of the effects of class culture on social 
structure (Bourdieu 1984). In surveys of the French 
population, Bourdieu found sharp differences in "tastes"
(p r e f e r e n c e s ) among various classes and occupational 
groups on a wide range of items (e.g., food, art, music, 
manners, etc.). Bourdieu treats these differences as 
indicators of the cultural capital which is characteristic 
of various social classes. Bourdieu's argument has been 
associated with Marxist analysis (Knorr— Cetina 1982) but 
probably comes closest to a Weberian model in that it is 
based on a market analogy (Lamont 1988). DiMaggio 
suggests that stratification research has focused 
primarily on "class" as defined by Weber, with little 
attention to Weberian notions of "status" (DiMaggio 1985, 
p. 1231). DiMaggio encourages a return to Weber's 
original distinction between class (market position) and 
status orders. The distinction between these is that 
class position is impersonal while status is inseparable 
from a person's participation in human groups. Further, 
status is emergent, grounded in interaction. Status 
provides a means for group cohesion through "styles of 
life" expected of group members (DiMaggio 1985, p. 1233).
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Cultural capital is defined as a form of symbolic 
capital which is accumulated both by societies and, more 
relevant to our purposes here, by individuals.
Individuals accumulate cultural capital through 
socialization (learning to talk and act in a certain 
manner, acquiring tastes for certain styles), education, 
and other experiences. This capital can be converted into 
money or positions (Bourdieu 1986, p. 187). Collins 
describes this process in terms of a market in which 
credentials are traded upon to obtain greater resources 
(1987). According to Collins', the micro-macro link 
consists of individual interactions (i.e., talk), a 
multitude of connections in which cultural capital is 
exchanged and the social structure is reproduced (Collins 
1987).
Bourdieu refers to this structure in terms of social 
space; i.e., social distances which are established and 
maintained through relations to "...the body, to language 
and to time— so many structural aspects of practice..." 
which lead "common folks" to "keep their common place," 
and others to "keep their distance, " or to "maintain 
their rank" (1989, p. 17). Built on the concept of 
"interests," Bourdieu's is a materialist analysis based on 
Weber's economic model (Wacquant 1989, p. 41). "Habitus," 
similar to the description of class culture given herein,
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is a central feature of Bourdieu's analysis. It is 
defined as: "...both a system of schemes of production of
practices and a system of perception and appreciation of 
practices" (Bourdieu 1989, p. 19).
Weber defined class and status in ideal-typical terms 
as sharply distinct realms, but he also acknowledged that 
in rapidly changing societies, these ideal types work 
somewhat differently. Traditionally, status was a more 
lasting form of social organization than market position, 
but in rapidly changing market economies the two become 
loosely coupled. Participation in a status culture 
permits actors to improve their market position through 
face-to-face interactions in which cultural capital is 
exchanged (Collins 1987; DiMaggio 1985). Thus social 
actors can be described as participating in status 
markets, i.e., trading "goods" (symbolic capital) whose 
value is defined by their cultural context of origin.
A materialist view of social class is based on the 
idea that experience is key to the definition of what 
makes a particular form of capital valuable. Experience 
provides the context within which value is attributed to 
some practices rather than others. Experiences provide 
the basis for identifying value in practices. What 
workers do at work is important; the experience of 
participation in the market system (as both producers and
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consumers) influences workers' consciousness. Prior to 
the work experience itself, background (socialization) 
factors are also important as these allow entry and 
participation in status markets.
These markets in turn, by allowing the reproduction 
and trading of cultural capital, provide the means by 
which the social structure is reproduced. Class culture 
then, is based on (both the genesis and the result of) a 
blend of occupational and market experiences (both 
economic and social), i.e., the communicative, symbolic- 
expressive aspect of social behavior which constitutes 
social life (Wuthnow 1987).
3. Operationalization and Analysis
Though social stratification has usually been 
addressed at a structural level by social scientists, at 
an individual level class manifests itself in the form of 
culture. Class culture is an organization of meanings 
through which its members see themselves and the world.
As Collins points out, "Everything that happens in the 
realm of society happens to some person, and it happens to 
him minute by minute, making up the subjective flow of his 
life" (Collins 1975). Class, in the form of culture, 
influences social life by providing a kind of filter 
through which meaning is interpreted. Through this
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complex of norms, rules, and rituals, individuals make 
sense of their everyday lives, regulating their own 
behaviors and evaluating the behaviors of others.
Based on the assumption that the conventions of 
w o r k i n g - c 1 ass culture influence the way individuals see 
the world, the analysis is designed to determine the 
extent to which working-class workers are different from 
others on various dimensions of social life. I focus on 
the three identities defined in Halle's model and outlined 
above: worker, community member (family, home and 
leisure), and citizen (Halle 1984). The analytical 
problem presented by taking this tack is separating and 
operationalizing these three identities, defining 
measurable characteristics pertinent to each, and 
performing an analysis designed to establish what 
similarities and/or differences exist between members of 
the working-class and others on these dimensions and 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . Defining measurable components is 
complicated by the fact that individuals occupy roles as 
workers, community members and citizens with attributes 
which are characteristic of each and which, to some 
extent, overlap in all three. Prior to addressing these 
questions, it is necessary to establish a classification 
scheme by which working-class workers can be compared to 
others. Thus the analysis includes two major components:
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(1) the classification issue, and (2) the comparison of 
working-class workers to others.
The first of these, the classification issue, includes 
two questions: (a) Who should be considered working-class?
and (b) How do these individuals classify themselves,
i.e., with what social class do they identify?
I address the first of these in Chapter Two. This 
requires data on j o b s — based on a national sa m p l e — so that 
a categorization scheme, once established, can be 
considered representative and added to other datasets in 
the way that contextual variables are usually added 
(merged by the relevant c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , in this case, 
occupation). For this purpose, I use two files (based on 
1970 and 1980 census occupational codes respectively) 
containing information from the Fourth Edition Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles (hereafter DOT) in a cluster 
analysis to group occupations according to job tasks.
The second component of the project, the comparison of 
w o r k i n g - c 1 ass workers to others, requires three separate 
(s u b )a n a 1y s e s . These correspond to the three identities 
discussed above, and address the question: How is blue- 
collar culture manifested in workers' lives (a) at work,
(b) at home, and (c) as American citizens?
This step involves applying the classification scheme 
(developed in step one) in datasets which contain the
variables of interest. For my purposes, three datasets 
are suitable for the major analyses in Chapters Three - 
Six and these were all collected during 1980-1981. They 
are: the Class Structure and Class Consciousness Study 
(hereafter C S C C S ); the Metropolitan Employer— Worker Study 
(MEWS); and the American National Election Studv-1980 
(ANES). I also include comparisons on several variables 
from The General Social Survey (GSS).
Chapter One Notes
1. The famous line taken from The Communist Manifesto.
2. Wright's class consciousness study represents probably 
the most comprehensive effort to date. His 1980, "Class 
Structure and Class Consciousness Study: United States 
Survey," conducted by the University of Wisconsin 
Institute for Research on Poverty, includes a national 
sample of 1,760. Combined with the other components of 
the larger study, there are presently data for five 
countries with samples of about 1,800 to 2,000 in each. 
When the data for all ten countries are released for 
public use, it will offer opportunities for comparative 
study which have not previously been available.
3. A pragmatic consideration of the differences between 
these two views is that Lukacs' is more philosophical, 
largely untestable. Wright's, however, possesses the 
first tenet of theory, testability. In fact, Wright's can 
be tapped by survey responses and analyzed by way of 
mainstream, paradigmatic method (a consideration we should 
not assume to have been ignored).
4. When the comparison was made with Sweden (Wright 
1985), one of these was dropped as was another pertaining 
to poverty.
5. This distinction is not my own, in answer to a query 
from a conference attendee concerning Halle's position on 
definitions of class, he stated, "I am not a Marxist, but 
I am. a materialist. " April 14, 1989, Lawrence, Kansas.
6. This conception is different from the status 
attainment approach in that it includes the work one 
actually does, rather than being based solely on 
characteristics which exist prior to the work experience 
(e.g., education, background) or on attributes which 
result from employment position (e.g., status, income).
7. E.g., truck drivers' use of C.B. radios may be an 
occupational necessity but the C.B. lingo which has 
developed involves a set of cultural rituals which 
identify group membership and reinforce solidarity among 
them.
8. Considering the impact of work experience as separate 
from experience in consumer markers is justified by the 
fact that they are, while essentially related, in many
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ways experienced as separate aspects of social life by 
workers themselves.
9. Wuthnow agrees and suggests further that ritual is
reenacted in at least three levels of this process (1) the
survey situation itself; (2) the way in which responses 
are reported; and (3) what the results are taken to mean
in the context of the larger society. (Personal
conversation, November 7, 1988, Princeton, New Jersey).
10. Both Reinarman and Burawoy use this phrase. Burawoy 
says the "screwing" refers to interference in the "game" 
rather than to more general feelings of exploitation.
11. Burawoy, coming from a Marxist perspective, laments 
the development of monopoly capitalism in which workers 
have come to focus on individual competitiveness, to play 
the "game" and become a part of the market system, thus 
diffusing any hint of radicalism.
Chapter Two
The Classification Issue
Since subsequent analyses require that I identify 
which individuals should be included as " w o rking-class," 
my first task is to define a classification scheme. Thus 
the objective in the present chapter is three-fold. Part 
one covers the background and logic of classifying 
individuals by occupation; part two describes the 
procedure by which a set of categories was defined; and 
part three applies the classification scheme in 
comparisons of individuals' characteristics by category.
I. Occupation. Social Class, and Class Culture
Empirical studies of social class have used various 
classification schemes and have had mixed results 
regarding the existence and strength of class-based 
c u l t u r e . 1 Many ana l y s t s — Marxists included (as the 
opening Engels quote illustrates)— have recognized 
differences between members of the working-class and 
others and there are numerous examples of attempts to 
specify those differences and address them through 
theoretical as well as empirical m e a n s . 3 A materialist 
view of social class (as described in Chapter One) is 
based on the idea that experience is key. Experience
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provides the context within which some practices are 
defined as more appropriate than others and thus forms the 
basis of class culture. Occupation has both concrete and 
abstract significance, i.e., it is an activity by which 
one earns a living and a status marker by which one is 
placed in relation to others. Occupations are central to 
individual identities; they shape and reinforce 
differences between people. It thus follows that what 
workers do at work is important. Work experiences 
influence one's outlook in a number of ways and individual 
consciousness is shaped by the experience of producing and 
consuming in the market system.
Occupation can be seen as an index to a number of 
characteristics , i.e., an individual's occupation 
represents a complex of related phenomena having to do 
with social (human and cultural) capital. People end up 
in particular jobs as a result of a combination of 
background experiences (accumulation of cultural capital). 
Individuals are drawn toward a certain occupational area 
because of a variety of factors which make that choice 
preferable. The c 1a s s - c u 1ture within which one is located 
(through socialization and experience) influences both the 
range of options available and the manner in which those 
options are weighed. As people work in jobs (perform job 
tasks), they are re-socialized. Jobs involve series of
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specific tasks as well as particular worldviews. To the 
extent that the conventions of an individual's class- 
culture of origin and past experience are consistent with 
the c 1a s s - c u 1ture of his or her occupation, the 
conventions of that culture are validated and reinforced. 
But even if there is little similarity, the work situation 
has a strong effect on the way an individual sees the 
world. In fact, some would go so far as to claim that 
within-job factors outweigh the attitudes and orientations 
that workers bring to the workplace (Burawoy 1979).
It is thus reasonable to categorize occupations into 
groups according to the various skills, tasks, and 
situations involved in the job. This involves a two­
pronged assumption: (1) that workers end up in particular
jobs as result of a combination of factors and (2) the job 
itself provides a strong influence on individual 
o r i e n t a t i o n s . Grounding the generation of cultural forms 
to the work world in this way lays the groundwork for the 
thoroughgoing version of materialism outlined in Chapter 
One .
The Blue-Co 11ar/White-Coliar Distinction
As others have pointed out, there are a number of 
dimensions along which occupations may differ (Collins 
1975; Wright 1985). Collins, for example, lists four:
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dominance relationships, position in a network of 
communication, physical nature of the work, and the amount 
of wealth the work provides (Collins 1975 ).3 The manual- 
nonmanual distinction has proved so useful in prior 
research that the blue-collar/white-collar dichotomy 
(based on this dimension) has become an often-used 
classificatory tool.
Blue-collar, therefore manual, workers do work that 
is considered "labor" and are said to have a kind of 
"depersonalized detachment" (Blauner 1964) from it. Blue- 
collar workers are said to have an instrumental 
orientation to work, i.e., to view work as the means to an 
economic end (Chinoy 1955; Goldthorpe et al. 1969; 
Aronowitz 1973). Blue-collar workers often express an 
interest in economic dimensions rather than more 
intrinsically rewarding aspects of work (e.g., the 
accounts given in Reinarman's and Halle's ethnographies 
reported above). This has been described as a rational 
response to a situation in which extrinsic rewards are 
valued because other, more intrinsic rewards are not 
available (Chinoy 1955; Argyris 1964). But prior research 
has also shown that blue-collar workers, though less often 
having jobs which offer intrinsically rewarding work, 
value such job character is1 1 cs when they are available 
(Loscocco 1989).
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In discussions of what it means to be a "working 
man," Halle's workers expressed a certain amount of pride 
in their ability to perform the less favorable aspects of 
their jobs. They attach a sort of machismo to the 
strength and stamina required for performing strenuous or 
dirty work. Much of this is based on the idea that blue- 
collar workers are productive in a way that others workers 
are not (discussed in Chapter One, p. 24-6) . >k >K #
Some researchers consider the element of choice 
involved in the pursuit of instrumental goals a valid 
consideration. Moorhouse (1983), for example, asserts 
that consumption is a source of fulfillment which is 
independent of what workers experience on the job. Rather 
than a substitute for intrinsic rewards, Moorhouse sees 
the pursuit of extrinsic job rewards as a valid success 
goal in its own right.
The issue of whether the difference in work-values 
between blue and white-collar workers is defined as a 
matter of choice or as a result of blue-collar workers 
settling for extrinsic rewards when intrinsic ones are not 
available is an example of the questions which have been 
addressed concerning the difference between the two 
groups. Such questions are based on the assumption that 
individuals can be grouped according to the type of work 
they do and these groupings are suggestive of a range of
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social behaviors. In fact, there appears to be wide 
acceptance of the idea that individuals can be 
differentiated on the basis of the work they do (though I 
suspect that some, like myself, see this dimension as an 
index of something else).
Some social researchers, however, have disagreed with 
the assumption that there are strong differences between 
the social ori entations of blue and white-collar workers. 
As early as 1951, C. Wright Mills posited the blending of 
white and blue-collar class positions, claiming a 
similarity in status between many white and blue-collar 
jobs (Mills 1951). Work addressing this convergence has 
come under such names as wo rking-class e m b o u r g e o i s e m e n t , 
middle-class p r o l e t a r i a n i z a t i o n , the end of ideology and 
the "middle mass" or "classless" society (Matras 1984). 
Much of this work points to the extent to which both blue- 
collar and white-collar work has changed as the 
occupational structure keeps up with the needs of an 
economy changing from a heavily production-based to a 
primarily service oriented one. Though some of these 
studies conclude that these changes have indeed led to a 
blurring of class distinctions, the general consensus is 
that the differences have been overdrawn and that the 
blue-collar /white-collar dichotomy still captures basic 
differences in styles of life (Matras 1984).
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Is the B l u e - C o 11a r / W h i t e - C o 11ar Distinction Still Valid?
The b l u e - c o l 1a r / w h i t e - c o 1lar distinction has proved 
useful in past research, but I argue that it is not the 
most important dimension of social class, (i.e., the 
characterization of work as either manual or nonmanual as 
the primary dimension of c 1 a s s i f i c a t i o n ) . Perhaps even in 
past research, some of the explanation for researchers' 
not finding strong evidence of the class culture of blue- 
collar as opposed to white-collar workers is attributable 
to the classification of jobs according to the 
m a n u a 1/ n o n m a n u a 1 criterion without considering the job's 
level of complexity. There are, no doubt, elements of 
workers' orientations which are associated with whether 
s/he does manual or nonmanual work, but this is secondary 
to the overall level of complexity at which s/he works. 
Along with the changes in the nature of work which have 
taken place over the last quarter century, there have been 
changes in workers' orientations to their work situations. 
Workers no longer have to get dirty (the reason for "blue" 
collars in the first place) to do work that might be 
considered "labor."4 Rather than physical labor as the 
distinguishing feature of job status in modern society, 
the substantive complexity of work is a more critical 
dimension among today's workforce. By lumping jobs as 
manual or nonmanual regardless of the complexity or
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routinization of the tasks involved, one misses the status 
dist inctions within those categories, e.g., highly complex 
blue-collar jobs (recently referred to as "light" blue- 
collar) or relatively simple and highly repetitive white- 
collar jobs (often identified as "pink" collar). The 
subst antive complexity of job tasks better captures the 
fundamental differences between jobs.
This position is well developed in the work of Kohn 
and associates (Kohn 1969; 1976; 1977; Schooler 1972; Kohn 
and Schooler 1973; 1982). They contend that differences 
in daily work life lead people to see the world 
differently and that this results in divergent conceptions 
of reality. In cross-sectional (Kohn and Schooler 1973; 
Kohn 1976) as well as longitudinal (Kohn and Schooler 
1978; 1982) studies, they found reciprocal effects between
the substantive complexity of work and intellectual 
flexibility. What they call "structural imperatives of 
the job" define the structural parameters within which 
workers must function. These include job characteristics 
such as substantive complexity of work tasks, 
routinization of the work, and the pressures inherent in 
the job (e.g., unpleasant environment, time pressure, 
etc.) (Kohn and Schooler 1982). K o h n 's earlier work 
(Pearlin and Kohn 1969; Kohn 1969) draws a firm link 
between these work character istics and class-cultural
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phenomena such as parental values. This was true in both 
cross-national and U.S. comparisons. Though the work of 
Kohn (et al.) has become progressively more psychological 
over its twenty-year development (e.g., Kohn and Schooler 
1982) their findings draw a clear link between complexity 
and routinization in an individual's job and his5' class- 
based orientation. In a discussion of the findings of 
their longitudinal analysis, they state that: "the
substantive complexity of work, the job condition most 
strongly related to social class" has a reciprocal effect 
with the class structure (Kohn and Schooler 1982, p.
1281). That is, the level of complexity in a job is, to a 
large extent, determined by the job's location in the 
organizational structure (a class-associated condition of 
work and related to class origins) and this complexity, in 
turn, affects behavior outside of work by way of learning- 
g e n e r a 1ization (Kohn and Schooler 1982). This position is 
quite consistent with the strict materialism outlined in 
Chapter One above, i.e., considering the work one does as 
a primary influence on the patterns and relations of 
everyday life.
Occupational Cateqorizatxon
My objective is to categorize occupations into groups 
according to the similarity of work tasks. Kemp and
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Coverman (1989) proceeded similarly in an analysis of 
marginal workers. Using cluster analysis (with the job- 
task characteristics included in the Fourth Edition 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) supplemental data 
file as independent variables), they examined several 
alternatives and settled on a 13-cluster solution. In the 
technique they use, "The algorithm places each occupation 
in a cluster whose center is closest in distance to the 
occupation, with the center being the mean of the 
occup ations in that c l u s t e r ” (Kemp and Coverman 1989, p. 
23) .
The logic of cluster analysis is to divide a set of 
objects into a small number of homogeneous groups based on 
their similarity on a set of variables (Bailey 1975).
This amounts to "drawing boundaries in multidimensional 
space" with the basic goal of maximizing homogeneity (and 
thus minimizing variation) within each cluster (Bailey 
1975, p. 61). Cluster analysis is thus an inductive 
technique designed for data-reduction tasks.
Since the analysis in this chapter depends on cluster 
analysis to establish the boundaries of a set of task- 
related occupational groups, no hypotheses are 
g e n e r a t e d . 6 The resulting categorization scheme differs 
from other class schemes in that it is arrived at without 
previous specification (beyond the designation of which
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are considered pertinent). Distinctions are based on 
individual job tasks. Categories represent a distillation 
and summary of where jobs fall along the continua of the 
variables included in the model. Some technical, 
clerical, and other workers do work which is very close to 
blue-collar work when the distinctions between types of 
tasks are made more clearly. When this categorization 
scheme is applied to actual job incumbents, they can be 
expected to share similarities on a number of dimensions.
DATA AND METHODS
In the analyses which follow, I use primarily five 
datasets: two datasets from the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles (DDT); the Metropolitan E m p 1oyer-Worker Study 
(MEWS); the Class Structure and Class Consciousness Study 
(C S C C S ); the Metropolitan Employer— Worker Study (MEWS); 
and the American National Election Study-1980 (A N E S ). I 
also include comparisons on several variables from The 
General Social Survey (GSS).
The two datasets based on the DOT furnish information 
on job characteristics for all occupations, based on 1970 
and 1980 3-Digit census codes. It is necessary to use 
both of these because two of the target datasets (CSCCS 
and ANES) use 1970 census occupational codes and the 
others use the 1980 codes. These two datasets provide
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data for eight di mensions of jobs (complexity of dealing 
with Data, People, Things; General Educational 
Development; Specific Vocational Preparation; Strength; 
Physical Demands; and Environmental Conditions). These 
eight are composites of multiple items asking about 
specific characteristics of jobs or training (a total of 
145 variables in the dataset). Also included are 
proportions for race and gender. Scores for individual 
occupations were computed using results from the April 
1971 Current Population Survey (CPS) which contained 
information on 60,441 workers. DOT scores are weighted 
averages (or in the case of race or gender, percent in the
category) for all employees surveyed within each
particular occupation (Roos and Price 1981). The second 
dataset uses this same set of scores (computed from 1971
CPS data) but the scores have been assigned to the
appropriate 1980 occupational codes (see England 1989).
CSCCS data are from a telephone interview survey of 
1,760 adults conducted in 1980 (funded by NSF grant SES- 
7812189). Eligible respondents were 18 years or older in 
the United states who were either (a) working; (b) not 
working but wishing to work or (c) housewives with working 
spouses. The sample was a systematic cluster sample of 
telephone numbers in the continental United States (Wright 
1985). Though the survey was conducted as part of a
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larger multi-nation study, only U.S. data are used in the 
present project.
The MEWS includes data from a dual telephone survey of 
employees and their employers conducted in 1981. The 
employee sample was based on a random-digit-dial telephone 
survey of 2,713 employed adults in the Chicago SMSA 
(funded by NSF grant S E S - 8 0 1 2 1 17). Eligible employee- 
respondents were 18 years or older who worked 20 hours or 
more per week for someone else (i.e., not self-employed). 
Interviews were completed for 86 percent of screened 
eligible respondents (Bridges and Villemez 1986).
The ANES is an semi-annual survey of American voters 
conducted by the Survey Research Center of the University 
of Michigan. The 1980 ANES dataset is based on personal 
interviews with 1,460 adults (both working and nonworking) 
selected with a multistage probability sample.
The 1972-82 GSS dataset is a cumulative file of nine 
national surveys administered by National Opinion Research 
Center in the years 1972, 1973, 1974 1975, 1976, 1977,
1978, 1980, and 1982. The 5,630 responses are from 
personal interviews with about 1,500 U.S. adults from each 
of those years (Davis and Smith 1983).
In the present chapter, I use the two DOT datasets to 
cluster occupations (according to 1970 and 1980 
occupational codes) and the Metropolitan Employer— Worker
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Study (MEWS) to compare this scheme to others. The DOT 
data are used to cluster occupations into a set of 
categories according to job tasks. The categorization 
variable is then added to the MEWS data to allow a 
comparison of category means on a set of socio-economic 
v a r i a b l e s . 7 Since these two main tasks are performed 
separately, I will discuss each in turn, including a 
description of variables and methods in two separate 
sections (designated as sections II and III below).
II. Using the DOT Data to Classify Jobs
Five variables from the DOT dataset are used in the 
cluster analysis. These include three relating 
specifically to level of complexity, a measure of training 
time required to learn the job, and the extent of 
routinization in the job.
Three composite variables relate specifically to the 
complexity of jobs. These tap job complexity dealing with 
data, people, and things. These variables can be used to 
approximate the index used by Kohn and Schooler to measure 
the substantive complexity of jobs (Cain and Treiman 
1981). Each of these variables is arranged in a Guttman- 
scale fashion, for which complex tasks are assigned low 
numbers and simple tasks high numbers (See Appendix A).
The information contained in these variables is based on
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the premise that all jobs require some degree of 
functioning in relation to data, people, and things (Roos 
and Price 1981).
Training time required is measured by Specific 
Vocational Preparation, a nine-point scale (SVP) ranging 
from l=Short demonstration only to 9=0ver 10 years. This 
is a measure of specific training time. It does not 
include general education not aimed directly towards 
learning the skills of the occupation.
The measure of repe titiveness of job tasks (REPCON) is 
the percent of workers in the occupation who must perform 
repetitive work or continuously perform the same work, 
according to a set of procedures, sequence or pace.
These five variables (DATA, PEOPLE, THINGS, SVP, 
REPCON) were standardized to Z-scores (mean=0, standard 
deviation=l) for subsequent cluster analyses because 
variables measured in different units tend to distort 
results. Variables with large variances tend to have more 
effect on the cluster outcome than variables with small 
v a r i a n c e s .s
The 1970 DOT file uses a 7-digit occupational code 
(courtesy of Lloyd Temme). This consists of the 3-digit 
census occupational code, a 3-digit industry code, and a 
1-digit self-employment code. Had the 3-digit industry 
code been useful, i.e., actual 3-digit census industry
code provided for all occupation-industry combinations, I 
Mould have treated it differently. However, Temme only 
provides a breakdown of some occupations by industry—  
those determined to differ significantly in various 
industries. Since neither of the target datasets with 
1970 codes (the CSCCS and the ANES) use this formulation 
and since the industry-occupation breakdown is so limited, 
my choice was to eliminate the breakdown and use only 3- 
digit occupational codes. This was done by truncating the 
7-digit code and assigning the mean (weighted by the 
number of incumbents in the subcategories in the same 
manner that the original DOT scores were weighted when 
calculated) of the multiple 3-digit codes. This reduced 
the original 574 to 411 occupations. Since this 
information was originally computed using the 1971 CPS and 
based on a .5 percent sample of the population (for 
employed persons, N=60,441), it does not include all of 
the 457 occupations listed in the 1970 DOT.
The 19S0 DOT file uses 3-digit 1980 census codes so 
these were used as is. The issue of translating 1970 to 
1980 occupational codes is a tricky one. For some 
occupations there is a one-to-one c o r r e s p o n d e n c e , there 
are some new codes in the 1980 DOT that were not present 
in the 1970 file, and there are some 1970 codes that were 
dropped in the 1980 file.
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To avoid confusion, I will discuss primarily the 
analysis for the 1980 codes. The same strategy was 
followed in separate analyses for both 1970 and 1980 
occupational codes. To the extent that the 1980 DOT file 
(constructed by England and Kilbourne, 1980) accurately 
makes the translation from the 1970 codes, the results 
should be analogous. The scheme for the 1970 codes is 
depicted in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 and is discussed briefly 
at the end of this chapter.
The Cluster Analysis
Since the number of cases is relatively large for a 
cluster analysis (503 o c c u p a t i o n s ) 9 I use a two-stage 
cluster strategy. The first stage is a disjoint cluster 
analysis which produces 20 "preclusters" to be used in the 
second stage. The number of preclusters to be used is not 
theoretically important (though too few would be a 
problem). Since the disjoint technique is based on 
Euclidean distances from the independent variables, the 
resulting preclusters will be homogeneous in that they 
have the minimum squared sum of differences from the 
precluster mean. This type of cluster analysis is not 
h i e r a rchical, i.e., each occupation belongs to one and 
only one. precluster.
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The second stage cluster analysis uses the 20 
preclusters in an agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
procedure. The results of this procedure can be conceived 
of as the mapping of the development of a t r e e . AO This 
mapping, depicted in Figure 2-1 (for 1980 occupational 
codes), provides a history of the hierarchical joining of 
preclusters according to their similarity (shortest 
distance from the centroid). Each successive join has a 
new centroid and the distance from each new centroid gets 
larger as more disparate clusters are joined.
The process can be pictured as drawing a circle large 
enough to encompass the preclusters included in the 
present cluster. At the beginning of the procedure, each 
observation (preclusters in this case) constitutes a 
cluster. In the first join, the two most similar 
preclusters are merged. This circle is relatively small 
as the preclusters have relatively little distance between 
them. The procedure is then repeated, again joining the 
two most similar observations. At this point, clusters 
may be joined with preclusters or two preclusters may be 
joined to produce a new cluster. The basis of the join is 
always the degree of similarity between the observations. 
In successive joins, as the circles get larger (to reach 
observations farther away in multidimensional space), 
centroid distance gets larger until, in the final cluster,
the circle is very large and all preclusters (thus all 
occupations) have been included. This final cluster is 
meaningless since it fails to differentiate occupations at 
all. What is useful, however, is the order of the last 
several joins. It is here that we are able to see which 
occupations are joined when only a few categories are 
allowed and how much disparity exists between groups of 
occupations, i.e, the amount of increase in centroid 
distance when new clusters are formed indicates the extent 
to which the groups differ.
Results: The Classification Scheme
The tree diagram in Figure 2-1 can be read roughly 
from top to bottom as low to high complexity jobs (See 
Appendix B for lists of occupations by P r e c l u s t e r ) . 11
Precluster 11, at the very bottom, consists of medical 
professionals (dentists, physicians, v e t e r i n a r i a n s ) and by 
far has the highest complexity jobs on all three criteria 
(data, people, and things). In fact, this group is so 
different from all others that it is not merged until the 
final cluster, resulting in 1.22 normalized units distance 




















Figure 2-1. H ie ra rch ica l  C luste r  H is to ry  for 20  Prec lus ters :
1980 O ccu p a t io na l  Codes
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When using hierarchical clustering, the question of 
how many groups to use is arbitrary. The question of the 
number of groups one has is secondary to the degree of 
within-group similarity one specifies. As Vanneman points 
out in a discussion of the use of cluster analysis to 
separate occup ations into classes: "How many classes exist
in s o c i e t y . . .is a false question is we allow for internal 
differentiation within classes. Since each class is 
itself a cluster of smaller groups, the number of possible 
groups the analyst can consider is arbitrary, depending on 
the fineness of detail the analyst desires" (Vanneman 
1977, p. 788).
Since within-group homogeneity is the cluster 
criterion, the centroid distance is used to determine the 
number of groups. For example, if the centroid distance 
is set at less than .60, five groups result; setting the 
distance at .40 or less results in 13 groups (based on the 
tree diagram in Figure 2-1). Setting the centroid 
distance at .45 or less results in 9 groups and allows 
comparison with the familiar 9-group Census Categories 
(see Figure 2-2).
Figure 2-2. C o m p le x i t y  Groups 
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With the exception of the precluster containing the 
medical pro f e s s i o n a 1s , the diagram clearly shows two major 
groups. Preclusters 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 
and 19 group together and have consistently lower 
complexity and training time and higher repetition than 
Preclusters 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16, 17, and 20.Given this 
cluster structure, a dichotomous variable can be created 
to distinguish high from low complexity jobs. Since the 
medical professionals have high complexity and training 
time and low repetition, they will be included in the high 
complexity group, in spite of the fact that they cluster 
separately from the other high complexity preclusters.
III. Application of the Classification Scheme
Upon merging this scheme with target datasets, it is 
possible to compare it with other categorization schemes. 
Using the MEWS, the present section makes comparisons with 
other classification schemes. These are: the Socio- 
Economic Scale (SES), a 100-point scale which assigns 
scores to occupations based on income and education (Nam 
and Powers 1971); the 9-group U.S. Census categories; and 
the blue-colla r/white-collar distinction (based on the 9 
group Census categories).
Variables to be used in this stage of the analysis 
are: occupation (3-digit code); education (in number of
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years); earnings (in dollars earned annually); and the 
classification variables outlined above.
The first comparison is the high/low complexity 
dichotomy with the w h i t e - c o l 1ar/blue-collar dichotomy. As 
might be expected, there is considerable overlap. Over 70 
percent of respondents are in the two categories: low
complexit y/blue-collar and high complexity/white-collar 
(See Table 2-1).
Table 2-1. A Comparison of the Two Dichotomies:
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Chi-Square = 396.36 < 0 . 0 0 0
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The overlap with the complexity dimension is greater for 
white-collar jobs than for blue-collar ones: 81 percent
of whit e-collar workers are in high complexity jobs while 
nearly half (44 percent) of blue-collar workers are in 
high complexity jobs.
Comparing the 9 census categories with the 9-cluster 
groups sheds some light on this: 241 of the 333 low 
complexity/white-collar workers are clerks. Of the high 
complexity/blue-collar category, 75 percent (312 of 418) 
are skilled, and the remainder are semi-skilled (n=49) and 
service (n=57) workers (see Table 2-2). The most 
heterogeneous complexity group (in comparison to the 
census 9-category grouping) is group 5; 849 of the MEWS 
respondents fall into this category and these include all 
census group categories of workers except unskilled. This 
group is coherent in terms of the cluster variables (see 
Table 2-3). 1:2 The standard deviations are not large and 
the means justify inclusion with the high complexity 
group. Complexity on data is high (1.70 compared to the 
overall mean of 2.74); complexity with people is higher 
than average (4.84 compared with the overall mean of 
5.75); while complexity with things is relatively low 
(6.04 compared to the grand mean of 4.61).
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Table 2-2. Comparison of 9 Complexity Groups with 9 Census Groups
Frequency'
Percent J 
Row Pet ! 
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Low Complexity
I ?l1 d \ 4 5 j 6 j
High Complexity 
7j 8] 9 j
Unski I ledj
ij
2 ( 0 1 1 u 1 14 i 64 0 j 0 j 0 j 0 ! 0 j0.07 j 0.00 j 0.52 2.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 0.00
II 2.50 j 0.00 1 17.50 I 80.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.001t 1.16 j o.oo | 2.87 ! 34.04 0.00 J 0.00 j 0.00 j 0.00 j 0.00 j
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Frequency Missing = 17 Chi-Square = 4869.081 p. < 0.001
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Table 2-3. Comparison of Means on Cluster Variables 
for Nine Complexity Groups#
C o m p 1 ex i ty
Group DATA PEOPLE THINGS SVP REPCON
Low 1 3.37 6. 37 6.44 3.96 15.04
2 5.29 6.40 6.80 3.48 3. 56
3 4.39 6.97 3.99 4.08 39.72
4 4 .94 7 . 12 5.64 3.15 82.66
5 1 .70 4 .84 6.04 6.51 3.46
6 1 . 59 1 . 85 6. 70 7.05 .40
7 2.79 6.68 2.37 6.07 7 . 58
8 .72 5.94 2.26 7 .32 1 . 50
High 9 1 .07 .89 1 .41 7 .85 . 7 7
♦Means computed from occupations included in the MEWS 
d a t a s e t . For DATA, PEOPLE, and THINGS, low score denotes 
high complexity. For SVP and REPCON, high score denotes 
longer training time and more repetition, respectively.
Comparing the nine complexity groups with the SES 
(Table 2-4) shows extensive similarity. The complexity 
scale is similar to the SES in that more complex jobs are 
higher on the SES. The same true for both income and 
education (necessarily so since the SES is computed on 
income and education). Interestingly, the 9-group census 
categorization is similar to both the 9 complexity group 
scheme and the SES. This raises the empirical question of 
which of these does better as a predictor on dependent 
variables. These are the questions to be addressed in the 
next four chapters.
Table 2-4 . Comparison of Complexity Groups with Census Groups
on SES , Earnings, and Education
Comp1 ex i ty Groups
----SES---- --- EARNINGS---- ---- EDUC- --
Comp 1 ex i ty N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Low 1 173 38 17 13076 10626 13 2
2 6 27 0 4170 4237 13 1
3 488 37 14 14845 8426 12 3
4 188 30 19 14138 9122 12 2
5 849 79 10 26570 22156 15 2
6 186 83 10 18684 11292 17 2
7 669 55 16 18088 11832 13 2
B 118 B6 12 23045 11216 15 2
High 9 19 99 0 29741 45300 18 1
ANOVA F=716.00 ANOVA F=33.94 ANOVA F=146 .79
Census Groups
----SES --------- ----EARNINGS---- ----EDUC' —
N Mean SD Mean SD Mean
Unsk i 1 1 ed 80 20 8 14890 7859 11 2
Semi-Si ailed 297 39 12 17977 9430 11 2
Skilled 339 58 14 21904 8265 12 2
Service 225 28 21 11113 7343 12 2
Clerical 537 51 12 14745 1B7 52 13 2
5a 1 es 221 57 24 20324 19325 14 2
Techn i ca1 79 74 11 22293 14705 15 2
Executive 484 84 6 29032 20345 15 2
Professiona1 435 83 13 20273 14413 16 2
ANOVA F = 679.72 ANOVA F = 36.70 ANOVA F=194.52
6 8
The 1970 Code Sche me
Figure 2-3 depicts the cluster hierarchy for 
occupations using the 1970 occupational codes and the 
accompanying DOT dataset (See Appendix B for lists of 1970 
occupational codes by precluster). Using these data, it 
is not meaningful to reduce the clusters to a dichotomy in 
the same way that it is with the 1980 occupational codes. 
With centroid distance as the criterion for joining 
clusters, an extremely 1ow-comp 1 exity cluster is formed 
which is not joined until the final merge. Unlike the 
1980 occupational codes, the medical professions are 
merged with the highest comp 1 ex i ty g roup just before the 
final merge (with the 1980 codes the medical professions 
are merged a f ter all other occupations have been merged). 
Thus the only dichotomy formed by the cluster hierarchy 
(using 1970 codes) is one which puts those in very 
repetitive, 1 o w e s t - c o m p 1exity jobs in one category and all 
other jobs in another.
With these data, a trichotomy is more appropriate (See 
Figure 2-4). Again, like with the 1980 codes, the extent 
of di fference between medical professions and all other 
high comp 1 ex i ty jobs makes it necessary either to leave 
out the medical professionals or add them to the highest 
complexity group in spite of the fact that they cluster 



























Figure 2 -3  H ie ra rch ica l  Cluster  H is to ry  
20 Preclusters-1970 Occupational Codes
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Substantive Complexity and Class S t a tus
The results of the cluster analyses will be used in 
subsequent chapters to classify individuals as members of 
the working class. Jobs low in substantive complexity and 
high in repetitiveness will be considered working-class 
jobs. In most analyses the categories can be used as a 
set of dummy variables. Since it is possible to reduce 
the 1980 occupational codes to a dichotomy, in Chapter 
Four I compare that with the blue-collar/white-collar 
d i c h o t o m y .
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Chapter Two Notes
1. See Chapter One, e.g., the discussion of Centers 1949; 
Glenn and Alston 1968; Davis 1982.
2. Unfortunately these have often taken the position that 
the peculiar characteristics of the working-class 
represent a lack of assimilation of mainstream, middle- 
class values (cite, cite).
3. These are similar to Wright's three dimensions: 
ownership, organizational assets, and ski 11/credential 
assets (Wright 1985). The major difference is that while 
Wright focuses on the possession of various types of 
assets as a means of classification, Collins' dimensions 
are aimed more at tapping what people do than what they 
h a v e .
4. Whatever definition we adopt, the distinguishing 
feature of "labor" is the characteristic that it is 
undertaken —  in spite of its often unpleasant or borlng 
n a t u r e — primarily for pay.
5. Their sample contains only men.
6. Clustering occupations according to their similarities 
on the job-task variables is inherently an inductive 
rather than a deductive project.
7. The same is possible for the datasets using the 1970 
occupational codes. A classification scheme using the 
1970 codes was constructed and merged with the target 
datasets using the 1970 codes (the CSCCS and the ANES) for 
the analyses in Chapters 4 and 5. However, in the 
interest of brevity, only the MEWS data will be used in 
the comparisons in the present chapter.
8. Consideration of scaling or transforming variables is 
recommended in SAS/Stat Guide for the PC, Version 6; see 
p. 284)
9. The 1970 DOT file includes 411 3-digit occupations; the 
1980 file 503. Anything larger than 100 cases is 
considered large for hierarchical clustering techniques 
(SAS/Stat Guide for the PC, Version 6, p. 494).
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10. In fact, the tree metaphor is used (ad nauseam) in the 
literature to discuss hierarchical cluster analysis. It 
includes initial seeds, branches, leaves and such related 
terms as kernels and hybrids.
11. It would be preferable, at this point, to name the 
preclusters. The difficulty with this task, however, is 
the extent of heterogeneity— in terms of conventional 
categorization sc h e m e s — which exists within the 
preclusters. Though there is some similarity between 
these groups of occupations and the groups found in some 
familiar categorization schemes, there is not enough 
overlap to assign the familiar labels. In fact, if this 
were the case, there would be little need of undertaking 
this analysis.
12. Raw (u n s t a n d a r d i z e d ) scores on the cluster variables 
from the DOT datasets were merged with the target datasets 
by occupation. All discussions of these variables below 
are based on these scores.
Chapter Three 
Class Identification
The present chapter consists of two parts: in part one 
I discuss the theoretical and historical significance of 
the class identification issue and in part two I compare 
the complexity group classification scheme with two others 
(Wright's class model and the white-collar/blue-collar 
dichotomy) on the issue of individuals' identification 
with particular social classes.
Working-Class Self-Classification
Class self-identification has been an often addressed 
topic of earlier research. Thus class identification 
questions have been included in a number of surveys. When 
asked to identify themselves in terms of class membership 
many survey respondents (63 percent of Wright's 1980 Class 
Structure Study) claim no specific class. When given 
categories and asked to select a particular class, about 
one in ten still refuse to select a class (9.15 percent of 
Wright's sample and 8.86 percent of the total 18,586 
responses on the 1972-85 Cumulative General Social Survey 
file). When given the categories "working” and " middle” 
class, more say middle-class (48.35 percent of Wright's
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sample identify with middle-class on this second item, 
39.51 percent identify with w o r k i n g - c l a s s . 1
Class identification has been treated as a central 
point in the class consciousness debate, i.e., class 
consciousness requires that workers recognize their 
position in the system of production as a crucial one, yet 
one over which they have little control and for which they 
receive d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t e 1y small rewards compared to 
owners. Workers' identification of class status has been 
used as an index of an underlying affective identification 
with social class. Making the assumption that workers 
should identify themselves according to the same criterion 
(ownership or control of the means of production) as that 
used by social scientists, some social analysts have 
concluded that American workers are sorely lacking in 
class c o n s c i o u s n e s s . 2 According to this position, true 
class consciousness would result in workers' recognition 
of the class antagonism which is inherent in the 
capitalist system of production. Instead, many who 
sociologists would label as working-class identify 
themselves as middle-class.
My contention is that class antagonism need not be an 
issue for workers to recognize their position in the 
stratification system. For many working-class Americans, 
class is based on market orientation, i.e., level of
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participation in the consumer market. Thus, when asked to 
place themselves in a class hierarchy, workers position 
themselves according to their buying power relative to 
others. Seeing themselves as neither at the top nor the 
bottom, they tend to place themselves in the middle. This 
does not, however, mean that members of (what sociologists 
would label) the w o r k i n g - c 1 ass do not see themselves as 
different in many ways from (what we label) middle-class. 
Existing work on class identification tends to blur the 
distinction between workers' identification with a 
position in the consumer hierarchy and their perceptions 
of themselves as working p e o p l e . 3 My concern is 
investigating the extent to which working class culture 
shapes and defines workers conception of the class 
structure and themselves within it.
According to Halle, part of the problem is in the 
survey instrument itself— we are not asking the right 
questions. Some of the ambivalence of class 
identification might be explained by the labels 
themselves. If "working m a n / w o m a n ” were offered as an 
alternative, the results might be much more clear. In in- 
depth interviews with more than 100 blue-collar workers, 
not once did a worker deny being a "working man" or 
"working woman" (Halle 1984, p. 204) and they clearly 
delineated the differences between themselves and those
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who were not working men or working women. At the same 
time, however, many of them labeled themselves as middle- 
class .
Though many blue-collar workers may identify 
themselves as middle-class (over half, see Table 3-1), 
there is reason to believe that they base this assessment 
on their levels of consumption (Halle 1984; Reinarman 
1987). This is not a contradiction for them because these 
are (to a large extent) considered separate— life away 
from work is a distinct realm which is largely separable 
from one's occupational existence.









B 1 ue- 316 388 702
C o 11ar 44 .89 55. 11 41 .12
49.61 34. 55
White- 321 735 1,005
Coliar 30. 40 69.60 58.88
50.39 65.45
637 1 , 123 1,760
36. 19 63.81 100.00
### C h i - S q u a r e = 3 8 .40, p. < .01
The class hierarchy is thus seen in terms of income 
level, the mobility which is possible is based on what 
one's income allows, and while that is related to 
occupation, there is less rigidity attributed to a 
stratification system which emphasizes ends rather than 
means. The class identification issue is thus blurred by 
the tendency for workers to separately assess their 
positions in the workforce and their experience in the 
consumer market.
Obviously, the two are distinguishable but not 
actually separate. The workers Halle interviewed would 
not deny this. They talked at length about what it means 
to be a "working man" or woman in a multitude of contexts 
They discussed their uniqueness and explained their ways 
of seeing the world with the usual levels of 
e t h n o c e n t r i s m . Their reports offer rich descriptions of 
working-class culture (though they did not call it that) 
including lifestyles they often labeled "middle-class." 
Others, h o w e v e r , might point out that working-class 
workers, even when similar to middle-class workers in 
terms of the lifestyles they can afford, have been found 
to be different in the styles they choose (see, e.g., 
LeMasters 1975; Applebaum 1981; Form 1985).
If, as Halle claims, "working man" and "working class' 
are accorded qualitatively different meanings by workers
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themselves, there is a need to sort out the correlates of 
class identification and to question the validity of the 
assumption that failing to identify oneself as working- 
class equates with a lack of awareness of class s t a t u s . 4
Respect for parsimony aside, it's just not that simple.
Workers' participation in a consumer-oriented culture 
complicates matters.
The "embourgeoisment thesis," offered as an exp l a n a ­
tion of the apparent lack of class consciousness among 
workers in modern capitalist states (Goldthorpe 1969),
implies that such cultural differences actually disappear
with higher levels of consumption. The assumption is that 
as workers consume more, they begin to emulate the middle 
class, taking on middle class lifestyles. Goldthorpe 
traces this idea back to Engels who described British 
workers as "craving for r e s p e c t a b i 1ity and enhanced social 
status which led to a willingness, indeed eagerness, to 
accept the bourgeois social values, life-styles and 
political ideas" (Goldthorpe 1969, p. 3). Increased 
levels of consumption supposedly allow workers to become 
integrated into middle class society. (A Marxist analysis 
would contend that this masks workers true interests and 
allows continued capitalist exploitation.)
There are a number of flaws in this approach. One is 
the assumption that workers are influenced by
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participation in the consumption process but not 
influenced by their part in the production process 
(Reinarman 1987). Another is the evidence that workers, 
in spite of high levels of consumption (though certainly 
not r e v o l u t i o n a r y ), are not satisfied with the status quo 
and do not really see themselves as members of the middle 
class (Halle 1984; Reinarman 1987).
The working-class has a pattern of distinctive 
characteristics of community life (home, family, leisure) 
which forms the core of working-class culture, a culture 
strongly influenced by the nature of the work that 
working-class workers perform. While many of the 
characteristics of workers' lives away from work are
heavily influenced by the type of work s/he does, my
argument is that class identification is related to 
consumption. Income is the basis of consumption; 
increased income allows the opportunity to consume at 
higher levels. Class cultural elements may determine the
manner in which an individual consumes but, for many, the
amount of income is what determines social class. 
Historically the American w o r k i n g - c 1 ass has been cynical 
of the trappings of high social status. Therefore, it is 
u n d e r s t a n d a b 1e that they weigh social class in terms of 
monetary value and thus downplay the merit of other forms 
of status which, within working-class culture actually
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have less value. Cultural capital which is based on 
higher education, e.g., appreciation of particular forms 
of art or music, has little currency among blue-collar 
workers. Social mobility, or "getting ahead," in the 
working-class is to make more money, to be able to consume 
more and better. Thus I hypothesize:
H 3 A ; W o r k i n g - c 1 ass workers with higher incomes 
will identify with higher social classes, even 
when controlling for occupation and education.
I expect this to be true for the working-class more than 
for others. Thus occupation and education should have 
more effect among middle-class and (white-collar managers 
and professionals) than it does among w o r k i n g - c 1 ass (blue- 
collar) .
H3= : The effect of occupation and education will 
be greater for non working-class than for working- 
class individuals.
Along with questions regarding the causal factors 
associated with class self-identification by individuals, 
another issue is the classification of individuals as 
w o r k i n g - c 1 ass by the analyst. This issue was addressed in
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Chapter Two where a classification scheme was constructed 
by clustering occupations according to their similarities 
on job tasks. Several existing classification schemes 
group individuals according to various other criteria.
The blue-collar/white-collar distinction is based on 
whether the work is manual or nonmanual; Wright's class 
model classifies workers based on ownership or control of 
organizational assets; Duncan's Socio-Economic Index is 
based on ranked status scores; and the Socio-Economic 
Scale (Nam and Powers) is calculated from education and 
i n c o m e .
The present analysis includes a comparison of four 
classification schemes: the complexity grouping; Wright's
class model; the b l u e - c o l 1a r / w h i t e - c o l 1ar dichotomy; and 
Duncan's SEI. The comparison will be in the form of 
separate equations, each using a different scheme, to 
predict class self-identification.
DATA AND METHODS
In this part of the project I use The Class Structure 
and Class Consciousness Study (CSCCS) (described in detail 
in Chapter Two). The data are from a telephone interview 
survey of 1,760 adults conducted in 1980 by E. 0. Wright. 
Respondents were U.S. adults (18 years or older) who were
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either (a) working; (b) not working but wishing to work or 
(c) housewives with working spouses.
Variables
In the CSCCS, class identification variables include 
both a voluntary response item and a "forced" one, i.e., 
respondents are first asked: "Do you think of yourself as
belonging to a social class?" Then they are asked: "Which 
class is that?" Respondents are then given a list of 
alternatives and asked which they would say if they had to 
make a choice. A scale was constructed to combine these 
two items. It ranges from 1 (lower-class) to 6 (upper
class) with respondents assigned values according to the 
class they identified on either of the two class 
identification i t e m s . 55
The CSCCS contains only a limited number of items 
pertaining to consumption. Income variables (not a direct 
measure of consumption but rather, a measure of the 
opportunity to consume) include both individual and family 
income (ten categories for incomes up to $75,000, an 
eleventh for over $75,000). Consumption variables 
included are home ownership, and the number of telephones 
in the h o u s e .*
Individual-level variables to be included as controls 
include education, age, gender and race. Gender and race
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are dummy variables (l=male and white; 0=female and n o n ­
white). Education and age are in number of years.
Analysis
The independent variables, regressed on class 
identification, were entered into the equation in three 
steps. In the first step, I entered the dummy variables 
for occupational groups; in the second, the consumption 
variables; and in the third, the control variables. This 
procedure was followed for each of the categorization 
groups and the results are shown in Tables 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 
and 3-4.
Table 3-2 reports the results from the equations using 
the complexity groups. Occupation alone explains about 4 
percent of the variance in class identification. Middle- 
complexity workers place themselves in a higher class than 
low-complexity workers (the reference category), and high- 
complexity workers place themselves even higher in the 
class hierarchy (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t s = .08, p. < .05
for m i d d 1e - c o m p 1exity workers; and .24, p. < .01 for high-
complexity workers).
When consumption characteristics are added in step 
two, the explained variance goes up to 8 percent. The 
effect of adding income to the equation is that the
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Table 3-2. Regressions: Class Self-Identification
— Using COMPLEXITY GROUPING
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Equation #
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( -32)
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* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*#* p. < .01
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difference between middle-complexity workers and low- 
complexity workers drops out (is no longer statistically 
s i g n i f i c a n t ). The difference between high-complexity and 
low-complexity workers decreases but remains relatively 
strong (unstandardized coefficient decreases from .60 to 
.42, remains statistically significant at p. < .01). Home 
ownership has no effect on class identification but family 
income has a strong positive effect (standardized 
c o e f f i c i e n t = .16, p. < .01) and the number of telephones in
the house (an index for level of consumption) also has a 
positive effect (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .09, p. < .01).
In the final step, when all variables are in the 
model, explained variance goes up to 12 percent (p. <
.01). Again, the effect of occupation decreases, this 
time due to the effect of two of the control variables: 
education and race. Both have relatively strong positive 
effects. This is not true for gender and age. Neither of 
these have statistically significant effects on class 
identification. However, the effect of family income and 
the number of phones in the house remain stable (positive 
and significant at p. < .01), though the effect of income 
is mediated some by adding this last set of variables. By 
adding the variables in this way, we can see that, while 
occupation appears to explain some of the variance in 
class self-identification, this effect is greatly reduced
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by controlling for other factors.
The findings reported in Table 3-2 lend partial 
support for hypothesis 3 1 , that income would be the best 
predictor of class self-identification, even when 
controlling for occupation and education. Income is a 
better predictor than occupation, but the same is not true 
for education. In fact, the standardized coefficient for 
education is nearly twice that for family income (.18 
compared to .10, both significant at p. < .01).
A similar pattern exists when using the Wright class 
model (see Table 3-3). The top two classes, self-employed 
and managerial/professional are different from the 
working-class (the omitted category) but self-employed 
workers are less different (unstandardized coefficients= 
.39, p. < .01 for m a n a g e r / p r o f e s s i o n a l ; and .15 , p. < .10 
for self-employed).
In the next step, the difference between working-class 
and self-employed disappears and the effects of family 
income and the number of phones in the house are positive 
and strong. As in the model using the complexity 
categories, in the final step of this model, the remaining 
strong effects on class identification are family income, 
number of phones in the house, education, and race.
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Table 3-3. Regressions: Class Self-Identification
— Using WRIGHT’S CLASS MODEL
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Equation #
M a n a g e r s / P r o f e s s i o n a 1s .17%%% ■12#** .06##
(.39) (.27) (.13)
Self-Employed .05# .00 -.00
(.16) (.02) (-.03)
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# p. < .10
## p. < .05
**# p. < .01
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The same is true for the model using the blue- 
colar/white-collar distinction (see Table 3-4).The 
exception is that the difference between blue-collar (the 
reference category) and white-collar has a stronger effect 
(see Table 3-4). There is slightly more variance 
explained by occupational category (R==.05, p. < .01) in 
the first step, and the effect remains strong throughout 
all three steps (the standardized coefficient for white- 
collar in step three=.08, p. < .05).
Table 3-5 reports the results of using Duncan's Socio- 
Economic Index to predict class self-identification. This 
equation is the strongest of the four with a total 
explained variance of 15 percent in the final step (p. < 
.01). In the first step, the SEI alone explains 7 percent 
of the variance (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .27, p. < .01).
Step two is slightly different in this equation. Parent's 
SEI is added to respondent's SEI and this increases 
explained variance to 7 percent. Parent's SEI has a 
strong positive effect which remains strong even when 
other variables are added. In the final step, when the 
all variables are in the equation, parent's SEI has a 
stronger effect than any other (standardized 
c o e f f i c i e n t = .13, p. < .01), including respondent's SEI,
education and family income. Thus family background
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Table 3-4. Regressions: Class Self-Identification
— Using WHITE-COLLAR/BLUE-COLLAR Dichotomy
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
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Table 3-5. Regressions: Class Self-Identification
— Using DUNCAN'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDEX
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
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explains more of the variance in class self-identification 
than any other variable included here.
Across all these equations, income is an important 
predictor for class self-identification, even when 
controlling for other c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . The effect of 
education, however, is consistently stronger.
A further test of hypothesis 3̂  ̂ is made in separate 
analyses for the groups within each categorization scheme. 
Tables 3-6, 3-7 and 3-8 report the results from separate 
equations for each group within the complexity grouping; 
Wright's class scheme; and the white-collar/blue-collar 
d ic h o t o m y .
Table 3-6, with results for each complexity group, 
shows that there are important differences between groups 
on class self-identification.
The most obvious difference is the amount of variance 
explained by the model in each of the three groups. The 
equation only explains 4 percent of the variance among 
low-complexity workers (p. < .10), while it explains 10
percent for m i d d 1 e - c o m p 1exity workers (p. < .01), and 19 
percent for high-complexity workers (p. < .01). Much of 
this is due to the strong effect of education and race 
among all except low-complexity workers. The effect of 
education, which is strong for m i d d l e - c o m p 1exity workers 
and very strong for h i g h - c o m p 1exity workers, is as
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Table 3-6 Separate Models by Complexity Groups
Dependent Variable: Class Self-Identification
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Complexity: Low Middle High
_____________________( N=393 )___________(N=632)_____________ (N=393)
Family Income .02 .17*** .08
(.01) (.08) (.04)
Homeowner .07 .05 -.07
(.15) (.10) (-.16)
Number Phones .07 .09## .13##
(.07) (.10) (.12)
Male .04 -.10*# .06
(.08) (-.21) (.12)
Age -.05 -.03 .02
(-.00) (-.00) (.00)
Education .11# .11**# .29*##
(.05) (.05) (.13)
White .08 .09## .22**#
(.21) (.27) (.71)
R “ .04* .10*** .19***
Mean 3.27 3.44 3.87
# p. < .10
## p . < .05
*## p. < .01
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hypothesized in H3 = . The importance of education to class 
position is much less important to workers who are lowerin 
the hierarchy than workers at higher levels.
Family income is only important to class- 
identification among m i d d 1e - c o m p 1exity workers. The 
effect of gender is also strong for this group, i.e., 
females identify with higher social classes than males in 
this group when controlling for other factors 
(standardized coefficient=-.10 for male, p. < .05).
The effect of race increases with job complexity. For 
middle-complexity workers, whites identify with higher 
social classes than nonwhites (standardized
c o e f f i c i e n t = .09, p. < .05) and this is even more true for
high-complexity workers (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .22, p.
< .01).
A comparison of class-identification for Wright's 
classes is reported in Table 3-7. As with the complexity 
groups, this equation explains least for workers lowest in 
the hierarchy (see Table 3-7). Consumption variables are 
good predictors for class identification only among the 
self-employed (standardized coefficients are .19 for 
family income, p. < .05, and .24 for number of telephones
in the house, p. < .01). Education is also a strong 
predictor for this group (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .24, p.
< .01). Education is the strongest predictor of class
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Table 3-7 Separate Models by Wright's Classes
Dependent Variable: Class Self-Identification




Family Income .09* .09* . 19**
( .04) ( .04) ( .08)
Homeowner .06 .04 -.06
(.12) ( .08) (-.15)
Number Phones .07* .06 .24***
( .08) ( .07) ( .23)
Ma 1 e -.05 .06* -.12
(-.11) ( .13) (-.27)
Age -.08* .04 .00
(-.01) ( .00) ( .00)
Education .05 .30*** .24***
( .02) ( .12) ( .10)
Whi te .07 .24*** -.05
( .18) ( .66) ( .22)
R = .04*** . 22*** .22***
Mean 3.34 3.73 3.50
* p . < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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identification for managers and professionals 
(standardized coefficient=.30, p. < .01). Race 
is important for this class (standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .24, 
p. < .01) and gender has a significant effect (p. < .10) 
but neither of these have significant effects for either 
of the other two classes.
Results for the equations for blue-collar and white- 
collar workers are given in Table 3-8. Again, little 
variance is predicted for workers at the bottom of the 
hierarchy. Only 4 percent of the variance in class self- 
identification among blue-collar workers is explained by 
this model. For white-collar workers, on the other hand, 
the model explains 16 percent of the variance. The 
effects of individual indicators follows a pattern similar 
to that seen in Tables 3-5 and 3-6. Among white-collar 
workers, education and race are important predictors 
(standardized coefficients of .26 for education, p. < .01,
and .19 for race, p. < .01). For blue-collar workers, 
education has no statistically significant effect on class 
identification. Again, this supports hypothesis 3_,, blue- 
collar workers do not make a strong association between 
education and class status. However, family income is not 
a strong predictor (as hypothesized in H 3 X). Number of 
telephones— used here as an index of consumption level— is
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Table 3-8. Separate Models by White-Collar/Blue-Collar
Dependent Variable: Class Self-Identification















(.0 2 ) (.12)
White .06 .19#*#
(.17) (.61)
R = .04*## .16###
Mean 3.26 3.72
# p. < .10
#* p. < .05
**# p. < .01
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the strongest predictor of class identification for blue- 
collar workers and this finding does support hypothesis 
3 x.
Table 3-9, addressing the cross-class issue, reports 
the results of three equations including variables for 
cross-class households. In all three equations, the 
reference category is the equal household, i.e., one in 
which the spouses hold equal positions in the hierarchy. 
Where households are not "equal," dummy variables are used 
to indicate whether the husband or the wife holds a higher 
position (in each of the three categorization schemes 
included in the comparison). Wright's class model is the 
only one in which cross-class household has any 
statistically significant effect (unstandardized 
coefficient for husband in a higher position=.22 in the 
Wright model, .02 in the complexity group model and .02 in 
the model using the white-collar/blue-collar dichotomy), 
yet this is the weakest of the three in terms of explained 
variance (R==.12 for the equation using the Wright 
categories, and .17 in both others.
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Table 3-9 Comparison of Cross-Class Variables
Dependent Variable: Class Self-Identification
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Complexity Wright's White-Collar/
_______________________Groups_________Class Model Blue-Col lar
Husband Higher .03 .10### .00
(.06) (.22) (.02)
Wife Higher .06 .02 -.04
(.12) (.05) (-.09)
Family Income .13#** .11### .12###
(.03) (.05) (.06)
Homeowner .06 .03 .05
(.14) (.06) (.13)
Number Phones .15*## .10**# .15###
(.15) (.11) (.15)
Male -.06* -.03 -.04
(-.13) (-.06) (-.09)
Age .03 -.00 .03
(.00 ) (-.00 ) (.00)
Education .22#*# .21### .21###
(.09) (.09) (.09)
White .15#** .11##* .15#*#
(.48) (.31) (.48)
R "  .17**# .12#*# .17#*#
* p. < .10
*# p . < .05
### p. < .01
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Summary
As hypothesized, members of the working-class identify 
themselves with social classes based on a different set of 
criteria than do members of the middle-class. Income and 
consumption are important factors for all, but more so for 
workers in the middle of the hierarchy and above than for 
those at the bottom. The most notable finding is that 
education is much less important as a predictor of social 
class identification for working-class workers than for 
others. If using the complexity grouping as a 
c lassification scheme, the importance of education 
increases with the complexity of jobs. For the Wright 
classes, education is more important to managers and 
professionals than to either the working-class or to self- 
employed individuals. Using the manual/nonmanual 
distinction, education is a much better predictor of class 
self-identification for white-collar workers as compared 
to blue-collar workers.
While it was not possible, in the present study, to 
gauge the qualitative aspects of consumption which are 
related to class culture, these findings indicate that 
class location means different things according to where 
one is in the class hierarchy. As hypothesized, members 
of the working-class tend to take a quantitative approach,
i.e, to judge class location in terms of income. The
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middle-class, however, takes a more qualitative approach. 
They are more likely to assess class location according to 
education and occupation, in an approach similar to the 
prestige scales often used by social scientists.
These results do nothing to refute Halle's contention 
that many blue-collar workers see themselves as middle- 
class because of their level of consumption. However, 
since the term "workingman" was not a choice in the 
surveys used in the analyses, I was unable to test his 
assertion that workers refer to themselves as "workingmen" 
while, at the same time, identifying themselves as middle- 
class. As will be illustrated in Chapter Six, when blue- 
collar workers are asked to rate themselves according to 
how close they feel to workingmen or w o r k i n g w o m e n , they 
rate themselves highly. The problem, however, is that 
there is little difference on this sympathy measure across 
collar colors, i.e., white-collar workers say they feel 
almost as warm toward workingmen as blue-collar workers 
do. It should be noted, however, that this is not a class 
identification issue. We could expect different 
proportions if this were worded so that the term 
"workingman" was a choice for self identification.
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Chapter Three Notes
1. The split is in the other direction in the cumulative 
GSS file. Over all years, 43.06 percent identify with 
working-class while 40.84 percent identify with middle-
class.
2. In Wright's sample, less than 37. gave "working class" 
as a response when no categories were given.
3. Unfortunately, I can only address the first half of 
this, class identification as related to level of 
consumption. Halle found that workers readily identify 
themselves as "working men" but not as working class.
There is support for this in some earlier surveys and in 
the historical accounts of labor movements but the survey 
data I will be using do not include the requisite items 
for empirical tests.
4. Unfortunately, it will not be able to put this labeling 
issue to a test in the present analysis. None of the 
surveys to be included give respondents the choice of 
"working man" rather than "working class."
5. On reliability of this scale, I am treating these two 
items as nearly identical measures, i.e., as one item.
Thus this is actually a single-item scale and computation 
of a reliability coefficient is not appropriate.
6. There are other variables which tap investment and 
property income but these contained too many outliers and 
were considered unreliable.
Chapter Four 
Blue-Collar Orientation to Work
This part of the analysis addresses the class-cultural 
elements of work attitudes. Focusing on the issue of job 
satisfaction, findings in this chapter show that workers' 
participation in occupation-linked cultures promotes 
tolerance and appreciation of their job features, 
including when these features are unpleasant. In this 
chapter, I operationalize the discussion of work 
complexity in Chapter Two and illustrate how work 
complexity, the job condition "most strongly related to 
social class" (Kohn and Schooler 1982, p. 1281), can be 
seen both as an indicator of class status and an 
experiential influence which reinforces class cultural 
v a l u e s .
The chapter begins with a brief review of the two 
major theoretical positions in the job satisfaction 
literature and compares the compromise made between them 
to a culture-analytic argument. Then a series of 
hypotheses are generated which address questions 
pertaining to the class cultural elements of attitudes 
toward work. Culture is a key element here and the focus 
of the analysis. Class culture provides a background
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which influences the vocational choices one makes (as 
evidenced in the voluminous literature on status 
attainment) and at-work occupational attributes (specific 
tasks as well as particular definitions of the situation) 
further affect individual choices.
The analysis uses the complexity dimension to divide 
workers into two groups: high and low-complexity workers. 
This grouping is then compared to the
blue-collar/white-collar dichotomy to determine the extent 
to which these categories overlap or have separate effects 
on work attitudes. I examine several questions related to 
job satisfaction which pertain to differences between 
blue-collar and other workers. One of these is whether 
blue-collar workers are instrumentally oriented, i.e., the 
assumption that extrinsic rewards are preferred over 
intrinsic ones for blue-collar workers as compared to 
white-collar workers. Another is Halle's contention that 
the orientation of blue-collar workers engenders greater 
tolerance for the unpleasant conditions of work which are 
often associated with manual productive work (see Chapter 
One above, Pp. 24-6).
These issues, I claim, are related to the 
c 1a s s - c u 1t u r a 1 aspects of work. To the extent that the 
related questions can be answered differently for groups 
of workers who have "comparable career and
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intergenerational mobility patterns," (Weber 1922) they 
can be said to share an occupationally based class 
c u l t u r e .
Job Satisfaction Research and Cultural Analysis
Contrasting at-work with outside-of-work causes is 
undertaken here primarily to test the work dimension of 
the "three-identities" model which Halle developed, but it 
also constitutes a comparison of the two major 
explanations of job satisfaction which appear in the 
1i t e r a t u r e .
Prior research on job satisfaction has offered 
explanations which can be characterized as "situational" 
and "dis p o s i t i o n a l , " 1 and these alternative explanations 
have been associated with the m e t a t h e o r e t i c a 1 orientations 
of Marx and Durkheim respectively (Gruenberg 1980). 
Situational explanations reflect the Marxian premise that, 
regardless of education or background, experience at work 
is the k e y . = Dispositional explanations predict varied 
levels of expectation and satisfaction based on socially 
induced differences in orientations toward work which 
exist independently of the work situation i t s e l f . 3
The emphasis, in either case, is on explaining the 
relationship between individuals' orientation to work and 
their job satisfaction. The dispositional explanation
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locates the origins of work orientations outside of the 
work environment while the situational explanation puts 
them within the workplace. A compromise between these 
two, a "mixed" argument, is implicit in much of the work 
on job satisfaction (Miller 1980; Lincoln and Kalleberg 
1985; Hanson, Martin and Tuch 1987; Loscocco 1989). Such 
a compromise holds that both positions are valid. Rather 
than conflicting explanations, they are often treated as 
temporally distinct pieces of the same argument, an 
argument which treats adaptation as an ongoing process. 
Workers enter jobs with extant dispositions toward work 
and these are adapted to job situations.
This "mixed" argument is complimentary to the 
culture-analytic approach taken here. Considering 
occupation as an index to one's social class (as discussed 
in Chapter One), the level of complexity of one's job 
indicates something about location in the class structure 
(a dispositional factor). That, combined with the 
influence of the actual experience of working at given 
levels of complexity (a situational influence) constitutes 
a set of boundaries within which class culture is 
produced, reinforced, and transmitted. Within these 
boundaries rituals take on meaning as symbolic acts, as 
gestures which serve expressive rather than purely 
instrumental purposes. The task of cultural analysis is
to "understand the connections between ritual and the 
social setting within which it occurs" (Wuthnow 1987, p. 
140). It is not to uncover hidden or "real" meanings or 
psychological causes but to examine patterns between 
observable phenomena.
Specific to my aim here, the purpose is to investigate 
the relationship between the level of job satisfaction 
workers express and characteristics of both the jobs they 
have and the workers themselves. I wish to isolate the 
effects of doing particular kinds of work (a materialist 
approach). Finding similar work attitudes among workers 
who perform comparable tasks or who work under similar 
circumstances is evidence of the kind of occupationally 
based class culture to which I refer. This is evidence of 
workers' adaptation to their job situations and also, 
given the extent of the self-selection process, it is 
evidence of a class culture which guides individuals to 
make some job choices rather than others. Thus this is a 
"mixed" argument (i.e., it includes elements of both a 
structural and an individualistic argument) similar to 
that taken in prior research on job satisfaction.
Generating Hypotheses
Job satisfaction is hypothesized to result primarily 
from job-level characteristics. Since jobs with higher
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levels of substantive complexity are said to meet "higher 
order" needs like those for challenge and fulfillment 
(Yankelovich 1974), work complexity should affect the 
level of satisfaction a worker expresses. Jobs which are 
higher in complexity have been found to be more rewarding 
than repetitive, low-complexity jobs (Loscocco 1989). I 
therefore expect the clustering scheme developed in 
Chapter Two to provide an explanatory dimension for job 
satisfaction. A general first hypothesis is:
H4t : Occupants of jobs in the "High Complexity"
category should report more satisfaction with their 
jobs than those in the "Low Complexity" category, even 
when controlling for whether they are manual or 
nonmanual workers.
It has often been reported in prior research that 
manual workers tend to have what has been called an 
"instrumental" orientation toward work. This is based on 
the assumption that manual workers prefer extrinsic job 
rewards to more intrinsic ones. If this is true, if in 
fact, blue-collar workers are more i n s t r u m e n t a 11y oriented 
toward their work than white-collar workers, then 
income— the primary extrinsic reward of w o r k — should have
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a stronger effect on job satisfaction for blue-collar 
workers than it has for white-collar workers.
According to the ethnographic accounts outlined above, 
blue-collar workers do often view work as a means to 
economic ends. They work in order to achieve a better 
life outside of wo r k — for themselves and for their 
families. However, recent research has shown that manual 
workers value intrinsic work rewards when they are 
available and the fact that they so often value extrinsic 
job rewards is a function of their limited opportunities 
for obtaining intrinsic rewards (Loscocco 1989).
These apparently inconsistent results may stem from 
prior researchers' use of a classification scheme which 
misses important differences between groups of workers.
The present analysis is based on the assumption that there 
is more going on than can be captured in the
blue-collar/white-collar distinction which classifies work 
as manual or nonmanual, i.e., it is also necessary to 
consider the effect of work complexity.
As illustrated in Chapter Two, some overlap exists 
between the manual and complexity dimensions of work, but 
a case can be made for considering them separately. We 
can consider work complexity and the manual/nonmanual 
dimension as two distinct continua: (1) the level of task
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complexity in a job and (2) the degree to which the job 
requires physical work.
Linking blue-collar work to an instrumental 
orientation, as done in prior research, deals solely with 
the manual/non-manual dimension of work and assumes a 
simple, linear relationship between income and job 
satisfaction for blue-collar workers. If, however, 
Hypothesis 41 above is correct (that work complexity has 
an independent, positive effect on job satisfaction), then 
blue-collar workers with h i g h - c o m p 1exity jobs should be 
more satisfied (due to i n t r i n s i c a 11y rewarding aspects of 
their jobs) than blue-collar workers in low complexity 
jobs (controlling for income) and they should be more 
similar to white-collar workers in high complexity jobs 
than blue-collar workers in 1o w - c o m p 1exity jobs.
Thus, on the issue of instrumental orientations to 
work, the complexity dimension should be a more effective 
classification tool. If this is true, the effect of 
income should be greatest among low complexity workers 
regardless of whether they do manual work.
H4;. : The effect of income on job satisfaction should
be greater for 1o w - c o m p 1exity workers, whether they 
are blue-collar or white-collar workers.
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Thus I hypothesize an interactive effect between work 
complexity and income and this effect should hold up in a 
comparison of blue-collar to white-collar workers.
While complexity is hypothesized to have a direct 
effect on job satisfaction (H41) and an interactive effect 
with income (H42), work complexity is not the most 
relevant c 1assificatory dimension in all cases.
As discussed in Chapter One, workers who occupy jobs 
low in the hierarchy come to value the abilities which 
their jobs require. These workers develop pride in their 
ability to perform tasks that result in the production of 
concrete results. They recognize the necessity of their 
kind of work and attach a set of ritualistic in-group 
rights of inclusion based on the levels of stamina and 
tolerance required to perform their jobs. According to 
Halle, blue-collar workers tolerate dirty, strenuous work 
because they consider that real work as compared to other 
jobs. Even when these jobs are monotonous, or dangerous, 
these characteristics are considered "part of the bargain" 
by these workers. According to the theoretical 
assumptions of the "working man" orientation, these tasks, 
rather than necessarily leading to negative reaction, are 
tolerated as a kind of badge of brotherhood among 
blue-collar workers. These are tasks workers can identify 
as strengths, things they can do which their bosses can
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not. A form of respect and camaraderie surrounds the 
accomplishment of such tasks.
By contrast, pointing out the "weaknesses" in those 
who control their work is a way of identifying the 
"superiority" of their own abilities. Therefore, placing 
value on the ability to perform unpleasant tasks is a 
balancing mechanism; it becomes ritualized as a way for 
workers to enhance their own worth in the roles they 
o c c u p y .
This does not mean, however, that the ritual 
associated with the performance of unpleasant or strenuous 
work tasks results in qualitatively the same thing as the 
satisfaction from work which workers express in relation 
to more int r i n s i c a 11y rewarding aspects of work. I am not 
claiming that this is a different route for arriving at 
the same destination. Job satisfaction, rather than some 
sort of generic entity is based on the particular brand of 
cultural capital with local currency. As discussed in 
Chapter One in relation to "habitus" (Bourdieu 1977; 1984; 
1989), both the production and the comprehension of 
practices occur within cultural bounds. Different 
cultures in the workplace means that, not only does job 
satisfaction result from different causes, but is actually 
different things to some workers as compared to o t h e r s . 4.
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This kind of cultural relativity is present (I 
suggest) in the relationship between physically unpleasant 
working conditions and job satisfaction. Aspects of jobs 
which might be classified as unpleasant but which are 
usually characteristic of blue-collar work (tasks 
involving environmental discomfort, strenuous or dirty 
work) should have a less negative effect on blue-collar 
workers than others. The definition of these job aspects
as necessary or positive serves to diminish their negative
effect on job satisfaction for blue-collar workers as 
compared to white-collar workers.
H43 : Job satisfaction should be less negatively
affected by job characteristics which require physical
strength or endurance for blue-collar workers as
compared to others.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
The following analysis uses the Metropolitan 
Employer— Worker Survey (MEWS) which includes data from 
2,713 employed adults in the Chicago S M S A . Though that 
dataset contains matched responses from employers and 




The dependent variable, job satisfaction, is measured 
by a ten-point scale computed from two items which asked 
about satisfaction with the job and quality of the job.
The first asked: "Most jobs have good and bad points, if
you were to describe your job would you say it has... no 
bad points; more good than bad points; an equal number of 
good and bad points; more bad points than good points; no 
good points." The second: "All in all, how satisfied are
you with your job. Would you say you are... very 
satisfied; somewhat satisfied; not very satisfied not at 
all s a t i s f i e d ."
In addition to the work complexity and 
blue-collar/white-collar c 1assification variables 
described in Chapter Two, the explanatory (exogenous) 
variables are of two types: i n d i v i d u a 1-1e v e 1 
characteristics and job-level c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
Included in the i n d i v i d u a 1-1 e v e 1 characteristics are 
four work values measures. These are based on a series of 
questions with a Likert-type response scale. The choices 
range from "Strongly Agree" (=1) to "Strongly Disagree" 
(=4). To measure how much importance an individual places 
on pay, I used the item which reads: "If the salary were
high enough, I could work at almost any job." The 
response was recoded so that placing a high value on pay
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over other job factors resulted in a higher score. To 
measure the importance of the social aspects of the job, I 
used the item: "Working at a cold, impersonal place isn't
worth it, no matter how much money it pays." Again, the 
response was recoded, in this case, to indicate placing 
more importance on friendliness than on other job aspects. 
For a measure of commitment, I used an item which reads:
"I am always on the lookout for a job that pays more than 
mine." A high response indicates greater commitment to 
the present job. The measure of a worker's value of job 
autonomy is a scale based on responses from two items: "It
is more important to me to have control over my work than 
to be at a friendly place." and "I would take less money 
if that were the only way to have a lot to say about my 
own job. These responses were recoded and averaged so 
that a higher value indicates placing more value on job 
autonomy than on other job factors.
Included as control variables are the ind i v i d u a 1-1e v e 1 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : education, gender, race and age.
Education and age are in years. Gender and race are 
represented by two dummy variables with 1 for male and 
white respectively.
Job-level characteristics are measured by a series of 
questions (in the MEWS) asking employees about the nature 
of their jobs. Working conditions refers to a general
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question, "All things considered, would you say that the 
working conditions where you work are...very pleasant, 
better than average, average, somewhat unpleasant, very 
unpleasant." The "importance of employee competence" 
variable is constructed from a series of questions 
concerning how much harm an incompetent could do. It is 
constructed by combining the responses from five questions 
asking how much harm a person incompetent at the job could 
do in regard to: expensive equipment; physical injury; 
injury to reputation or the like; financial loss; 
disruption. A high score denotes a great deal of harm.
The variable measuring the physical elements of the job is 
a scale constructed by adding the (yes) responses from the 
following item: "Would you describe your job as... noisy,
crowded, hot, cold, dangerous, dirty, strenuous?" The 
final job-level characteristic is income which is 
respondents' yearly (l o g )e a r n i n g s .
Analysis
Table 4-1 reports the means for job satisfaction and 
the independent variables in the MEWS data by low and high 
complexity, white and blue-collar workers (see below). 
Hypothesis 41, that occupants of jobs having higher 
complexity would report greater job satisfaction, is 
supported. High-complexity workers report a mean job
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Table 4-1. Means by Occupational Categories (MEWS Data)
A. Manual: Blue-Collar White-Collar
B. Complexity: Low High Low High
(n=474) (n=381) (n=302) (n=1260)
1. Job Satisfaction 6.99 7.42 7.20 7.56
2. Education 11.55 12.47 13.24 15.00
3. Age 38.27 37.79 35.58 37.70
4. Value Pay .64 .55 .60 .46
5. Value Social 1.28 1.32 1.39 1.43
6 . Value Autonomy 1 . 1 1 1 . 2 0 1.17 1.41
7. Commitment 1.49 1.60 1.45 1.65
8 . Income 14,594 2 1 , 2 0 0 13,463 22,745
9. Work Conditions 3.69 3.67 3.92 4.03
10. Unpleasant Env. 2.48 2.46 1.18 .94
11. Import of Comp. 2.06 2.71 1.74 1.89
Difference in Means: Significance Tests
A B A*B
1 .b ** ***




6 .b •kick *** *
7.b ***
8 .b *** *
9.b kkk
1 0 . b kkk *** *
1 1 .b kkk ***
OveralI kkk kkk
MANOVA F significant at: * p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
b Bonferroni (Dunn) T-tests for planned nonorthogonal comparisons 
(See Pedhauser 1982, p. 315), significant at p. < .05.
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satisfaction of 7.53 (not shown) compared with only 7.08 
for low complexity workers (Bonferroni test significant at 
p. < .05). This is true even when controlling for the 
manual/nonmanual dimension. Higher complexity workers, 
whether blue-collar or white-collar, report higher job 
satisfaction than low-complexity workers. White-collar 
workers in high-complexity jobs report the highest levels 
of job satisfaction (7.56), followed by 
high-complexity/blue-collar workers (7.42), then 
low-complexity/white-collar (7.20), and
low-complexity/blue-collar (6.99). For job satisfaction, 
the effects of task complexity and manual work are 
separate, though the effect of task complexity is stronger 
(MANOVA F for h i g h / 1ow-complexity c o m p a r i s o n = 3 5 .62, p. < 
.01; MANOVA F for whi te-collar/blue-collar
c o m p a r i s o n ^ .12, p . =.04).= The relationship between these 
two dimensions is a simple, additive one, i.e., there is 
not a multiplicative (an interaction) effect on job 
satisfaction between the complexity and the manual 
dimensions (MANOVA F for comparison on both
d i m e n s i o n s = .19, p. > .10). However, with all variables in
the model, there is a significant overall interaction 
effect between these two dimensions (F=4.97, Wilk's 
Lambda=.97, p. < .01), as well as significant overall 
effects for each of them (for h i g h / 1o w - c o m p 1 e x i t y :
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F=398.41, Wilk's Lambda=.32, p. < .01; for
m a n u a l / n o n m a n u a l : F=69.29, Wilk's Lambda=.73, p.<.01).
There are interaction effects, however, for several 
other variables. For example, the effect is more than 
additive for the job c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : importance of 
employee competence (MANOVA F=15.01, p. < .01) and 
unpleasant work environment (F=2.85, p.=.09).
The combined effects of the complexity and manual 
dimensions also results in a significant difference in 
income (MANOVA F for interaction term=3.25, p.=.07). 
However, high-complexity workers make a good deal more 
than low-complexity workers, in both manual and nonmanual 
jobs (both dimensions pass Bonferroni tests (p. < .05) for
differences in means when tested separately but when 
controlling for both, complexity is the stronger
predictor F=143.15 for complexity, compared to an F value
of .50 for the manual/nonmanual dimension).
The Regression Analysis
Table 4-2 reports regression results from tests to 
determine the predictive effect of the job complexity 
dimension on job s a t i s f a c t i o n . In the first equation, 
only the dummy variable for low-complexity work is 
entered. The effect is in the expected direction 



















* p. < . 1 0
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
Dependent Variable: Job Satisfaction (MEWS Data) 
Standardized and (Unstandardized Coefficients)
-.11*** -.09*** -.07*** -.03*
-.43) (-.34) (-.26) (-.13)
. 0 1  - . 0 0  -.06*** 
(.00) (-.00) (-.04)
















































When the control variables for individual characteristics 
are added, R-square goes up to 4 percent, a significant 
increase in explained variance (F=12.5 for the increment 
in R-square), and the effect of the complexity dimension 
decreases but remains statistically significant (at p. < 
.01 ) .
The effect of job complexity continues to decrease in 
steps three and four, when work values and job-level 
characteristics (respectively) are added, but remains 
statistically significant (the unstandardized coefficient 
for low-complexity jobs drops from -.43 in step one to 
-.13 in step four of the model). When job complexity is 
compared to the manual/nonmanual dimension in a similar 
equation (not shown), the complexity dimension does better 
(the dummy variable for blue-collar is not a statistically 
significant predictor for job satisfaction in any step).
Hypothesis 4= , that income should have a stronger 
effect on job satisfaction depending on job complexity, is 
addressed in a fifth equation (see Table 4-2 above). When 
an interaction term is included (to test for a difference 
in slopes for low as compared to high-complexity workers), 
explained variance remains the same (less than 1 percent 
increase). However, the interaction effect is quite 
strong and the effect of low complexity increases so that 
these variables become the strangest in the m o d e l . The
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negative effect on job satisfaction for being in a 
low-complexity job jumps from an unstandardized 
coefficient of -.13 to -2.27 (standardized coefficient 
changes from -.03 (p. < .10) in step four to -.60 (p. < 
.01) in step five). The standardized coefficient for the 
difference in slope on income for low-complexity workers 
is .56 (p. < .01), i.e., low-complexity workers are both 
significantly less satisfied with their jobs and are more 
easily satisfied by increases in income than are 
high-complexity workers.
Separate Analyses for Occupational Groups
In order to assess the effects of independent 
variables on job satisfaction in each of the subgroups, 
four separate models were set up. These are for the 
groups: H i g h - C o m p l e x i t y / W h i t e - C o l l a r ;
High-Complex ity/B1ue-Coliar; Low-Comp 1 ex i ty/Whi te-Collar; 
L o w - C o m p l e x i t y / B l u e - C o l l a r . Table 4-4 reports these 
resu 1 t s . Again , the results support Hypothesis 4_., that the 
effect of income should be greater for low-complexity as 
compared to high-complexity workers. The effect of income 
on job satisfaction is strong for low-complexity jobs, 
both blue and white-collar. The effect is nonexistent for 
high-complexity workers in both manual and nonmanual jobs.
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Education -.05 -.07* - . 0 0
Age .0 1 ** - . 0 0 .0 1 ** .0 1 *
White .37** . 1 2 .07 .07
Male . 1 0 -.05 .26 .08
Value Pay - . 0 1 -.19 -.17 -.2 1 ***
Value Social .03 . 0 1 .03 . 1 0
Value Autonomy .05 .03 -.03 -.14***
Commi tment _41*** .33** .37***
Income .29** - . 0 1 .2 2 * .03
Work Conditions .8 6 *** .65*** .7 5 *** .81***
Unpleasant Env. -.13** -.1 2 ** -.29*** -.13***
Import of Comp. .07 .17*** .09 _13***
R2 .31 .26 .36 .29
* p. < . 1 0
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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The effect of required worker competency also follows 
the job complexity dimension. High-complexity workers are 
more satisfied when their jobs require higher levels of 
competence (unstandardized coefficients for the importance 
of competence are statistically significant at p. < .01 
for high-complexity workers whether blue-collar or 
white-collar). This variable has no noticeable effect for 
low-complexity workers.
Hypothesis 43 , which predicts that unpleasant working 
conditions would have less effect on job satisfaction 
among blue-collar workers, is supported. Nasty conditions 
result in lower satisfaction in all categories, but the 
effect is smaller for blue-collar workers than for 
white-collar workers. Unpleasant working conditions have 
the greatest effect among low-complexity white-collar 
workers (the unstandardized coefficient for low-complexity 
white-collar workers is more than twice as large as any of 
the other three categories). One possibility might be 
that these "pink-collar" jobs tend to be occupied by 
females. According to one line of reasoning, females are 
said to prefer more pleasant environmental conditions. 
However, the equation reported in Table 4-3 includes a 
control for gender and the strong negative effect of 
unpleasant working conditions remains. The coefficient 
for high-complexity white-collar workers is similar to
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that for both high and low-complexity blue-collar workers, 
but keep in mind that this group reports the lowest levels 
of nastiness in their work environments (as reported above 
in Table 4-1, low-complexity blue-collar workers report a 
mean of 2.48; high-complexity blue-collar workers report a 
mean of 2.46; low-complexity white-collar workers report a 
mean of 1.18, and high-complexity white-collar workers 
report a mean of .94).
According to these results, blue-collar workers are 
less dissatisfied about the dirty or strenuous aspects of 
their jobs, even though they must deal with those aspects 
most often. There is little difference among blue-collar 
workers on this. Both low-complexity and high-complexity 
blue-collar workers are affected similarly by unpleasant 
working conditions (unstandardized coefficients differ by 
less than .01 units).
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Summary
Jobs which are higher in complexity are more 
satisfying as are jobs with good working conditions and 
for which higher levels of competency are required. In 
contrasts of the complexity and the manual dimensions of 
work, my findings show that the complexity dimension is a 
better predictor of job satisfaction than the 
manual/nonmanual dimension. The blue-collar/white-collar 
distinction is a better predictor of a worker's tolerance 
of unpleasant work environments. Both of these findings 
support the position that workers adapt to their job 
situations. But insofar as occupants of particular jobs 
are self-selected (i.e., survey respondents are always 
referring to the job they have— the responses of more 
dissatisfied workers are always excluded, those workers 
have quit and are not included in the survey) in terms of 
both their current jobs and their career paths, class 
culture plays an important role. The type of job a worker 
has is the result of a range of dispositional factors. It 
is not possible to separate the effects of these 
dispositions from the situation, at least not with much 
precision. But findings like these support the claim that 
class culture plays a major role in shaping work 
o r i e n t a t i o n s .
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In support of Halle's model, these findings shown that 
blue-collar workers, regardless of work complexity, share 
an orientation which is tolerant of dirty, strenuous, or 
dangerous work. In support of Kohn and Schooler's 
research linking work complexity to social class, my 
findings show that the level of complexity is what 
actually determines the instrumentality which has been 
considered characteristic of blue-collar workers.
These findings combine to reinforce the argument that 
workers are influenced by an occupationally based culture 
which is both an outcome and a determinant of individual 
ac t i o n .
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Chapter Four Notes
1. These have also been referred to as structural and 
individualistic (Loscocco 1989) and referred to but not 
labeled as such in studies which compare the effects of 
dispositional factors (e.g., education, gender) to job 
characteristics (Wright and Hamilton 1979; Miller 1980).
2. An example of this type of approach is Burowoy's (1979) 
Manufacturing C o n s e n t , in which he describes the work 
relationships to which workers adapt (including himself as 
a p a r t i c i p a n t - o b s e r v e r ) regardless of outside factors such 
as family background and experience.
3. In this view, differences in socio-economic background, 
education, etc., cause some workers to use very different 
criteria in assessing their jobs. Goldthorpe, et a l .
(1978) is a good example. The "affluent workers" whom 
they describe are defined as having an instrumental 
orientation which results from family background
ex p e r i e n c e .
4. The present analysis (similar to many job satisfaction 
studies) addresses only the former of these: the causes of 
job satisfaction. The limitations of secondary analysis 
of survey data require treating job satisfaction in this 
generic sort of way, as the result of a linear combination 
of contributing factors, each variable treated as if it 
measures the same dimension in all respondents. I 
consider this a valid test in spite of that, largely 
because what respondents say is a reenactment of a 
particular king of ritual (see also Note 9, Chapter 1).
5. The significance of difference tests in Table 4-1 are 
based on a series of MANOVAs run through general linear 
modeling (G L M ) rather than an analysis of variance (A N O V A ) 
procedure because the categorization scheme forms an 
unbalanced model. The resulting F —values are referenced.
Chapter Five 
Working-Class Family Values
This chapter is an investigation of issues relating to 
the authority structures of blue-collar families. Based 
on the materialist conception of social class, my 
contention is that work experience has an influence on 
workers' outside-of-work orientations.
As outlined in Chapter Two, the 1970 DOT data on work 
tasks was used to categorize workers into low, middle, and 
high complexity jobs. In this chapter I investigate the 
extent to which this categorization scheme, coupled with 
work autonomy and control, explain some of the variance in 
family traditionalism and the distribution of family 
p o w e r .
The analysis includes a comparison of this task- 
related definition of class location with two others: 
Wright's class model (based on ownership and 
organizational assets); and the white-collar/blue-collar 
d i c h o t o m y . i
My argument is, though class boundaries may be blurred 
for members of the working-class by levels of consumption 
(as illustrated by the analysis of class identification in 
Chapter Three), these boundaries are, at the same time, 
reproduced through social interaction which is shaped by
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work experiences. Class culture is an emergent phenomenon 
which is reinforced and reproduced both at home and at 
work. Work experiences reinforce class orientation, an 
orientation which is operationalized at home in particular 
w a y s .
This position is not antithetical to Wright's. The 
relational dimensions on which Wright focuses— ownership 
and organizational assets— surely have experiential 
consequences. Having the opportunity to work at a high 
complexity job is, in itself, an organizational a s s e t . 3 
Therefore, the analysis is aimed at sorting out the 
similarities and differences between these different 
classification schemes.
Working-Class Family Life
Family life has been found to vary among socio­
economic strata along the dimensions of (1) kinship 
relations, (2) sex roles and authority structures, (3) 
sexual relations, (4) fertility and family size, and (5) 
economic characteristics (Matras 1984). Compared to the 
image of the stereotypical middle-class family, working- 
class families tend to foster more extensive patterns of 
kinship solidarity (Cohen and Hodges 1963), be more 
"adult-centered" (Gans 1967) with a traditional male- 
dominant family authority structure, have somewhat
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constrained sexual relations and less control over 
f e rtility3 (Matras 1984), and depend more on the income of 
older children and wives to supplement the family income 
(Matras 1984).
Though some have pointed out that in some ways blue- 
collar life does not fit the familiar stereotypes 
(LeMasters 1975; Loscocco 1989), for the most part, prior 
research has portrayed working-class values as 
authoritarian (Lipset 1960), with specific characteristics 
including: conformity, obedience, patriarchal family 
attitudes, masculine toughness (including a disdain of 
homosexuality), anti-intellectualism, and racism (Langman 
1989). These values are said to result from the work 
situations of blue-collar workers. Such work experiences 
include a need for conformity, showing deference for 
authority, physical strength, etc. Thus it is 
understandable that workers, in their lives away from 
work, value the characteristics which find acceptance at 
work .
In several studies, Kohn and Schooler have found that 
the "class-associated conditions of work" affects 
individuals' personalities, leading workers who work under 
constraint and the need for conformity to value conformity 
both for themselves and for their children (Kohn and 
Schooler 1969; 1973; 1981). This "occupational linkage
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hypothesis" (Lueptow, McClendon, and McKeon 1979) links 
occupational conditions to values and family behavior by 
positing linear, causal connections between work 
characteristics and child socialization practices. The 
"structural imperatives" (e.g-> substantive complexity of 
the work and closeness of supervision) of o n e ’s job are 
defined as more important psychologically than either the 
income or prestige that the job provides (Kohn 1980).
It is important to remember that blue-collar workers 
have jobs, not careers. The work is mostly dull, often 
dirty and in physically unpleasant s u r r o u n d i n g s . As we 
saw in Chapter Four, they are more tolerant of these 
circumstances than white-collar workers. Overall, 
however, they are less satisfied than others. As a result 
of this, blue-collar workers seldom have the problems of 
career— oriented workers who become absorbed in their work 
at the expense of leisure time. The leisure of blue- 
collar workers is thus "protected" from such consequences 
(Halle 1984) and blue-collar workers tend to be "person 
oriented" (Gans 1962) rather than career oriented. We saw 
evidence of this is in the ethnographic accounts of both 
Reinarman (1987) and Halle (1984). Blue-collar workers 
tend to value leisure and to maintain relationships with 
friends and family with whom to share it. Prior research 
has shown that blue-collar workers socialize with family
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members frequently (Cohen & Hodges 1963) and they consider 
maintaining family ties very important (Gans 1962; 
LeMasters 1975).
Blue-collar marriages, though similar to middle-class 
marriages in some respects (Komarovsky 1962; Halle 1984), 
are very different in others (Rubin 1976). Traditional 
sex-roles persist, especially among older couples and 
families with less educated husbands (Komarovsky 1962). 
Some researchers suggest that among blue-collar marriages 
with sufficient and stable family incomes, the pressures 
are similar to those found in middle-class marriages. The 
workers in Halle's study expressed typical frustration 
with trying to attain the modern ideal of a marriage based 
on friendship and shared companionship (Halle 1984). One 
of the reasons for this is that leisure activities tend to 
be sex segregated and thus constitute a major source of 
marital conflict (Halle 1984).
Working Wives
As more and more wives have moved into the workforce 
in recent years (about 30 percent of wives worked in 1950; 
over 50 percent of wives worked in 1984), blue-collar 
families— as well as o t h e r s — have had to deal with 
challenges to traditional sex roles. As women assumed 
roles outside of the home and began to earn a part of the
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family income, family roles, especially regarding the 
distribution of household tasks, have required 
renegotiation. Thus the issue of marital power has become 
a salient one (Spitze 1986; Blumberg and Coleman 1989; 
Godwin and Scanzioni 1989).
Though differences exist among researchers concerning 
the best measure of marital power, assessing family 
decision making is a commonly used measure (Godwin and 
Scanzioni 1989). Authority to make family decisions has 
been attributed to the amount of resources each partner 
brings into the marriage (Blood and Wolfe i960), to a 
caste/class system which persistently discriminates 
against women (Gillespie 1971), and to a combination of 
resources and cultural norms (Rodman 1972). Gautier 
(1990) found that in cross-class marriages in which the 
wife holds a higher position than her husband, the power 
she gains from her additional resources (economic as well 
as status) affects family decisions on major financial 
issues but does not significantly affect other decisions.
liy contention is that working-class culture generally 
tends to endorse more traditional sex roles. Blue-collar 
work, more than any other, is a "man's world." Insofar as 
this is true, the role of a working wife is to augment her 
husband's role as primary breadwinner. Her outside job is 
considered secondary to her responsibilities at home.
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This ideology constrains the effects of the resources the 
working-class wife brings to the marriage and constrains 
her marital power. Thus even in situations where wives 
occupy higher status positions than their blue-collar 
husbands, family sex roles tend to be traditional and the 
pattern of family decision making tends to be male 
d o m i n a t e d .
Since working-class jobs have usually involved low- 
complexity, repetitive work that is often (but not 
necessarily) manual, I expect workers in those kinds of 
jobs to exhibit the characteristics of working-class 
culture outlined above. Specifically, I expect working- 
class workers to be more traditional in their gender 
ideologies, i.e.,
H S jl : Workers who perform low-complexity or manual 
work will identify more with traditional sex- 
r o l e s .
Further, families headed by blue-collar husbands, 
according to the prior research outlined above, should 
have more male-dominated power structures than middle- 
class families.
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H5-.: Families with blue-collar husbands will tend
to have male—dominant family power structures.
Since I am taking a materialist stance on the issue of 
class, the next hypotheses address another aspect of the 
lived experience of work, i.e., worker control. This was 
a primary issue in Marxian writing and remains central in 
Marxist debate. Wright defines it as fundamental and 
bases his class model on the idea that workers who control 
the work of others occupy a middle ground, neither owner 
nor proletariat but between these two in terms of power.
In the work of Kohn (and associates) this concern is 
brought to the level of family socialization and is based 
on the explanation that workers recreate the authority 
structures of their jobs at home.
It is important to note the differences between these 
two characteristics of work. Autonomy, controlling one's 
own work, should result in different outcomes than 
management, controlling the work of others. In the former 
case, the experience of controlling one's own work should 
result in placing greater importance on individual 
incentive. In related prior research, McKinley (1964) 
reports an inverse relationship between father's job 
autonomy and the severity of socialization practices and 
hostility directed toward their sons. The experience of
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managing, on the other hand, should have the opposite 
effect. Workers who direct others at work should be more 
directive at home. Thus the prediction is that, while 
working-class men are generally more authoritarian in 
their family roles than others (hypotheses 1 and 2 above), 
the effect of both autonomy and management are separate 
from that.
H53 : Autonomy will have a negative effect on 
identification with traditional family values.
a n d :
H5^.: Authority will have a positive effect on 
identification with traditional family values.
DATA AND METHODS
This analysis uses data from the Class Structure and 
Class Consciousness Study (CSCCS) conducted by E.O. Wright 
(et.al.) in 1980. The 1,760 U. S. respondents were adults 
(18 or older) who were either working, not working but 
wishing to work, or housewives with working spouses.
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Variables
Four dependent variables are included in the analysis. 
The first is a measure of traditional gender-role 
ideology. It is based on an item which reads; "It is 
better for the family if the husband is the principal 
breadwinner outside the home and the wife has primary 
responsibility for the home and children." Responses 
provided were on a 4-point Likert-type scale from strongly 
agree to strongly disagree. This item was recoded so that 
a higher value indicates greater agreement with 
traditional gender roles.
The other three dependent variables are measures of 
marital decision-making patterns. These include questions 
asking the respondent which partner makes decisions about 
(1) where the family will live; (2) major financial 
decisions; and (3) routine family budget decisions. The 
respondent was asked whether s/he makes these decisions, 
his or her partner makes them, or whether the decisions 
are made together equally. Gender of the respondent was 
taken into account and codes were constructed so that 
l=wife, 2=equal, and 3 = h u s b a n d , ranging from least to most 
male-dominated decision-making.
Independent variables are based on work 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . The first set of these is a group of 
dummy variables constructed from the categorization of
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occupations by cluster analysis (see Chapter Two). 
According to the cluster hierarchy, occupations may be 
grouped in various ways. Since the objective is to 
compare this with Wright's class scheme, the decision 
concerning how many groups to use is based on Wright's 
scheme. Wright's abbreviated class scheme (see Wright 
1987) consists of 7 categories:






7. worker (nonmanager/nonprof/not self-employed)
These categories are constructed from occupational codes 
and questions asking whether the respondent is self- 
employed and whether s/he hold a management or supervisory 
position. The 7-category scheme may be further grouped 
into 3 groups: (1) self-employed} (2) manager or
professional/not self-employed} and (3) worker. Likewise, 
the complexity scheme may be grouped into either 7 or 3 
group schemes. Dividing responses in this way groups by 
occupation according to the mean level of complexity
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dealing with data, people, and things as well as training 
time required for the job and the repetitiveness of the 
job (see Chapter Two). Both the complexity scheme and 
Wright's class categories are used in the analysis (in 
separate equations) as sets of dummy variables. For the 
sake of comparison, I also include the white-collar/blue- 
collar dichotomy (as in Chapters Three and Four) which is 
a dummy variable with l = w h i t e - c o l 1ar and 0 = b 1u e - c o 1 lar.
For a measure of cross-class position, variables were 
constructed to compare the position of each spouse 
relative to the other for Wright's class scheme, the 
complexity groups and the white-collar/blue-collar 
dichotomy. Taking gender of the respondent into account, 
values for dummy variables were assigned which indicate 
whether the husband is in a higher position; the wife is 
in a higher position; or both are in equal positions.
Other independent variables include characteristics of 
worker autonomy or control and family financial 
characteristics. The measure of autonomy is a scale 
constructed from a series of questions regarding how much 
control a worker has over his or her own work. The 
authority variable is from an item pertaining to whether a 
worker has control over the work of others or over 
organizational decisions. Family income is categorical 
(ten categories for incomes up to $75,000 and an eleventh
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for over $75,000). Home ownership is a dummy variable 
(l = h o m e o w n e r , 0 = n o n o w n e r ) . Control variables include age 
and education, in years, and dummy variables for gender, 
race, and marital status (l=male, 0=female; l=white, 
0=nonwhite; l=married, 0 = u n m a r r i e d ).
Wright points out that the CSCCS data contain a 
disproportionate sample of high status and high education 
respondents (compared to the 1980 Current Population 
Survey of the U. S. Census). A set of post-hoc weights 
were constructed to counteract the sample bias. Weights 
were calculated in such a way,that, when table frequencies 
from the CSCCS were multiplied by the weight variable, the 
table percentages for the CSCCS would match the table 
percentages of the CPS (Wright 1985, p. 331). This weight 
variable (WOCCED) was used in all analyses using the CSCCS 
d a t a s e t .
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Analysis
The first issue is the comparability of the complexity 
dimension with Wright's class model. Table 5-1 includes 
cross-tabulations of (a) the 3-category complexity 
grouping and Wright's class scheme reduced to 3 groups;
(b) the 3-category complexity grouping and white- 
collar/blue-collar dichotomy;'* and (c) the 3-group 
version of Wright's class scheme and the white- 
collar/blue-collar dichotomy.
Note that those Wright classifies as working-class 
have middle to low-complexity jobs. The largest 
proportion are in the middle-complexity category (54
percent). Most other working-class workers are in low-
complexity jobs (41 percent) while less than 1 in 20 are 
in high-complexity jobs (less than 5 percent). Managers 
and professionals who work for others tend to cluster at 
the other end of the scale. Over half of them are in 
high-complexity jobs (about 54 percent, many are in 
middle-complexity jobs (38 percent) and less than 1 in 10 
are in low-complexity jobs (9 percent). The same is true 
for self-employed managers and professionals. About half 
do high-complexity work (48 percent), many do middle- 
complexity work (41 percent), and about a tenth do low-
complexity work (11 percent).
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Table 5-1. Comparison of Categorization Schemes*** 
Frequency
Row Percent Wright's Class Scheme

















































































1 0 0 . 0 0



































1 0 0 . 0 0
***AlI Chi-Squares significant at p. < .01
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In the c r o s s - c 1assification of blue-collar/white- 
collar with the complexity grouping, there is similar 
divergence. White-collar work tends to be higher in 
complexity than blue-collar work (see Table 5-1). Almost 
equal proportions of blue-collar workers are in middle- 
complexity (51.28 percent) and low-complexity jobs (47.72 
percent), while only a small number (1 percent) do high- 
complexity work.
In the last comparison (Wright's scheme with the blue- 
col lar/whi te-col lar dichotomy), we find the same kind of 
split. Self-employed and managers/professionals tend to 
be classified as white-collar (63 and 80 percent 
respectively) while the majority of workers are included 
in the blue-collar category (about 70 percent). It is 
interesting to note, however, some of the disparate 
matches in the c r o s s - c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . For example, over 40 
percent of workers are classified as w h i t e - c o l 1a r , This 
points to one of the strengths of Wright's scheme. Since 
it is based on power relations, it allows the inclusion of 
lower-level white-collar workers with blue-collar workers 
who lack power over organizational assets.
Predicting Traditional Values
This part of the analysis uses regression models in a 
strategy similar to that used in Chapter Four. First, I
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use a single equation in which I enter blocks of variables 
in steps and use dummy variables for complexity groups. 
Next, I set up a set of separate equations for each of the 
occupational groups. In a comparison between the 
complexity grouping, Wright's class scheme, and the white- 
collar / b 1 ue-co 1 1 ar dichotomy, this same 3-stage regression 
strategy is followed for each.
Table 5-2 reports the results of the regression model 
using dummy variables for the complexity groups to predict 
gender role ideology. Both middle-complexity and high- 
complexi ty workers have less traditional gender role 
orientations than low-complexity workers (the reference 
category; p. < .05 for each), though h i g h - c o m p 1e x i ty
workers differ more (the unstandardized coefficient for 
the high-complexity category is nearly three times the 
size of that for the middle-complexity category in step 
one and the effect remains strong across all four steps, 
see Table 5-2).
"Autonomy" and "authority" are variables which tap 
control of work. Autonomy addresses whether a worker 
controls his or her own work and authority taps whether a 
worker controls the work of others. Their effects are 
opposite, as predicted in Hypotheses 53 and 5„. Working 
autonomously lessens traditional gender role ideology 
while having authority over others at work increases
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Table 5-2. Regressions: Gender Role Ideology--Using COMPLEXITY GROUPS 
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients 
Equation #____________1_____________2____________ 3 __________4
Mid-Complexity -.08** -.06* -.08** -.03
(-.23) (-.17) (-.23) (-.10)
High-Complexity -.18*** -.13*** -.14*** -.07*
(-.63) (-.44) (-.51) (-.24)
Autonomy -.16*** -.15*** -.12***
(-.10) (-.10) (-.07)
Authority .19*** .17*** .11***
(.80) (.74) (.45)













R2 .02*** .04*** .08*** .17***
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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identification with traditional gender role ideology.
These effects are relatively strong but together explain 
little variance. R-square for step 2 of the equation is 
only .04.
Homeownership also increases traditional gender role 
ideology. This is probably because it represents settling 
down and raising a family— the issue around which the 
"wife at home" question is built.
The complexity categorization alone does not explain 
much variance (2 percent). When other job-level 
characteristics are added (in step 2), this doubles, and 
doubles again (in step 3) when family-level 
characteristics are added. When control variables are 
added to the model (step 4), explained variance doubles 
again so that the full equation explains 17 percent of the 
variance in traditional gender role ideology. In fact, 
the control variables are quite strong. Age, gender and 
education have the strongest effects in the equation.
Older people have more traditional orientations, as do 
males while those with more education express less 
traditional gender role ideology.
Table 5-3 gives results from a similar set of 
equations using Wright's class categories. In this 
equation the authority variable is not included. This is 
because Wright's class scheme includes this dimension
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Table 5-3. Regressions: Gender Role Ideology--Using URIGHT'S SCHEME 
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients 
Equation #___________1_____________2____________ 3____________ 4
Manager/Prof -.18*** -.10*** -.10*** -.08**
(-.57) (-.32) (-.32) (-.24)
Self-Employed .03 .16*** .14*** .07*
(.11) (.72) (.65) (.32)
Autonomy -.17*** -.17*** -.10***
(-.11) (-.11) (-.07)













R2 .04*** .05*** .08*** .17***
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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(it is constructed using the same item I use as an 
independent variable above). In fact, the relatively 
strong effect of the Wright categorization scheme in the 
first step of the equation is due to this fact. The 
effects are complicated in equation one of this model 
(note the diffent signs for the manager/professional 
category as compared with the authority variable discussed 
above) because, at this point, there is no control for 
education. Since the category in question includes both 
managers and professionals, the strong negative effect of 
education overpowers the effect of job authority.
Overall, the results of these equations (in Table 5-3) 
are strikingly similar to the those using the complexity 
groups (Table 5-2). Explained variance in each step is 
nearly identical as are many of the coefficients.
The major difference between the equations using the 
Wright scheme and those using the complexity groups is 
that s e l f - e m p 1oyed respondents are more traditional than 
working-class workers (the reference category). Compared 
to the highest group in the complexity scheme, this is the 
opposite effect. The effect of doing the most complex 
work is a decrease in traditional values, ie., the effect
of complexity is linear those in middle-complexity jobs
express less traditional orientations but not as
u n t r a d i t i o n a 1 as workers in even more complex jobs. For
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Wright's categories, being in the top position (being self 
employed) has the opposite effect of being in the middle 
(manager/professional) position— seen by Wright as a 
modified bourgeoisie. Again, however, while this effect 
is strong (statistically significant in steps 2-4), the 
classification scheme alone does not explain much variance 
(R - s q u a r e = .04, p. < .01).
The different direction of the coefficients for the 
top groups in each of these schemes (high-complexity Table 
5-2 and self-employed in Table 5-3) suggests something 
about the classification scheme. Ownership, or by proxy 
of ownership, authority or control, does not capture all 
pertinent dimensions of the work itself. Self employed 
persons may perform a range of work. Entrepreneurs who 
own small businesses may do most of the work involved with 
producing a product or service and this may or may not 
include complex tasks. Owners of large businesses who 
employ many people do administrative work but are usually 
not directly involved in the production of goods or 
services. If the day-to-day experiences of one's work has 
a effect on cultural values, then ownership alone is not 
comprehensive enough. As reflected in Table 5-i above, 
nearly 40 percent of the self-employed group has a blue- 
collar occupation. Even the m a n a g e r /p r o f e s s i o n a 1 group 
includes 20 percent of blue-collar jobs.
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Table 5-4. Regressions: Gender Role Ideology
--Using WHITE-COLLAR/BLUE-COLLAR Dichotomy 
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Equation #__________ 1_____________2____________ 3____________ 4
White-Collar -.16*** -.12*** -.13*** -.01
(-.47) (-.34) (-.38) (-.04)
Autonomy -.19*** -.18*** -.14***
(-.12) (-.12) (-.09)
Authority .19*** .17*** .11***
(.80) (.74) (.48)













R2 .03*** .05*** .08*** .17***
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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A further comparison of the blue-collar/white-collar 
classification is reported in the regression results in 
Table 5-4. As with the comparison between equations 1 and 
2, the results for this equation are markedly similar.
The variance explained by equation #3 is similar in each 
step and many coefficients are i d e n t i c a l . Hypothesis 53 
and 5„ are supported. Increased autonomy in one's work 
results in a less traditional gender role ideology 
(negative effects for all three categorizations with p. < 
.01). Managing others or organizational resources results 
in a more traditional ideology for (positive effects in 
two equations for which it was included with p. < .01).
Tables 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 show similar comparisons. 
Separate equations have been set up for each of group 
within each categorization scheme. Again, the 
categorizations are similar to each other. The model 
explains between 12 and 17 percent in each case and the 
control variables: age, gender, and education, are 
consistently the strongest. There are no surprises 
concerning the autonomy and authority variables— their 
effects (as in the equations above) are in the 
hypothesized direction in all groups (though for blue- 
collar workers the coefficient is not statistically 
signi f i c a n t ) .
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Table 5-5. Separate Models by Complexity Groups
Dependent Variable: Gender-Role Ideology





































































* p. < . 1 0
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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Table 5-6. Separate Models by Wright's Class Scheme
Dependent Variable: Gender-Role Ideology

































































* p. < . 1 0
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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Table 5-7. Separate Models by White-Collar/Blue-Collar
Dependent Variable: Gender-Role Ideology






















* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
1 5 6
In separate equations (not shown), the effect of 
cross-class household was tested. Using the blue- 
col lar/white-col lar distinction and the same independent 
variables regressed on traditional ideology, there was no 
significant difference between cross-class (either husband 
or wife in a higher position) households and households in 
which spouses were equal (either both blue-collar or both 
white-collar). In a similar equation with the Wright 
class categories, I get the same result. Controlling for 
respondent's work autonomy, family income, h o m e o w n e r s h i p , 
gender, age, education, and race, there is no 
statistically significant effect for either a husband or a 
wife in a higher class than the respondent.
I do find such an effect, however, when I use the 
complexity groups in an equation using this same set of 
variables. There is a significant negative effect on 
traditional gender role ideology in families where the 
wife is in a more complex job than the husband. The 
effect of gender is still much stronger (the standardized 
coefficient for male is twice (.13) that of the 
coefficient for a wife in a higher complexity job (-.07)), 
and the variance explained by the equation remains about 
17 percent.
Table 5-8 addresses Hypothesis 5= , that families with 
blue-collar husbands would tend to have more male-
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dominated power structures. Since a value of 2 represents 
equal input by both spouses on all three decision 
variables, we can interpret any mean value of less than 2 
to be a female-dominated decision and mean values of more 
than 2 as a male-dominated decision. Only day-to-day 
budget decisions are female-dominated; both major 
financial decisions and decisions about where the family 
will live are male-dominated decisions.
Table 5-8. Comparison of Means: Marital Decision-Making+
Husbands: Blue-Collar White-Collar F value
Family Decisions:
Where the family 2.19 2.09 3.99**
will live.






Family Income 5.60 6.84 77.93***
Traditional gender 3.99 
role ideology (R).
3.57 17.21***
+ Overall effect of Blue-Collar Husband: Wilk's Lambda F=35.55, p. < .01
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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However, within these general trends, there are 
differences between groups on how often males dominate, 
even within female-dominated decision areas.
A comparison of means between families with blue- 
collar husbands and all others shows mixed results (see 
Table 5-8). Only decisions about where the family will 
live are more often dominated by blue-collar husbands 
(MAN09A F=3.99, p.=.05). Money decisions, whether day-to- 
day budget decisions or major financial decisions, are 
more often dominated by white-collar husbands. This 
tendency follows the difference in mean family incomes for 
these groups, i.e., families with blue-collar husbands 
have lower incomes than others (MANOVA F=77.93, p. < .01). 
Thus it seems that where there is more money to make . 
family decisions about, males tend to hold more family 
p o w e r .
Tables 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11 report regression equations 
comparing the three categorizations schemes on the family 
decision variables. For these variables, the unit of 
analysis is the family unit, i.e., all ask for information 
about decision-making for the family. Therefore, in the 
regression equations (#4 - #12), suitable explanatory 
variables should be limited to those which ask for family- 
level information. In these equations, family income and 
homeownership are the only h o u s e h o 1 d - 1 eve 1 variables.
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Table 5-9. Regressions: Marital Decision-Making--Using COMPLEXITY GROUPS
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Decisions: 
Equation #









































































* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
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Table 5-10. Regressions: Marital Decision-Making--Using WRIGHT'S SCHEME
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Decisions: 
Equation #



































































* p- < . 1 0** p- < .05*** p- < . 0 1
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Table 5-11. Regressions: Marital Decision-Making
--Using WHITE-COLLAR/BLUE-COLLAR Dichotomy
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Decisions: 
Equation #





































































* p. < . 1 0
** p. < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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Homeownership does little in any of the equations, i.e., 
homeownership has no significant effect on family 
decision-making patterns. Family income has the same 
effect in all groups: a negative effect on male dominated 
decisions about where the family will live. This means 
that in families who make more money, there is likely to 
be more equitable power around decisions on where to live.
Since I have included individua 1-1eve 1 characteristics 
as controls, it is necessary to point out how this 
complicates i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . The strong positive effect of 
"male" in all 9 equations provides a good example. This 
effect should be interpreted to mean that males report 
m a 1e-dominant decision-making patterns more often than 
females in all cases. We are (after all) limited to 
reports of family decisions, it would be misleading to 
interpret this as the direct effect of gender on family 
decisions. This overlooks the fact that each couple 
consists of a male and a female and the effect we are 
tapping is male respondents more often reporting male- 
dominated decision-making patterns. Thus individua 1-1eve 1 
independent variables should be interpreted with caution 
when the dependent variable is h o u s e h o 1d - 1 eve 1 .
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Summary
The above analyses show that working-class workers 
have more traditional gender role orientations but this 
results in male-dominated family decision making patterns 
less often than predicted. In families with blue-collar 
husbands, the husband more often makes decisions about 
where the family will live but white-collar husbands have 
more family power on major financial decisions. Wives 
more often than husbands make day-to-day decisions about 
the household budget among both blue-collar and white- 
collar workers but white-collar husbands dominate these 
decisions more often than blue-collar husbands. This may 
reflect less involvement by blue-collar husbands in 
household matters. As reported in earlier ethnographic 
accounts, the house tends to be the woman's domain among 
the working-class more than among middle-class families. 
Overall, the regression equations used above are not very 
powerful models for predicting family power structures. 
There are definite differences between working-class 
workers and others (as indicated by Table 5-8) but these 
differences can not be predicted using the present set of 
independent variables.
In comparisons of categorization schemes for 
determining who should be included in "working-class," the 
cross-classification of these three proves useful (see
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Table 5-1) but I found only minor differences between the 




1. Though these comparisons comprise an important part of 
the analysis, they are secondary to the substantive issue: 
the characteristics of working-class culture as it is 
manifested in workers' lives away from work.
2. It should be restated here that job complexity is an 
index to an array of other qualities and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , 
e.g., family background via educational opportunities; 
cultural capital associated with status; structural 
constraints like race and gender discrimination; etc.
3. With the advent of easily accessible birth control, 
this may no longer be true.
4. Similar comparisons are shown in Chapters Three and 
F o u r .
Chapter Six 
Working-Class Citizenship
The citizenship dimension of class culture is based on 
the political orientations of workers. The chapter is 
arranged so that I begin with a general discussion of 
American national culture, then narrow the focus to 
concentrate on working-class political culture "American 
style." The specific analysis consists of a series of 
comparisons— the responses of w o r k i n g - c 1 ass workers 
compared to other gr o u p s — on several dimensions of 
political orientation. The major themes are the trust in 
government and political efficacy, actually, as dealt with 
here, distrust of government and feelings of powerlessness 
in political matters. These issues are, I claim, 
indicative of the populistic heritage of the working-class 
political orientation.
Another set of comparisons is made between various 
classification schemes. As in previous chapters, this 
comparison is presented to illustrate how various methods 
of conceptualizing "working-class" status helps to explain 
the dimensions of working-class culture. In this chapter,
I compare the complexity grouping of occupations with the 
manual/nonmanual distinction and the socio-economic index. 
Again, while this is an important component of the
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analysis, it is secondary to the substantive issues, i.e., 
in the present context, political culture as it exists for 
working-class Americans.
"America; Love It or Leave It"
Culture is, and must be, based on a strong 
legitimating mythology. The mythology of American culture 
is based on a form of ethnocentrism which depicts 
"America's Greatness" as unquestionable and embraces the 
American position as one of supremacy in relation to the 
rest of the world (Wuthnow 1988). This is more than what 
is usually encompassed in "ethnocentrism" as a concept. 
More than "we are the good guys;" but, "we are the best 
guys" is taken very seriously by many. What Turner (1977) 
refers to as "indigenous theories" about the way things 
are, amount to, in this culture, a strong conviction that 
"might is right" and the "American way" is the best way by 
definition. This is the sentiment reflected in the 
results of a 1978 survey concerning the transmission of 
appropriate values to children; 757. responded that "My 
country right or wrong" is an important value to teach 
c h i l d r e n . 1
It has been well established by a number of different 
polls that Americans, more often than most, express high 
levels of pride in their citizenship. In a 1978 Gallup
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International Poll, for example, 95% of American youths 
said they were proud to be Americans. This was a much 
greater proportion than found for other c o u n t r i e s , 3  
Similar results were found again in 1981-82; 96% of 
American youth expressed pride in their citizenship, again 
the largest p r o p o r t i o n . 3  Such findings are not limited 
only to youthful respondents. In a 1983 New York Times 
international poll of adults, 87% of Americans said they 
were very proud of their n a t i o n a l i t y .* In an earlier 
(1959-60) comparative study, Almond and Verba found 
Americans to be very different from the citizens of other 
countries; 95% of Americans said they were proud of 
governmental and political institutions in the United 
States. That is more than twice as much as any of the 
other four nations included in the study.®
Ritualistic Cynicism
Alongside this pride in citizenship which Americans 
proclaim, there is another longstanding yet seemingly 
contradictory strain of American national culture. In 
recent years, this has been referred to as the "legitimacy 
crisis," the "confidence gap," (Lipset and Schneider 1987) 
or a "crisis in the moral order," (Bergeson and Warr 1979) 
and has been attributed to a growing suspicion of power. 
This has been referred to as a "ritualistic cynicism"
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(Lipset and Schneider 1987) among American citizens.
Though this suspicion seems to have intensified in recent 
years (with the occurrence of events such as W a t e r g a t e ), 
the tendency is not a new penchant in American culture.
In the aftermath of the Revolutionary War, The Founding 
Fathers established an elaborate system of checks and 
balances designed primarily in the interest of limiting 
governmental power (Lipset and Schneider 1987). Robert 
Lynd pointed to the source of a suspicious attitude toward 
power as: "...the traditional identification of power
with d o minance— riveted home in the p o p u l a r ...dieturn that 
'power corrupts'— Cwhich] renders public reference to 
organized power in a society professing democratic values 
furtive and its use awkward. Liberal democracy has, 
accordingly, tended to resolve the problem of power by 
quantitative limitation of its u s e ” (Lynd 1959).
Though the American system restricts the power an 
individual can wield in any given position of government, 
according to the folk wisdom of the American cultural 
ritual of cynicism, it is possible for creative 
powermongers to manipulate any system to advantage, 
regardless of well intentioned safeguards against it. 
Taking this view, this American version of populism has 
traditionally upheld the integrity of the system while 
blaming the individuals involved in any wrongdoing. A
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common theme in U.S. history is attributing 
responsibilities for political and economic problems to 
conspiracies— corrupted leaders rather than flaws in the 
political system (Lipset and Schneider 1987). By blaming 
the actors, it is possible for citizens to maintain a 
solid faith in the system while finding considerable fault 
with those who hold the powerful positions.
Being American; The Blue-Collar Version
Lamenting the improprieties of the powerful elite has 
become something of a national pastime, especially among 
blue-collar workers. Halle reports that when groups of 
workers gather for conversation, like on breaks, at lunch, 
or after work, the issue of who runs America (and in what 
manner) is one of the most common topics, each new 
political or economic development providing the basis for 
endless discussion and debate (Halle 1984). The workers 
are extremely suspicious of politicians, big business, 
etc., and commonly draw a distinction between "crooked 
politicians" and the "American people." While they 
express suspicion and cynicism about leaders, they are 
very proud to be Americans and point to the freedoms they 
enjoy under the constitution as the most important aspect 
of citizenship.
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There is a long history to the American brand of 
populism. The U.S. Populist movement, called the 
"People's Party" gained popular support in the late 19th 
century with the populist candidate polling over a million 
votes in the 1892 election (Canovan 1981). This group 
claimed to speak for the "plain people" of America and 
presented their campaign as a struggle between the masses 
of honest working people and a few millionaires (Canovan 
1981, p. 52). The following is typical of the populist 
rhetoric of the times
There are ninety and nine who live and die 
In want, and hunger, and cold.
That one may live in luxury,
And be wrapped in a silken fold.
The ninety and nine in hovels bare,
The one in a palace with riches r a r e . 4
American populism, in appealing to the "plain people," or 
the honest working man, has gained most support from blue- 
collar workers. The most recent populist movement, the 
backlash to 1960s politics which resulted in the Wallace 
constituency, is a good example. An inventory of 22 
surveys taken between 1964 to 1972 found that George 
Wallace supporters were primarily "manual workers, the 
less educated males, political independents, economic 
c o n s e r v a t i v e s , and segregationists" and this trend 
continued through the 1970s (Lipset and Raab 1978, p.
523). Antistatism, a major component of populism, was
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also an important issue to Wallacites. In 1971, 79 
percent of them said the Federal Government is getting too 
powerful, compared to 58 percent of all whites interviewed 
(Lipset and Raab 1978, p. 527).
Nationalistic and populistic tendencies among blue- 
collar workers, as described in much of the existing work 
on the American working-class (Lipset and Raab 1978; Halle 
1984; Reinarman 1987), have their origins in a concern for 
the protection of workers' rights, both to earning a 
living and getting a fair share. Halle describes this as 
a "fragile nationalism" which easily dissolves into 
populism (Halle 1984 p. 235).
For working-class Americans, much of this has been 
connected to nativism, a movement which originated in the 
mid-1800s but which survives even today. Halle offers 
evidence of this nativist theme within working-class 
culture in his quotes of workers making statements such 
as: "Who is an American? Well, if you're born here. 
Everyone who is born here is an American." and "My parents 
were Polish, but I'm an American. I was born in America." 
(Halle 1984, p. 233). Being American "involves the idea 
of an indigenous culture to which certain racial, 
religious, or political groups are inimical ('foreign') no 
matter how long they have lived in this country" (Halle 
1984, p. 236).
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The nativist societies which arose during the 19th 
century were formed to protest competition from cheap 
immigrant labor (Lipset and Raab 1978). These 
organizations were followed, around the turn of the 
century, by groups who called themselves "patriotic 
societies," also strongly nativistic and organized in an 
effort to restrict immigration (Lipset and Raab 1978).
Thus the historical roots of nationalism has, for workers, 
been defined in terms of competition from immigrants for 
their livelihoods.
Explanations for the "American Situation"
The peculiarities of the American working-class have 
been a curiosity for many because of the question of 
American Exceptional ism (T o c q u e v i 1l e 's term) regarding 
working class consciousness. The weakness of working- 
class radicalism that has characterized American workers 
has been the focus of a large body of work. Engels 
addressed it during his last years; it was the topic of 
Sombart's Why is There No Socialism in the United States? 
in 1906; both Lenin and Trotsky were troubled by the 
inherent illogicality of it in regard to Marxism; and it 
has been the focus of much modern work (see Lipset 1989). 
The question has still not reached closure and there 
remain those who are unconvinced either that Marxist class 
consciousness defines the only interesting questions
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(Davis 1982; Kluegel and Smith 1986; Reinarman 1987) or 
that Americans are actually exceptional in their lack of 
developing it (Wilentz 1984).
A number of explanations have been given for what 
Lipset refers to as the "American situation" (1985, p. 
219). These include (1) a range of economic variables, 
e.g., the timing of industrialization, the rate of 
economic growth, the occupational structure and the nature 
of the division of labor, and the wealth of the country; 
(2 ) sociological factors, e.g., a value system which is 
individualist instead of collectivist, the openness of the 
status system and social mobility, religious differences, 
ethnic variations and rates of immigration; and (3) 
political variables, e.g., the timing of events like 
universal suffrage, political rights, and freedom of 
organization (Lipset 1985, p. 219).
There are a number of empirical studies which address 
the extent of class differences in the political 
orientations of Americans (e.g. Hamilton 1972; 1975;
Lipset 1978; Abramson 1983). Explanations vary but the 
findings show consistent differences between working-class 
and middle-class Americans which go beyond income and 
e d u c a t i o n .
Hamilton, for example, states that the Marxist 
definition of class (relationship to the means of
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production) makes "very little difference in the United 
States"^ and points to the importance of region and 
religion within manual and nonmanual groups (1972, p.
202). Using the results from the 1964 National Election 
Study, he finds a greater tendency toward liberalism among 
non-south manual workers than among non-south nonmanual 
workers, and the trend is toward more liberalism among 
lower— income groups, though working-class conservatism is 
more prevalent among white Protestants than others 
(Hamilton 1972, p. 207).
The history of party politics reinforces this. The
Democratic party (formed during the depression when the 
government was active in reducing unemployment) has been 
known as the party of the working man (Halle 1904).
Election studies of prior years consistently show larger
proportions of manual workers voting Democratic (Hamilton 
1972; Abramson 1983).
While working-class workers in the United States have 
a range of interests which are related to their status as 
a "working man," their political behavior can, not be 
explained simply in terms of their work roles. Both other 
dimensions of the orientation of the working man (life 
outside of work, at home and in the community as well as 
the citizenship dimension) must also be considered. As 
Halle states: "Their blue-collar occupation is an
1 7 6
important basis for politics, but it coexists with other 
bases. That is why occupations is sometimes salient in 
explaining the political and voting behavior of blue- 
collar workers, but so are other forces such as race, 
gender, age, region, and income level, as various studies 
have pointed out" (1984, p. 245).
A strong link has been made between socio-economic 
status and feelings of political efficacy (Campbell,
Gurin, and Miller 1954; Converse 1972; Abramson 1983).
The most consistent causal factor is education, though 
over time, feelings of political efficacy have not 
increased with increasing levels of education in the 
population (Abramson 1983). An explanation for this is 
the "pecking order" thesis (Converse 1972). This is based 
on the idea that "there is a natural pecking order in 
societies which arises from a variety of individual traits 
and determines the ratio of wins to losses, including 
success at completing an education" (Converse 1972, p.
326). According to this theory, the better educated in 
society get the largest share of "wins" while the poorly- 
educated are more often the "losers." This is a 
modification of the model which associates education with 
feelings of political effectiveness. As educational 
levels rise across the whole society, the pecking order 
changes. A bachelor's degree does not carry as much
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w e i g h t — does not put one as high in the pecking order in
1990 as it did in 1955. Even this modification, however, 
does not explain changes in levels of political efficacy 
over time. Rising education should be offset by changes 
in the pecking order and levels of efficacy should remain 
stable. Instead, there has been a steady decline among 
all educational levels. The better educated still have 
the highest levels and the poorest-educated groups still 
have the lowest, but all report feeling less effectual in 
political matters (an average decrease of about 407.) in 
1980 than was reported in the early fifties.
Formulating Hypotheses
As outlined above, the American working-class has a 
history of competition from immigrants for jobs. The 
rhetoric surrounding nativist movements to protect 
working-class jobs has become woven into the legacy of 
blue-collar folk wisdom. In class-cultural terms, 
nationalism has become ritualized among blue-collar 
workers moreso than among other groups within American 
society. Identifying with populist positions is closely 
tied to this historically. Workers routinely talk about 
what it means to be an American and the "American people" 
in the populist sense of "us against them" (Halle 1984, p. 
235). The distrust of big business and big government so
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common among blue-collar workers is a strong version of 
the "ritualized cynicism" which pervades American culture.
The general hypothesis, then, is that blue-collar 
workers will identify more with nationalistic or 
populistic statements than oth e r s . ®  More specific 
hypotheses, however, may be formulated based on the prior 
empirical studies reviewed above.
The first of these relates to Halle's finding that 
working-class workers identify with the label "working­
man" but seldom with "working-class." Survey results 
should reinforce this. When working-class workers are 
asked how close they feel to the "working man," they 
should identify more closely than others, i.e.,
H 6 1 : Blue-collar workers should identify with the 
"working man" more often than white-collar workers 
d o .
The next hypothesis relates to the historical tendency 
among blue-collar workers to lean toward a more liberal 
political view (a record of voting Democrat most often) on 
the role of government and the economy. This is related 
to Hamilton's finding that workers at lower income levels 
are more liberalistic in their opinion that to the
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government should guarantee jobs and a decent standard of 
living. That blue-collar workers lean in this direction 
is already established. However, the work complexity 
dimension should serve as an index for liberal views of 
these matters. Insofar as those with less income have 
more need for this kind of governmental assurance, workers 
in low-complexity jobs (who usually have the lowest levels 
of income), should be the strongest proponents of 
governmental guarantee of jobs and a standard of living. 
But beyond the income issue, using the complexity level of 
a job as the classification dimension should provide a 
test of the "pecking order" hypothesis outlined above. 
Low-complexity jobs are lower in the pecking order. I 
expect to find a causal effect on liberalism toward the 
government's role in economic affairs for level of job 
complexity even when controlling for income and education.
H 6 = : Level of job complexity should be positively 
related to expressions that the government should 
guarantee jobs and an adequate standard of living 
for all and this effect should exist even when 
controls for education and income are added.
This tendency to favor a government role in the management 
of internal affairs carries over into the area of foreign
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affairs. The working-class, as a whole, tends to favor 
non-interventionist policies. However, when seen as 
necessary, blue-collar support for a show of American 
might is among the strongest. This leads to two related 
hypotheses. The first relates to the wisdom of getting 
involved in world problems while the second concerns 
sentiment for the military. These should vary in opposing 
d i r e c t i o n s .
H 6 3 : Blue-collar workers should be more likely to 
express non-interventionist opinions on world 
p r o b l e m s .
a n d :
H 6 A : Blue-collar workers should express more 
positive regard for the military than others.
As has been pointed out in prior research, political 
efficacy is associated with education but the "pecking 
order" argument complicates a straight education-effect 
interpretation (see p. 176 above). Since blue-collar 
workers are both lower in education and lower in the 
pecking order than white-collar workers, we can expect
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blue-collar workers to express lower assessments of their 
political efficacy.
H 6 S : Blue-collar workers feel more isolated from 
the government, i.e., they should express feelings 
of less political efficacy than others.
As outlined above (p. 170) blue-collar workers draw a 
distinction between "crooked politicians" and the American 
system. This rather paradoxical situation is one in which 
conspirational theories explain particular events while 
trust in the system overall remains intact. Proof of this 
assumption would be individuals distinguishing "croaked 
politicians" from the rest of the system, i.e., saying 
there are a lot of crooks in government while still 
expressing trust in the government as an institution.
This can be expected to be more true for blue-collar 
workers because of their history of association with 
populistic movements (like MeCarthyism and the Wallace 
candidacy) and their general attitude of anti­
in te 1 lec tua 1 ism . This suspicion of governmental leaders 
is heightened by the distance working-class workers feel 
from the political system (as hypothesized in 1-16̂  above.
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H 6 .J,: Blue-collar workers will express greater 
identification with conspirational views of 
government officials than others.
DATA AND METHODS
The data are from the American National Election Study 
(ANES) for 1980. The dataset contains personal interview 
responses from a national multistage probability sample of 
1,460 adults (both working and nonworking).
Dependent V a r i a b l e s ;
A total of nine dependent variables are used which tap 
a range of attitudes toward government. Descriptions of 
these follow.
I terns 1 - 4 ; The survey includes a number of "feeling 
th e r mometer" items. These are scales ranging 1 - 100 on 
which respondents are asked to place themselves regarding 
some political issue or group. The higher the score, the 
more the respondent identifies with (or approves of) the 
issue or group. The following "feeling thermometers" were 
included: the working man; the middle-class; big business; 
and the military.
Item 5 . An anti-interventionist item reads: " This country 
would be better off if we just stayed home and did not
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concern ourselves with problems in other parts of the 
world. The item is dichotomous and was recoded with l=yes 
and 0 = n o .
I tern 6 . An item which taps an individual's opinion on 
whether the government should guarantee jobs reads: "Some 
people feel the government should see to it that every 
person has a job and a good standard of living. Others 
think the government should just let each person get ahead 
on his own." Respondents were then asked to place 
themselves on a scale with l=government guarantees job and 
7=let each person get ahead on his own. Respondents who
said they had not thought much about the issue were scored
zero. These responses were recoded as 4, the middle of 
the range.
Item 7 . "Crooks in Government Scale" The scale is 
constructed from two items relating to conspirational 
theories. One item reads: "Do you think that quite a few
of the people running the government are crooked, not very 
many are, or do you think hardly any of them are." A high 
score denotes the most cynical response. The other item
reads: "Would you say the government is pretty much run by
a few big interests looking our for themselves or that it 
is run for the benefit of all the people." This item also 
allowed three responses and the highest is assigned to the 
most cynical response.
Item 8 . "Suspicion of Government Scale" An item 
concerning suspicion regarding how tax money is used 
reads: "Do you think that people in the government waste a 
lot of the money we pay in taxes, waste some of it, or 
don't waste very much of it?" This item was coded so that 
a high score (3) denotes the most cynical reply. Another 
item reads: "What is your feeling, do you think the
government is getting too powerful, or do you think the 
government is not getting too strong?" The range (1-3) 
was coded so that a high score reflects the most 
suspicion. An item asking the respondent to say how much 
trust they have in the government reads: "How much of the
time do you think you can trust the government in 
Washington to do what is right— just about always, most of 
the time, or only some of the time?" In addition to these 
three possible responses, some respondents volunteered the 
response "none of the time." These four responses were 
coded so that the higher the score, the more cynical the 
r e s p o n s e .
Item 9 . "Powerlessness Scale" A series of items ask 
respondents how involved they feel with the government. 
Respondents were asked to state whether they agree or 
disagree. These were recoded so that l=the most cynical 
response. The first item states: "People like me don't
have any say about what the government does." The second:
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"Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated 
that a person like me can't understand what's going on." 
The next: "I don't think public officials care much what 
people like me think.
Independent V a r i a b l e s :
Independent variables are similar to those included in 
previous chapters (to allow comparability between 
analyses). These include, first, the occupational 
categorization schemes. Three schemes are used in this 
chapter: the complexity groups (based on classifying jobs 
as Low, Middle, or H i g h - C o m p l e x i t y ); the manual/nonmanual 
dichotomy (blue-collar versus white-collar jobs); and the 
socioeconomic scale (Duncan's Socio-Economic Index).
These categorizations are all assigned according to 
respondent's occupation. In addition, a variable was 
constructed to categorize respondents as blue-collar or 
white-collar even when no present occupation was given. 
This variable is referred to as the composite 
manual/nonmanual occupational categorization. This 
assignment was made according to the first available of 
the following: (1 ) respondent's present occupation; or (2 )
respondent's previous occupation; or (3) spouse's 
occupation; or (4) head of household's occupation (when 
other than spouse).
1 8 6
Another categorization variable was constructed in the 
same way that Hamilton did in his 1972 study (see p. 153). 
He assigned wives to the manual/nonmanual categories 
according to their husband's jobs. The rationale is that 
most men have a permanent full-time commitment to work 
while many working wives only work for a few years (though 
he was writing nearly 2 0  years ago, this is still more 
often true than n o t ) . Many wives and daughters of manual 
workers have white-collar jobs but these are often lower—  
level white-collar jobs and should not be considered 
indicative of a higher status than their head-of- 
household's manual job. I thus have a household-level 
variable which assigns manual or nonmanual status 
according to the husband's job, regardless of the wife's 
occupation. This variable is coded 1 for white-collar 
household and 0  for blue-collar household.
Control variables consist of gender (a dummy variable: 
l=male and 0 =female); age and education (in years) and 
race (a dummy variable: i=white and 0 =nonwhite.
A n a l y s i s :
Table 6-1 reports means comparisons on all nine 
dependent variables by composite manual/nonmanual 
occupational groups.
Table 6-1. Blue-Collar/White-Collar Comparison on Political Variables$
Blue-Collar White-Collar Sig. 
_________________________________________ N=631 M=6S0_______Testsa
Feeling Thermometers:
















5. We'd be better off if stay home, 23.99% 11.98% 30.97***
not worry about world problems.
6. Government should let each get 4.05 4.57 28.54***
ahead on his ownCnot guarantee jobs).
7. Crooks in Government Scale 3.21 3.16 .89
8. Suspicion of Government Scale 6.75 7.19 22.58***
9. Powerlessness Scale 2.08 1.81 31.60***
a Item 5 is dichotomous: percent reported. Chi-square significance test. 
For continuous variables: Mean reported, ANOVA F significance test.
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p . < .01
$ Where present occupation was not available, used previous occupation or head of household1 
occupation.
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Hypothesis 6 X, that blue-collar workers would identify 
more than white-collar workers with the "working man," is 
not supported. Both blue-collar and white-collar workers 
have high scores on the feeling thermometer for the 
working man (Item 1, Table 6-1). Blue-collar workers 
score slightly higher but the difference is not 
statistically significant. On a related item, the feeling 
thermometer for "middle-class" (Item 2, Table 6-1) the 
difference is again in the expected direction but both 
groups score highly on this item and the difference is not 
statistically significant. This pattern holds when 
comparing the white-collar/blue-collar dichotomy to the 
complexity grouping (see I terns 1 and 2 Table 6-2). All 
groups rate highly on both the "working man" and the 
"middle class" feeling t h e r m o m e t e r s . Differences between 
groups are too small to achieve statistical significance.
As hypothesized in H 6 _,, blue-collar workers are more 
liberal on the issue of the government taking an active 
role in guaranteeing jobs. Comparing means on this item 
(Item 6  in Tables 6-1 and 6-2), we find statistically 
significant differences (p. < .0 1 ) in both comparisons. 
Whether comparing households (Table 6-1 is based on the 
h e a d - o f - h o u s e h o l d 's occupation) or individuals (Table 6-2 
is based only on respondent's occupation), white-collar 
workers tend to support individual effort rather than
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Table 6-2. Comparison of Blue-Collar/Uhite-Collar and Complexity GrotpsS
BC WC Low Middle High Int
N=462 N=558 Siq# N=241 H=502 H=277 Sig# Sl'g#
1. 83.21 82.68 84.41 82.91 81.71
2. 74.89 75.22 75.44 75.27 74.43
3. 50.47 52.77 50.66 50.42 54.92
4. 65.38 61.30 *** 65.13 64.62 58.83 **
5.a
6. 4.19 4.59 *** 4.12 4.42 4.63
7. 3.17 3.15 3.23 3.21 3.01 ***
8. 6.87 7.17 ** 6.75 7.04 7.30 1tit
9. 2.03 1.78 2.11 1.88 1.72 •kit
3 Item 5 omitted, dichotomous.
# MANOVA F significance test for each main effect and interaction effect.
* p. < .10
** p. < .05
*** p. < .01
$ Only includes respondents presently enployed.
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government guarantees of jobs more often than blue-collar 
workers (differences in means are statistically 
significant) The job complexity categorization (based only 
on respondent's occupation, see Table 6 — 2), however, does 
not work as expected. Though those jobs at the bottom end 
of the complexity scale are least likely to support an 
individualistic approach (low complexity mean=4.12 
compared to high complexity mean of 4.63), the difference 
in means is not statistically significant.
The effect of the white-collar/blue-collar 
occupational categorization holds up in the regression 
equation (see Table 6-3). The dummy variable for white- 
collar has a relatively strong effect (but explains only 1 
percent of the variance) in step one which remains stable 
when the control variables are added. Thus the effect of 
occupation remains significant even when controlling for 
education and income. The strongest predictor, however, 
is race. The dummy variable for white is strong 
(standardized c o e f f i c i e n t = .24, p. < .0 1 ) and positive,
i.e., whites are significantly more conservative than 
nonwhites on the issue of government guarantees of jobs 
and a decent standard of living. The model explains 10 
percent of the variance, with race, family income, and 
occupational category (in this order) the significant 
explanatory variables.
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Table 6-3. Regression: Economic Liberalism 9
Government Should Guarantee Jobs (low)
v s .
People Should Get Ahead on Their Own (high) 
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients
Equation#________________________ 1___________________________ 2_________
White-Collar .11*** .11**












* p. < . 1 0
* * p . < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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Hypothesis H 6 ,,;, that blue-collar workers would express 
more non-interventionist opinions on U.S. involvement in 
world problems, is supported (see Item 5, Table 6-1). 
Blue-collar workers agree with a non-interventionist 
position twice as often as white-collar workers (Chi- 
s q u a r e = 3 0 .97, p. < .01).
Coupled with this, the working-class is hypothesized 
to express stronger positive sentiment toward the military 
(hypothesis H 6 .̂) . This hypothesis is also supported (see 
I tern 4, Table 6-1). Though the distance between the mean 
scores of blue-collar as compared to white-collar workers 
(67.OB compared to 62.59), the difference is statistically 
significant (ANOVA F=12.71, p. < .01).^ The difference 
between occupational groups holds for both the 
manual/nonmanual distinction and the complexity grouping 
(see I tern 4, Table 6-2).
On the issue of political efficacy, blue-collar 
workers consistently express greater feelings of 
powerlessness in dealing with the political system than 
white-collar workers do. Comparing means on the 
"Powerlessness Scale," lends support for hypothesis 6 e .
This support, however, is tempered by the regression 
results reported in Table 6-4. The effect of being in a 
white-collar or blue-collar job is relatively strong (but 
explains only 2  percent of the variance) in step one but
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washes out in step two (see Table 6-4). In the full 
equation (including control variables), 6  percent of the 
variance is explained and the only two statistically 
significant predictors are education and race. Both of 
these have negative effects, i.e., those with more 
education are less likely to express attitudes of 
powerlessness regarding political matters and the same is 
true for whites as compared to nonwhites.
Hypothesis 6 ^, that working-class workers would 
express agreement with conspirational views of government, 
is supported only weakly. Blue-collar workers express 
conspirational views more often (Item 5, Tables 6-1 and 6 - 
2 ), but only slightly so (not statistically significant).
The significant thing to note is that so many of both 
groups agree with these statements, more than three- 
quarters of all respondents.
The other side of this, that blue-collar workers could 
suspect individual members of government of being crooked 
and still trust the political system is borne out in the 
comparison of means on the "Suspicion of Government" scale 
(see Item 8  in Tables 6-1 and 6-2). Blue-collar 
respondents express less suspicion of government than 
white-collar workers (ANOVA F=22.58, p. < .01).
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Table 6-4. Regression: Powerlessness Scale












Whi te -.12* * #
(-.31)
R *1 .02*** ,06***
* p. < . 1 0
* * p . < .05
*** p. < . 0 1
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This jibes with Hamilton's 1972 findings as well as 
those presented by Lipset and Schneider (1983).
Though the difference between the groups is 
significant, in regression equations comparing the effect 
of the three occupational categorization schemes, the 
effect of occupation is not statistically significant when 
control variables are included (see Table 6-5). When full 
equations are run (including classification scheme and 
control variables), the significant predictors of 
suspicion of government are family income, gender, age, 
and race. Models containing each of the three 
categorization schemes (b l u e - c o l l a r / w h i t e - c o l l a r ; 
complexity; and S E I ) perform similarly (coefficients are 
nearly i d e n t i c a l ). Each explains about 17 percent of the 
variance and in each case, the effects of all significant 
explanatory variables are positive. Thus suspicion of 
government increases with income, age, for males and for 
w h i t e s .
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Table 6-5. Comparison of Occup. Categorization Schemes 
Regression: Government Suspicion Scale
Standardized and (Unstandardized) Coefficients 
Equation #___________________ 1_________________2_______________ 3
Blue-Collar/ 









n . a .
4.73
n . a ,
Mid-Comp lex i ty n . a . .02 
( .08)
n . a
High-Complexity n . a , .00 
( .00)
n . a ,
Respondent's SEI n . a , n . a . .04 
( .00)






























R= . 17*** 17*** . 16###
# p. < . 1 0
** p . < .05
*#* p. < . 0 1
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Summary
This chapter addressed the third dimension of working- 
class identify: their identification as American citizens. 
Several assumptions have been examined. The first was the 
assumption that working-class workers would identify more 
with the label, "the working man," than white-collar 
workers do. Though, in Halle's ethnographic account, 
blue-collar workers never failed to associate themselves 
with this label, the empirical results presented here show 
that blue-collar workers are not much different from 
white-collar workers when asked to place themselves along 
a "feeling thermometer" continuum.
Blue-collar workers were found to express feelings of 
powerlessness when dealing with the government (less 
political efficacy) more often than white-collar workers 
as well as less suspicion. Support was found for a form 
of what Hamilton (1972) calls a "bread and butter 
liberalism" among the working-class. Blue-collar workers 
agree more often than white-collar workers that the 
government should take an active role in assuring that its 
citizens have jobs and a decent standard of living. 
Consequently, they agree less often that individuals 
should be left to get ahead on their own.
Existence of the paradoxical phenomenon of a 
ritualistic cynicism toward individuals in government
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while remaining sold on the American system of government 
was hinted at above, but not proven in terms of 
statistical significance. The other paradox, that blue- 
collar citizenship is generally non-interventionist, yet 
more militaristic than others in the face of a crisis, is 
evidenced above. Blue-collar workers are much more likely 
than others to agree that we would be better off if we 
stayed at home and did not get involved in world problems. 
They, at the same time, hold the military in more positive 
regard than white-collar workers.
The analysis also included an assessment of three 
occupational categorization schemes. As in the chapters 
on class identification and working-class family values 
(Chapters Three and Five), these categorization schemes 
produced similar results. In most cases, there were 
differences by category but when controlling for other 
factors (most notably income, gender, and race) the 
effects of occupation are absorbed into the control 
variables.
The picture of blue-collar citizenship which results 
from these findings is, as Halle points out, a complex 
one. The occupational dimension is sometimes the basis of 
political action but other factors have an impact as well. 
These other factors (e.g., race, income, gender, 
education) are sometimes the dominant ones.
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Another strong influence on the political orientations 
of blue-collar workers is the larger American culture.
The working-class variants of some of the more common 
threads of American culture result in a version of 
citizenship which is unique to the American working-class.
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1. Yanklevich, Skelly and White, Inc., 1977 s/s 1230, 
Index to International Public O p i n i o n , p. 131.
2. For example, in Germany only 56% expressed pride in 
their nationality compared to 62% in France, 60% in 
Switzerland, and 70% in Japan. The only exceptions were 
India and the Philippines, each having proportions similar 
to the United States. International Gallup Polls, "Youth 
Survey," 1978.
3. "Fundamental Values: A Global Perspective," 1981-82, 
GIRI/INRA, Index to International Public O p i n i o n , p. 604.
4. Only 20% of West Germans gave similar responses, 42% 
French, 44% Italians, 58% British, and 65% Spanish. New 
York Times international poll, "Trust in Government and 
National P r i d e . ”
5. Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture: Political 
Attitudes in Five N a t i o n s . Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press.
6 . p. 81, John D. Hicks. 1961. The Populist R e v o l t . 
Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press. quoted 
in Canovan 1981.
7. The findings in Chapter Five support this. Wright's 
class model did no better than the blue-collar/white- 
collar dichotomy, the complexity groups or the SEI.
8 . To expect blue-collar workers to agree with the 
statement that large corporations have too much power is,
I am claiming, the result of this historical association 
with populism rather than class consciousness of the sort 
Wright was looking for when he used the same statement to 
construct his class consciousness scale.
9. One reason for the positive feelings of the working- 
class toward the military might be that the military is 
often an employment option for w o r k i n g - c 1 ass youths.
Chapter Seven 
Conclusion
The major components of the foregoing analysis are (1) 
a definition of a classification scheme by which working- 
class workers can be differentiated from others and (2 ) a 
series of empirical tests using data from several existing 
surveys to investigate the differences between the 
working-class and other workers in various dimensions of 
social life. These tests focus on class self- 
identification, and work, family and citizenship values.
Ulhat. Conceptually. Does "Working-C 1 ass Culture" Do?
The concept, "working-class culture," is an analytical 
tool which weaves various findings into a picture of what 
it means to be a member of the American working-class. 
Various survey results do not, in themselves, offer 
coherence. There is more to the puzzle than its various 
pieces. My objective here was to add texture to the 
explanation. The findings outlined above show that 
working-class culture leads to similarity among workers on 
several fronts. The picture of working-class culture 
which may be drawn from these results has three 




In regard to work, orientations may be influenced by 
both work complexity and physical nature of the job. Work 
complexity, the job condition "most strongly related to 
social class" (Kohn and Schooler 1982, p. 1281), can be 
seen both as an indicator of class status and an 
experiential influence which reinforces class cultural 
values. Work that is more complex and challenging is more 
satisfying. Conversely, working in a job which consists 
of simple, routine tasks tends to lead individuals to see 
their work as a means to an economic end. Working in a 
job which requires physical strength and stamina engenders 
feelings of camaraderie or solidarity among those who 
share these abilities. Therefore manual workers adapt to 
the unpleasant environments which their work often makes 
necessary. Thus in contrasts of the complexity and the 
manual dimensions of work, my findings show that the 
complexity dimension is a strong predictor of job 
satisfaction while the m a n u a 1 / n o n m a n u a 1 dimension is a 




The analyses show that working-class workers have more 
traditional gender role orientations but this results in 
male-dominated family decision making patterns less often 
than predicted. In families with blue-collar husbands, 
the husband more often makes decisions about where the 
family will live but white-collar husbands have more 
family power on major financial decisions. Wives more 
often than husbands make day-to-day decisions about the 
household budget among both blue-collar and white-collar 
workers but white-collar husbands dominate these decisions 
more often than blue-collar husbands. This may reflect 
less involvement by blue-collar husbands in household 
m a t t e r s .
Working-Class Citizenship
Blue-collar workers more often express feelings of 
powerlessness when dealing with the government (less 
political efficacy) than white-collar workers and are less 
suspicious. Support was found for a form of what Hamilton 
(1972) calls a "bread and butter liberalism" among the 
working-class. Blue-collar workers agree more often than 
white-collar workers that the government should take an 
active role in assuring that its citizens have jobs and a 
decent standard of living and less often agree that
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individuals should be left to get ahead on their own.
This form of liberalism should not, however, be taken 
for liberalism in a general sense. Blue-collar workers 
were found to be economic liberals but not social 
liberals. As found in earlier research on the subject, 
workers at lower strata tend to be less tolerant than 
workers at higher strata. Thus one of the paradoxes of 
blue-collar citizenship is found in the political 
orientation with workers identify. It is necessary to 
specify more than whether an individual's views can be 
classified as liberal, but liberal in relation to what.
Another of the paradoxes of blue-collar citizenship 
pertains to viewpoints related to nationalism. Blue- 
collar citizens possess a view that is generally no n ­
interventionist. However, the military is highly valued 
yet and blue-collar citizens are more militaristic than 
others in the face of a crisis. Blue-collar workers are 
much more likely than others to agree that we would be 
better off if we stayed at home and did not get involved 
in world problems. They, at the same time, hold the 
military in more positive regard than white-collar 
w o r k e r s .
The picture of blue-collar citizenship which results 
from these findings is, as Halle points out, a complex 
one. The occupational dimension is sometimes the basis of
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political action but other factors have an impact as well. 
These other factors (e.g., race, income, gender, 
education) are sometimes the dominant ones.
Another strong influence on the political orientations 
of blue-collar workers is the larger American culture.
The working-class variants of some of the more common 
threads of American culture result in a version of 
citizenship which is unique to the American working-class.
The Issue of Who is Working-Cl ass
I have addressed this issue both through subjective 
(class self-identification or awareness) and objective 
means (the comparison of various classification schemes).
As hypothesized, members of the working-class identify 
themselves with social classes based on a different set of 
criteria than do members of the middle-class. Income and 
consumption are important factors for all, but this is 
significantly more true for workers in the middle of the 
hierarchy and above than for those at the bottom. The 
most notable finding is that education is much less 
important as a predictor of social class identification 
for working-class workers than for others.
In comparisons of categorization schemes for 
determining who should be included in "working-class," 
only in the work orientation did I find significant
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differences in terms of explained variance and the 
direction of effects. In regard to life away from work, 
(e.g., family values and political orientation) the 
complexity of one's work tasks do not appear to have an 
effect which is independent of one's position in the 
stratification system (which to a large extent coexists 
with the level of complexity of one's job). This is 
evidenced by the fact that, in comparisons of the three 
occupational categorization schemes, the schemes produced 
similar results, i.e., in most cases, there were 
differences by category but when controlling for other 
factors (most notably income, gender, and race) the 
effects of occupation are absorbed into the control 
variables.
In a general way, all of these schemes rank workers 
into similar hierarchies. This can be explained as the 
result of some underlying or latent dimension, i.e., 
position in the stratification system. To the extent that 
these schemes locate people in similar strata, they yield 
similar results. Workers in blue-collar, low complexity, 
or n o n - o w n e r / n o n - p r o f e s s i o n a 1 jobs (i.e., those in the 
lower one-third to one-half of the hierarchy of American 
workers) share some similarities in regard to work 
orientation, family values, and political orientation. 1
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Implications For Future Research
One issue that I was unable to address in the present 
analysis is the issue of reproduction of working-class 
culture. I believe an important part of this is the 
extent to which class culture limits occupational or 
career choices. A topic for future research would be 
investigating how individuals make career choices, what 
mechanisms operate as young people decide between training 
or educational opportunities which will influence their 
future occupational chances. I suspect that working-class 
youth see a different set of choices which are based on 
class cultural elements.
According to one researcher, the tendency to see work 
as instrumental is characteristic of prior generations of 
American workers. In recent years cultural changes in the 
American life-style have brought about a greater emphasis 
on intrinsically satisfying work (Vankelovich 1974). 
However, since such work requires higher levels of 
education, and middle-class children are more likely to 
attend college than working-class children, there is 
inherent bias in the supply-side of the equation. The 
children of w o r k i n g - c 1 ass parents are less likely to end 
up in highly complex jobs because they are less likely to 
get the training required to get such jobs. We can easily 
see how the argument returns to the premise that blue-
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collar workers value extrinsic rewards. Their access to 
high-complexity— therefore more intrinsically satisfying—  
jobs is limited. This position is based on a human 
capital argument. It assumes that if working-class youths 
were better educated they would have equal access to high— 
complexity jobs. My suspicion, however, is that having 
w o r k i n g - c 1 ass origins has an effect which is separate from 
education. Even with educational levels similar to 
middle-class youth, w o r k i n g - c 1 ass youths make career 
choices based on their assessments their own cultural 
capital. Since cultural knowledge always defines the rate 
of exchange, it is necessary that the choices made by 
working-class youths are circumscribed by the values of 
working-class culture.
A test of these assumptions would require, first, 
knowledge of an individual's class origins, and second the 
extent to which working-class workers are "overeducated" 
for their jobs, i.e, the difference between the education 
someone has and what the job actually requires. This 
would mean determining (1 ) the degree to which workers in 
high-complexity jobs have higher levels of education than 
those in low complexity jobs and (2 ) the extent to which 
hig h - c o m p 1 exity jobs actually utilize the levels of 
education which occupants have. If, for those with 
working-class origins, this difference is great, then a
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lack of education can not be seen as the reason s/he is 
limited to that job. S/he is denied access to more 
complex jobs or chaoses not to pursue them for reasons 
other than educational preparation.
Class culture plays an important role here in that it 
defines the parameters of work choices. The number of 
years schooling alone does not determine an individual's 
career trajectory. The conventions of his or her local 
culture determine the worth of the cultural capital s/he 
has. Career choices (or what appear to be choices) are 
constrained by the meanings systems within which 
individuals operate. Since levels of education are 
relatively high across the population, it is likely that a 
good many workers who occupy 1 o w - c o m p 1 exity jobs have the 
requisite level of skills for higher complexity w o r k . 3  
Therefore, I would hypothesize that there is a greater 
difference between an individual's education and what the 
job requires for 1 o w - c o m p 1 exity workers than for high- 
complexity workers and that class culture influences the 
vocational choices one makes. Further, the process is 
continuous, as on-the-job occupational attributes (work 
characteristics as well as particular definitions of the 
situation) reinforce the meaning system of the class 
culture and further affect individual choices.
A more general question for further research is the 
appropriateness of existing data for the analysis of class 
culture. I have little doubt that class culture could be 
better delineated by a set of more specific and detailed 
survey questions (e.g., those used by Bourdieu in his 
D i s t i n c t i o n , 1984). In spite of the meager progress made
herein, I remain convinced that a large-scale quantitative 
analysis of working-class culture is both possible and 
necessary. The sort of study I visualize would need to 
include more specific data on style of life. In order to 
tap class culture, one must attend to how economic and 
social resources are used, i.e., the qualitative issues 
rather than purely the quantitative ones.
2 1 1
Chapter Seven Notes
1. This is the important point— the classification issue 
is secondary to the question of a c 1as s - c u 1t u r e . I have 
struggled with the concept of "class" and have attempted 
to synthesize prior research into a reformulation (the 
complexity issue). For my own part, the issue of defining 
class per se has not been dealt with in a completely 
satisfactory way. However, these results show evidence 
for differences by class location on class-culture 
characteristics and that was the original objective.
2. Some of this difference, however, might also be 
attributable to the biases of those who hire, i.e., 
completing the requisite years of schooling does not 
necessarily include learning the subtle social rules which 
apply to higher strata.
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APPENDIX A 
Description of DOT Variables
Data, People, Things— Fourth editijon DOT
The fourth, fifth, and sixth digit6 of the DOT code 
reflect the level6 of complexity at which the worker 
functions in relation to Data, People, and Things, 
respectively. These "scales" are arranged so that 
relatively simple tasks are denoted by high numbers, 
while more complex functions are assigned lower codes. 
Each code corresponds to an action verb, or verbs, such 
as "compiling" or "handling." Researchers should be 
cautious about assuming ordinal properties of these 
scales, particularly the People scale. See Figure 2 
for a description of these variables.
012 2 14-26 Data -
013 2 27-39 Data ■
014 2 40-52 Data •
015 2 53-65 Data -
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VARtf CARD COLUMN NAME
016 2 66-78 PeoDle - Mean of Aeereeated Grout)
017 2 79-91 People - Standard Deviation of Aggregated Group
018 2 92-104 People - Maximum Score of Aggregated Group
.019 2 105-117 People - Minimum Score of Aggregated Group
020 2 108-130 Things - Mean of Aggregated Group
021 3 1-13 Tnings - Standard Deviation of Aggregated Group
022 3 14-26 Things - Maximum Score of Aggregated Group
023 3 27-39 Things - Minimum Score of Aggregated Group
SVP (Specific Vocational Preparation)— Fourth'edition 
- DOT
SVP is one of two measures of an occupation's required 
training time used in the DOT and related 
publications. SVP is the amount of time required to 
learn the techniques, acquire the information, end 
develop the facility needed for average performance in 
a specific job-worker situation. SVP includes training 
acquired in a school, work, military, institutional, or 
vocational environment, but excludes schooling without 
specific vocational content. Occupations are rated on 
a nine-point scale. See Figure 3 for a description of 
this variable.
024 3 40-52 - ^ ean Score of Aggregated Group
025 3 53-65 SVP - Standard Deviation of Aggregated Group
026 3 66-78 SVP - Maximum Score of Aggregated Group
027 3 79-91 SVP - Minimum Score of Aggregated Group
VAP* C.APD COLUMN NAME
Training time ■ the number of months of training time 
required for an occupation, recoded from SVP variable:
SVP Training Time (in months)

















Aptitudes— Fourth edition DOT
Eleven aptitudes— specific capacities or abilities 
required of an individual in order to facilitate the 
learning of some task or job duty— have been rated for 
each of the fourth edition DOT's base titles, using a 
five-pcint scale (see Figure A).
92-104 Training time - Mean Score of Aggregated Group
105-117 Training time - Standard Deviation of Aggregated Group
116-130 Training time - Maximum Score of Aggregated Group
I
1-13 Training time - Minimum Score of Aggregsted Group
Y e a r s  cf  Edu  : a t icr.--t h e n u m b e r  o f  y e a r s  of  education, 
c o m p l e t e d  b y  i n c u m b e n t s ,  e s t i m a t e d  f r o m  A p r i l  19 71  CPS  
data.
14-26 Years of education - Mean Score of Aggregated Group
27-39 Years of education - Standard Deviation of Aggregated
Group
AO-52 Years of education - Maximum of Aggregated Group
53-65 Years of education - Minimum of Aggregated Group
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VAR<* CARD COLUMN NAME
116 12 66-76 MVC--Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to making 
generalizations, judgments, or decisions based 
on measurable or verifiable criteria
117 12 79-91 DEPL— Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to dealing with peop_le 
beyond giving and receiving instructions
118 12 92-104 REPCON— Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to performing 
repetitive work, or to continuously 
performing the same work, according to 6et 
procedures, sequence, or pace
119 12 105-117 PUS— Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to performing pnder 
s_tress when confronted with emergency, critical, 
unusual, or dangerous situations; or in 
situations in which working speed and sustained 
attention are make or break aspects of the job
120 12 118-130 STS— Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to situations requiring 
the precise attainment of 6_et limits, 
t_olerances or standards
121 13 1-13 VARCH— Percent of workers in the aggregated group
requiring adaptability to performing a variety 
of duties, often changing from one task to 
another of a different nature without loss 
of efficiency or composure
Physical Demands— Fourth edition DOT
Five Physical Demands factors, rated as present or 
absent in the job-worker situation by the DOT, follow. 
The percent of workers within a given aggregated group 
for which the Physical Demands is relevant is 
indicated. [Note: see also VAR084-VAR087.]
122 13 14-26 CLIMB— Percent of workers in the aggregated group whose
occupation demands climbing and/or balancing
123 13 27-3° STOOP— Percent of workers in the aggregated group whose
occupation demands stooping, kneeling, 
crouching, and/or crawling
APPENDIX B
Occupation Names and 1980 Codes by 20 Preclusters
PRECLUS=1
309 SECRE,STENO,TYPE(EQUIP O P E R A T )
479 FARM WORK
488 GRADER SORTER, AGRIC PRODU
573 DRYWALL INSTAL
593 INSULATION WOK
594 PAVE S U R V E ,TAMP EQUIP OPERATOR
599 CONSTRUCT 6167 6175 6176 6179
658 FURNITURE WOOD FINISHER
675 HAND MOLDERS SHAPERS
679 BOOKBINDER
686 BUTCHER MEAT CUTTER
689 INSPECTOR,TESTER GRADER
713 FORGING MACHINE OPERATOR
766 FURNANCE,KILN,OVEN EXC FOOD OPE
774 PHOTO PROCESS MACHIN OPE
783 WELDER CUTTER
844 OPERATING ENGINEERS
853 EXCAVATING AND LOADING MACHIN OPE
855 GRADER,DOZER,SCRAPER OPES









258 SALES ENG I
497 CAPTAIN OFFICER FISH VESSELS
503 SUPER MECHANICS REPAIRS
558 SUPER CONSTRUCTION N.E.C.6011 601(
613 SUPER EXTRACTIVE OCCUP
633 SUPER, PRODUCTION
803 SUPER. AUTO OPES
828 SHIP CAPTAINS,MATES,NOT FISHING
PRECLUS=3
319 RECEPTIONIST
355 MAIL CARRY,POSTAL SERVICE
356 MAIL CLERK,EXC POST SERVICE
366 METER READ
424 CORRECT INSTITUTIONS OFFICER
226
227
426 G A U R D S ,& P O L I C E ,EXC PUBLIC SRV
866 HELPERS,SUPERVISORS
PRECLUS=4
228 BROADCAST EQUIP OPERA
306 CHIEF COMMU OPERATOR
336 RECORDS CLERK





715 MISC METAL PLASTIC STONE GLASS MACHIN OPE
787 HAND M O L D ,C A S T ,FORM OCCUP
PRECLUS=5
357 MESSENG,MATER R E C O R D ,S C H E D U ,DISTRI CLK
403 L A U N D E R ,IRONER
439 KITCHEN WOK, FOOD PREP
443 WAITER WAITRESS ASSISTS





616 MINE MACHIN OPERATE
617 MINE OCCUP 626
693 ADJUST CALIBRATE PLANT SYSTEM
729 NAIL TACK MACHIN OPE
738 WIND TWIST MACHIN OPE
748 LAUNDER,DRY CLEAN MACHIN OPE
749 MISC TEXTILE MACHIN OPE
754 PACK FILL MACHIN OPE
798 PRODUCTION SAMPLER WEIGHER
799 GRADER AND SORTER,NOT AGRIC
814 AUTO TRANSP OCCUPS 6419




877 STOCK HANDLERS AND BAGGERS
878 MACHIN FEEDERS AND OFFBEARERS
883 FREIGHT,STOCK,MATERIAL MOVERS 649 826
887 VEHICLE WASHERS AND EQUIP CLEANERS




17 POSTMASTERS AND MAIL SUPERINTENDS 
24 UNDERWRITERS 
35 CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR 
155 PREKINKINDTEACH 
205 HEALTH REC TECH 
234 LEGAL ASSIST 
243 SUPER,PROPRIET, SALES
253 INSURANCE SALES
254 REAL ESTATE SALES
256 ADVERTISE
257 SALES OCCU, BUSI SERV 
259 SALES R E P ,M I N E ,MANUFA 
263 AUTO,BOAT SALES
266 F U R N I ,HOME FURNISH SALES
267 RADIO,TV,APPLIANCE SALES 
269 PARTS SALES
284 AUCTIONEER
307 SUPER,DISTRIB,SCHEDUL,ADJUST CLERK 
316 INTERVIEWER 
359 DISPATCH
375 INSURE ADJUST, EXAM, INVESTIG
376 INVESTIG,ADJUST;NOT INSURE 
387 TEACHER AID
455 PEST CONTROL
456 SUPER PERSONAL SERV 
467 WELFARE SERV AID 
476 MANAGE HORTICULTURE
843 SUPER.MATERIAL MOVE EQUIP OPE
863 SUPER. HANDLERS,EQUIP C L E A N ,LABORERS PT711
PRECLUS=7
43 ARCHITECTS
44 AEROSPACE ENG I




49 NUCLEAR ENGINEERS 
53 CIVIL ENGINEERS
55 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENG I
57 MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
58 MARINE ENGINEERS AND NAVAL ARCH
59 ENGINEERS 16390
69 PHYSICISTS AND ASTRONOMERS
73 CHEMISTS, NOT BIOCHEMISTS
74 ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE SCIENTISTS
75 GEOLOGISTS AND GEODESISTS 
77 AGRICULT AND FOOD SCIENTIST
70 BIO AND LIFE SCIENTIST




100 PA I NT,SCULP,CRAFT, ART, PRINT
109 PHOTO
213 ELECTRIC TECH
227 AIR TRAF CONTROL
229 COMPUTER PROG
473 F A R M E R ,HORTICULTURE
555 SUPER ELECT POWER TRASNMIS INSTAL
PRECLUS=0
315 TYPIST,INFO CLERK




343 COST AND RATE CLERK
374 MATERIAL R E C O R D ,S C H E D U ,DISTRI CLERK 4749
305 DATA ENTRY KEYER




447 NURSE AIDS,ORDERLY ATTEND
407 ANIMAL CARETAKE, NOT FARM
009 TAXICAB DRIVER CHAUFFEUR
026 RAIL VEHICLE OPE 6439 -WATER TRANS OCCUPS
PRECLUS=9
14 A D M I N I S T R A T O R S ,EDUCATION
15 MANAGERS,MEDICINE AND HEALTH
97 DIETICIANS THERAPISTS
113 EARTH ENVI MARINE SC TEACH
114 BIO SCIENCE TEACH
115 CHEMTEACH
116 PHYSICSTEACH



































377 ELIGIBLE C L K , SOCIAL 1
P R E C L U S = 10
3 LEGISLATORS
4 CHIEF EXC AND GENERAL ADMINS PUBLIC ADMIN
5 ADMINISTRATORS AND OFFICERS PUBLIC ADMIN
7 FINANCIAL MANAGERS
8 PERSONNEL AND LABOR RELATIONS MANAGERS
9 PURCHASING MANAGERS
13 M A N A G E R S , M A R K E T I N G , A D V E R ,PUBLIC RELA 
16 MANAGERS,PROPERTIES REAL ESTATE
18 FUNERAL DIRECTORS
19 MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 1136 
23 ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
25 OTHER FINANCIAL OFFICERS
26 MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS
27 PERSONNEL,TRAIN AND LABOR SPECLISTS
28 PURCHASING AGENT AND BUYER FARM PRODTS
29 BUYERS,WHOLESALE-RETAIL,NOT FARM PRDTS
33 PURCHASING AGENTS AND BUYERS 144
34 BUSINESS AND PROMOTION AGENTS 
37 MANAGEMENT RELATED OCCU 149 
56 ' INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
63 SURVEYORS AND MAP SCIENTISTS
231
64 COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
65 OPERATIONS AND SYSTEM RESEARCH
66 ACTUARIES
67 STATISTICIANS
68 MATH SCIENTISTS 1739
76 PHYSICAL SCIENTIST 1849
165 ARCHCURASOCSCURBANPLAN
166 ECONOMIST










218 SURVE Y ,M A P ,SC IENCE
233 TOOL PROG, NUMER CONTROL
255 SECU FINAN SERVICES
823 RAILROAD CONDUCTOR YARDMASTER










268 HARDWARE,BUILD SUPPLY SALES
274 OTHER COMM SALES
277 DOOR-TO-DOOR,STREET WOK
278 NEWS VENDOR
283 D E M O N S T R A T O R , P R O M O T E R ,M O D E L ,SALE
285 SALE SUPPORT N .E .C .434,436,PT439




465 PUBLIC TRANSP ATTEND
825 RAILROAD BRAKE,SIGNAL,SWITCH OPE
834 BRIDGE,LOCK,LIGHTHOUSE TE N D E R ,MAT MOVE EQUIP OPE
885 GARAGE AND SERVICE STATION RELATED OCCUPS
232
PRECLUS=13
275 SALES COUNTER CLERK 
317 HOTEL CLERK
323 INFO CLERK N . E . C . 4649
354 POST CLERK,EXC NAIL CARRY
368 WEIGH,NEASU,CHECK
415 SUPER,GUARD
427 PROTECT SERV 5139
438 FOOD COUNTER,FOUNTAIN,RELATED
446 HEALTH AID,NOT NURSE
448 SUPER,CLEAN BUILDING SERV
453 JANITOR CLEANER
459 ATTEND,AMUSE AND RECREATE FAC
463 GUIDES
466 BAGGAGE PORTER BELLHOP
469 PERSONAL SERVICE
486 GROUNDKEEP GARDNER,NOT FARM
495 FOREST WOK ,NOT LOGG 
688 FOOD BATCHMAKER
719 MOLD CAST MACHIN OPERATE
725 MISC METAL AND PLASTIC PROCESS MACHIN OP
753 CEMENT GLU MACHIN OPE
755 EXTRUDE AND FORM MACHIN OPE
764 WASH,CLEAN,PICKLING MACHIN OPE
765 FOLD MACHIN OPE
793 HAND E N G R A V E ,PR INT OCCUP
796 RODUCTION I N S P E C T O R S ,C H E C K E R ,EXAMIN
805 TRUCK DRIVER LIGHT





345 DUPLICATE MACHI OPERATE
346 MAIL PREP & PAPER HANDLE
347 OFFICE MACHINE OPERATE 
349 TELEGRAPHERS
484 URSERY WOK
496 TIMBER CUT LOGG 
498 FISHER
598 DRILLER, EARTH
614 DRILLER OIL WELL
636 PRECISION ASSEMBLE
644 PRECISION G R I N D ,F I T ,SHARPEN
659 MISC WOOK WOK
683 ELECTRIC EQUIP ASSEMBLE
699 MISC PLANT & SYSTEM OPERATOR
704 LATHE & TURNING MACHIN OPERATOR
705 MILLING & PLANING MACHIN OPERATE
706 PUNCH AND STAMPING PRESS MACHI OPERATE
707 ROLLING MACHINE OPERATE
708 DRILLING AND BORING MACHIN OPERATE
709 GRIND,ABRADE,BUF,POLISH MACHIN OPERATE 
717 FABRIC MACHIN OPERATE METAL 7339 7539 
724 HEAT TREAT EQUIP OPERATE
726 WOOD LATHE,ROUT,PLAN MACHIN OPE
727 SAWING MACHIN OPE
728 SHAPE JOIN MACHIN OPERATE 
733 MISC WOODWOK MACHIN OPE 
743 TEXTILE CUT MACHIN OPE
756 MIX AND BLEND MACHIN OPE
757 SEPARATE FILTER CLARIFY MACHIN OPE
758 COMPRESS,COMPACT MACHIN OPE
759 PAINT,PAINT SPRAY MACHIN OPE
768 CRUSH,GRIND MACHIN OPE
769 SLICE, CUT MACHIN OPE
777 MISC MACHIN OPES 7479 7665 PT7679 
779 MACHIN OPE NOT SPECIFIED
784 SOLDERERS BRAZERS
785 ASSEMBLERS
786 HAND CUT AND TRIM OCCUP 
795 MISC HAND WOK OCCUP 
797 PRODUCTION TESTER
848 HOIST WINCH OPE
849 CRANE TOWER OPE
859 MISC MATERIAL MOVING EQUIP OPES
873 PRODUCTION HELPERS F R E I G H T ,S T O C K ,AND MAT
P R E C L U S = 15
406 CHILDCARE WOK
468 CHILDCARE WOK,NOT PRIVATE HOUSE 
PRECLUS=16
203 CLINIC LAB TECH
204 DENTAL HYGENE
215 MECHANIC ENG I TECH 
217 DRAFTING 
224 CHEM TECH
436 COOKS,NOT SHORT ORDER
437 SHORT ORDER CCOK 
445 DENTAL ASSISTS
457 BARBER
458 HAIRDRESS COSMETO 
474 HORTICULTURE
505 AUTO MECHA
506 AUTO MECHA APPRENTICE
507 BUS TRUCK STATIONARY MECHA
234
508 AIRCRAFT ENGINE MECHA
509 SMALL ENG REPAIR
514 AUTO BODY
515 AIRCRAFT MECHA EXC ENGINE
516 HEAVY EQUIP MECHA
517 FARM EQUIP MECHA
518 INDUSTRY MACHINE REPAIRS 
523 ELECT COMMU INDUST EQUIP
525 DATA PROCESSING EQUIP REPAIRES 
527 TELEPHONE LINE INSTAL REPAIR 
529 TELEPHONE INSTAL REPAIR
533 MISC ELECT EQUIP
534 HEAT AIR COND REFRIG MECHAN
535 CAMERA,WATCH MUSIC EQUIP REPAIR
536 LOCKSMITH SAFE REPAIR 
538 OFFICE MACHINE REPAIR
543 ELEVATOR INSTAL REPAIR
544 MILLWRIGHTS
547 SPECIAL MECHA REPAIRS 6777 6779 
549 NOT SPECIFIED MECHA
553 SUPER BRICKMASONS STONEMASONS TILE
554 SUPER CARPENTER AND RELATED
556 SUPER PAINT PAPER HANG
557 SUPER PLUMB PIPEFIT STEAMFIT
563 BRICKMASONS STONE MASONS
564 BRICKMASON STONEMASON APPRENTICE






577 ELECTRIC POWER INSTAL REPAIR 
579 PAINT CONSTRUCT MAINTAIN
583 PAPERHANGER
584 PLASTERER
585 PLUMB PIPEFIT STEAMFIT
587 PLUMB PIPEFIT STEAMFIT APPRENTICE 
589 GLAZIERS
595 ROOF
596 SHEETMETAL DUCT INSTAL
597 STRUCTURAL METAL WOK
634 TOOL,DIE MAKER
635 TOOL,DIE APPRENTICE 
637 MACHINIST
639 MACHINIST APPRENTICE 
643 BOILERMAKER 
645 PATTERN M A K E ,M O D E L ,METAL 
649 ENGRAVERS,METAL
653 SHEET METAL WOK
654 SHEET METAL WOK APPRENTICE
655 MISC PRECISION WOK
656 PATTERN MAKE,WOOD
657 CABINET BENCH CARPENTER
668 UPHOLSTER
674 MISC PRECISION APPAREL
676 PATTERN MAKER,LAYOUT
677 OPTICAL GOOD WOK
678 DENTAL LAB MEDICAL APPLIANCE TECHN
687 BAKER
696 STATIONARY ENGI
703 LATHE & TURNING MACHIN SET-UP OPERATOR
723 METAL PLATE MACHIN OPERATE
734 PRINT MACHIN OPE
735 PHOTOENGRAVER LITHOGRAPHER
736 TYPESETTER COMPOSITOR
763 ROAST,BAKE MACHIN OPE
833 MARINE ENGINEER
864 HELPER,MECHANIC,REPAIRER EXTRACT OCCUPS
PRECLUS=17
6 ADMINISTRATORS,PROTECTIVE SERVICES





214 INDU ENG I TECH
216 ENGI TECH N. E . C . 3719
223 BIO TECH
225 SC TECH N . E . C . 3832,3833,384,389
226 PILOT,NAVIGATOR









379 GEN OFFICE CLERK
413 SUPER, FIRE
414 SUPER, POLICE;DETECT
416 FIRE INSPECT, PREVENT
417 FIREFIGHT,POL ICE,DETECT
418 POLICE&DETECT,PUBLIC SERV
423 SHERIF,BAILIF,OTHER LAW OFCERS
433 S U P E R .FOOD P R E P A ,SERVICE OCCUP 
475 MANAGE FARMS,NOT HORTICULTURE 
477 SUPER FARM WORK 
494 SUPER FOREST LOGGING
526 HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE POWER TOOL REPAIR 
539 MECHAN CONTRL VALVE REPAIR 
588 CONCRETE TERRRAZZO FINISH 
615 EXPLOSIVE WOK 
669 SHOE REPAIR
673 APPAREL AND FABRIC PATTERN MAKER 
684 MISC PRECISION,FOOD 7279
694 WATER,SEWAGE TREAT OPERATOR
695 POWER PLANT OPERATE 
737 MISC PRINT MACHIN OPE
773 MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONISTS 
789 HAND P A I N T ,C O A T ,DECORATE OCCUP 
808 BUS DRIVERS 




739 KNIT,LOOP,TAP WEAVE MACHIN OPE
744 TEXTILE SEW MACHIN OPE
745 SHOE MACHIN OPE 
747 PRESSING MACHIN OPE 
804 TRUCK DRIVER,HEAVY 
813 PARKING LOT ATTEND
856 INDUSTRIAL TRUCK AND TRACTOR EQUIP OPES
P R E C L U S = 19 
36 INSPECTOR AND COMPLIANCE OFFICER 
318 TRANSPORT TICKET RESERVE AGENT 




365 STOCK INVENT CLERK 
373 EXPEDITE
384 PROOFREAD
485 SUPER RELATED AGRIC OCCUP 
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